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Introduction

The Framingham Heart Study (FHS) is conducting a study of the genetic and environmental determinants
of sub-clinical coronary, aortic and cardiac calcification and their relations with clinical CVD. A multidetector CT scanner is being used (General Electric Lightspeed + 8 detector scanner) in 1200 Offspring
Cohort subjects and 1900 selected Generation 3 subjects (plus approximately 400 from the Family Study)
to detect and quantify coronary calcification and abdominal aortic calcification. This document is the
manual of operation for the CT exanl of the Franlingham Heart Study, June 2002 through June 2007.
Scanning of participants was completed in April 2005. Scoring of the thoracic aorta calcification plus
measurement of the phantom was ongoing since 2005. Total completion occurred at the end of June 2007.
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Summary of Updates to Manual of Procedures

Detailed below are the significant developments since the start of the study, including: finalization of our
software and reading protocols for calcium scoring; full implementation of procedures for review and
reporting of high calcium scores and incidental findings; and complete harmonization of age-criteria of
both the Framingham and Family Heart Study CT protocols, including the addition of a 'possibly pregnant'
screening questionnaire for all premenopausal women. Collaboration with the Family Heart Study ended in
December 2003 at the end of their enrollment period.

a. Scanning Protocol. There have been no modifications to the actual scanning protocol since the
start of the study.

b. Summary of Procedures.
1) Change in calcium scoring software from the General Electric package to TeraRecon in
early 2003. In early 2003~d colleagues recommended we conduct our calcium
scoring with the Aquarius software package (TeraRecon, Inc), to which the MGH had full
access. Among the many distinct advantages offered by the TeraRecon software package over
and above the General Electric package: i. ease of use by technicians and physicians; ii.
substantially reduced time to conduct scoring per patient; iii. readily available flatfile database
of all completed calcium scores, in a format that can be easily transferred to the Framingham
database, with variables including vessel-specific data for calcium volume, mass and Agatston
score; and iv. ease/ability to modify software to user specifications. In addition to providing the
MGH-based workstation, TeraRecon has provided additional copies of its software for use on
two workstations sited at the FHS site for the duration of our Framingham CT study. In a
4
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blinded pilot test of the TeraRecon package, our MOH colleagues determined that calcium
scores were virtually identical whether conducted using the OE or the TeraRecon software.

2) Continuation ofreporting ofhigh calcium scores. We have completed training of our initial

CT technician

and her replacement

Each participant

with a calcium score 2: 90th percentile receives a letter notifying her/him to contact her/his
physician, who is sent the actual calcium score.

3) Initiation ofincidental findings readings and reporting in early 2003. The initial scan

review protocol called for the reporting of potentially clinically important "incidental findings"
for scans undergoing a "quality assurance" review. Under the original protocol, a quality
assurance review was conducted on a limited number of scans. However, in early 2003, we
modified the review procedure for IFs. Now, a systenlatic review is conducted by one offour
MOH radiologists of every CT scan to identify potentially clinically important IFs. If an IF is
identified, a more thorough review of the scan is conducted for other IFs, and an IF report is
prepared.
4) Initiation ofadditional measures to screen for possible pregnancy. See new Pregnancy

Screening Procedures (below).

c.

Incidental Findings.
1) Reading scans for IFs. A thorough review and report for potential IFs on all scans began in

late winter/early spring. As of August 31, 2003, an IF review was completed for 1110 subjects,
or approximately 75% of all subjects scanned. Some unanticipated logistical issues delayed our
ability to rapidly reduce the large initial backlog of unread scans, including slow transfer times
for uploading scans to the TeraRecon workstation at MOH, availability of only a single
workstation for three MOH radiologists (for IF readings) and the FHS CT technologist (for

5
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calcium scoring), and hardware/storage issues leading to delays in transfer of images from the
MGH West site to the TeraRecon workstation at MGH. After a collaborative effort by MGH,
FHS and TeraRecon staff, these delays have been significantly reduced at the MGH reading
center site, and two fully functional workstations (for exclusive use by the Framingham CT
technician) have been placed at the FHS site. Also, a fourth radiologist has been added to the IF
reading team. By June 2005, all IF's were completely read and reported (scans were completed
by April, 2005).

2) Reporting IFs to each participant and his/her MD. A report is completed for every IF and
the report is sent to
reviewed by

and his staff for review. Initial IF reports were carefully
and the MGH radiology staff to ensure that style, clarity and clinical

recommendation are consistent with reporting of other research tests in the FHS. Within a few
days of receipt by

f the IF report, the report is sent with a cover letter to the

participant's MD, and a second letter is sent several days later to the Framingham participant.
Additionally, reports and letters are sent early in the week. We implemented this sequence of
reporting after we received statements of concern from a few subjects who expressed anxiety
related to uncertainty because they received the IF report before their MD. In all such cases, __
_

discussed the findings with the participants. As of August 31, 2003, an IF

report was mailed to the participant's MD for 211 subjects, or 19.0% of all scans reviewed for
an IF. When subjects have questions about their IF, they are referred to both their PCP and, if
desired, to

Additionally, a handout of frequently asked questions

was drafted to be provided to participants and as a resource. By June 2005, all IF reports were
completely read and reported to the participants and their physician.

6
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Calcium Scores. As of August 31,2003, coronary calcium scoring has been completed on 844

subjects, or approximately 57% of all subjects scanned. Our goal is to complete a calcium score on all
subjects within 8 weeks of completion of the scan. In August 2003, our first CT technician
_

resigned from the FHS (to attend medical school), and she was replaced by one of senior research

coordinators,

Both

training in CT scoring under MGH radiologists working in _

completed extensive
group, and both have completed

coronary and aortic calcium reproducibility scoring for 125 FHS participants using the TeraRecon
workstation. The inter-reader correlation was excellent between the two FHS technicians and between each
FHS technician and two MGH radiologists. All 3500 scans (including the 400 fronl the Family Study)
were completely scored for coronary artery calcium by May, 2005. All scans were scored for thoracic
aortic calcification and phantom measurements and were completed by June, 2007.

e.

Adverse Events. There were no adverse events.

f.

New PG Procedures. In September 2003, we reported to the OSMB an inadvertent exposure of a
38 year old pregnant participant in the Family Heart Study-SCANlFramingham Heart Study. This
incident was reported to the OSMB of the Family Heart Study as well as the Institutional Review
Board of the Boston University. Our response to this incidence is sunlffiarized in the nlemorandunl
of September 9,2003 to the FHS. Since the writing of that memorandum, we have implemented the
following measures: a. obtained Boston University IRB approval for and implemented a supplement
to Pregnancy Determination Form to screen for possible pregnancy; b. enforced strict adherence to
the age criteria for all FHS participants who are also participating in the CT study, regardless of
participation in the Family Heart Study-SCAN; c. continued urine pregnancy testing; and d. trained
all coordinators and recruiters regarding proper implementation of the new pregnancy screening
nleasures.
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CT Exam Protocol Overview

FHS is conducting a multi-detector CT scan using a General Electric Lightspeed +8 detector scanner in
1200 Offspring Cohort subjects and 1900 selected Gen 3 subjects to detect and quantify coronary
calcification and abdominal aortic calcification. Due to the anticipated low prevalence in young persons,
women < 40 years of age and men < 35 years of age are excluded.
Furthermore, all pre-menopausal women who have not had a hysterectomy or tubal ligation will require a
negative screening urine pregnancy test (QuSTICK ™ Pregnancy test, STANBIO Laboratory) conducted
by Framingham Heart Study staff within 24 hours prior to the scheduled test. However, urine pregnancy
testing with this and other assays cannot detect pregnancies until 6 days after conception. Thus, to
minimize the risk of performing a CT scan on a woman whose very early pregnancy might not be detected
by the pregnancy test, we have decided it is necessary to administer a brief questionnaire in all pre
menopausal women in addition to conducting the pregnancy test.

Eligible subjects are contacted by phone or in the Generation 3 initial clinic visit to schedule the CT test.
Subjects are asked to transport themselves to Massachusetts General Hospital West, on Route 128 in
Waltham, MA (approximately 20 minutes by automobile from the Framingham Heart Study). The
Framingham Heart Study does provide transportation for persons unable or unwilling to drive to the site.

After providing proper informed consent, each subject is escorted to the changing room to remove any
clothing that has metal (i.e., pants with zippers, bras, etc) and is given a jonnie top to wear open in the front,
and hospital pants if needed. The subject lies down on the imaging couch and has the ECG leads placed on
their chest and the couch is then moved within the scanner. One scout image, two coronary images and one
abdominal image are obtained during a total session within the scanner that takes no more than 15 minutes
and requires three short «20 seconds/each) breath holds. A QCT phantom is positioned beneath the
8
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participant's heart and abdomen. The total anticipated door-to-door time for the scan is less than or equal to
30 minutes.

Scans are being conducted for research purposes, however, in the event that the research evaluation of the
scan uncovers clinically important findings that require medical diagnosis for treatment, this infomlation
will be provided to the participant and their doctor. Also, because there is a lack of consensus on the clinical
utility of coronary calcium scores, we are not routinely notifying or reporting calciwn scores to all subjects.
However, we are routinely reporting calciwn scores to physicians of subjects with a >90th percentile score
for age and sex.

In addition, Quality Assurance readings are ordered on each scan and clinically important incidental
findings are identified and reported to physicians of subjects. The General Electric SCaIUler undergoes a
daily QC test. In addition, a calcium density phantom is used during each scan and QCT calibration
phantoms are imaged every 15 days, in an identical manner to the Family Heart Study-SCAN protocol. An
Agatston calcium score for the coronary arteries and aorta is generated for each participant using
TeraRecon, which is installed and currently functioning on GE Scanners at the Waltham campus and the
main MGH campuses. The study begins by generating coronary calcification scores using TeraRecon. This
is the same general analysis algorithm being used by the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA)
study, and the Framingham Heart Study. We have ascertained that the procedures for imaging,
reproducibility, quality assurance, and image analysis in the Framingham Heart Study are similar or
identical to those being used in the MESA study and the NHLBI Family Heart Study-SCAN study as well as
the NHLBI Coronary Artery Disease in Young Adults (CARDIA) study. This allows consistency across
ongoing NHLBI studies.

9
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Study Personnel
Framingham Heart Study Personnel
Framingham Heart Study
73 Mt. Wayte Avenue
Framingham, MA 01702 / Telephone # (508) 872-6562

Of spnng Study Coordinator

~dY Coordinator

Statistical and Data Management
Staff

MGHW LiaisonslFHS Research Assistants

..
(past)

Family Heart Study Coordinator
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Massachusetts General West Imaging Center Personnel
40 Second Avenue
The PARC Center Suite 120 (CT/MRI Services)
Waltham, MA 02451 / Telephone#: (800) 697-8296

Radiology Staff- MGH Boston
100 Charles River Plaza
Boston, MA 02114 / Telephone #: (617) 726-3033
Head
of CIMIT- office MGH Boston
----
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MGH RADIOLOGIST CONTACT LIST FOR CT STUDY

ardiologist, Head of CIMIT Office

;~
.

.::-..;
\i'·~

.,1'

.

Effective Date: June, 2002

Effectuve Date: May, 2003

Effective Date: June, 2003
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Framingham Heart Study CT Examination Protocol and Procedures

4.1 Pre-and post-scan procedures at FHS

a.

Eligibility

Women: The CT scan will not be done on women who are pregnant, who may be pregnant, or who have
been breast-feeding for less than six months. Women must be age 40 or older.
Men: Must be age 35 or older.
All participants must weigh less than 352 pounds.

b.
Scheduling
Prior to calling participants, the calling list is checked for priority needs, i.e. whether a participant is also in
the Family Study, and to determine the eligibility of Offspring spouses. The recruiter reviews the Roster
Screen for each participant for any pertinent information prior to placing a call. When the appointment is
scheduled women are screened for age, and pregnancy or postmenopausal status. If transportation is
needed the participant is scheduled in coordination with the Family Study transportation needs.

The appointment is then entered into the CT Booking Screen and the CT scheduling book. The participant
is classified according to their participation in the Framingham Heart Study and/or the Family Heart Study
and if the participant is a priority for both studies, i.e. age and other factors. If a pregnancy test is needed it
is also documented when scheduled. Other factors, such as health issues, are also noted as needed.

Once the schedulet for a given day is complete, it is run and printed, proofread and emailed to the facility
one week ahead. Appointment letters with directions to MGH-West are sent to the participant two weeks
prior to their scheduled appointment. Folders are prepared containing the Completion Form, Consent
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Forms, Pregnancy Determination Form (for women only), and if needed, Health History Update
Form l along with a Folder checklist. Reminder calls are made one day prior to the appointment.

c.

Pre-CT exam instructions for participants

There is no outside preparation that the participant must perfonn before having a CT scan. The
Framingham Heart Study coordinators notify women who are able to become pregnant that they must
undergo a pregnancy test at MOH West before having a CT scan. Because the urine pregnancy test cannot
detect pregnancies of less than one week, pre-menopausal women are told that they should not have
unprotected sexual intercourse for 7 days prior to the CT scan. Study Coordinators also arrange
transportation for participants who require or request it.

d.

Tracking participant infomlation at MOH and FHS

On the day following appointments, schedules are collected from liaison staffers, the numbers of completed
scans are tallied and the schedule is put into a binder. Reports are generated for those participants with a
significant incidental finding and/or those participants whose values are above the predetennined threshold.
The report is sent to the participant's physician along with a cover letter from the Principal Investigator,.

1

To view these forms refer to the following appendices: Schedule-Appendix 17; Completion form-Appendix 18; Consent form-

Appendix 8; Pregnancy Determination form-Appendix 14; Addendum to Pregnancy Determination From- Appendix 15;
Supplement to Pregnancy Determination Form- Appendix 16; Heath History Update form-Appendix 20; and Thank You LettersAppendices 22-24.
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4.2 Verifying the Identity of the Participant at MGH West Imaging
The liaison asks the participant their full name and has them state their date of birth. This information is
matched to the schedule and paperwork to make a positive identification of the participant. The liaison is
alert to the fact that there are often relatives with the same name but for Jr. or Sr. If there is any doubt as to
the person's identity the liaison uses the address and phone numbers on the schedule as further
confirmation. If there is still doubt, the liaison calls the appropriate FHS coordinator for assistance. In
addition, the MGHW CT tech introduces herlhimself, asks the participant to state hislher name and leads
the participant into the CT scanning room. To verify identity, the tech then asks the participant to spell
hislher last name, and to state hislher date of birth.

4.3 Obtaining Informed consent
All Framingham Heart Study Participants are required to sign a Consent form (Appendix 8) prior to the
CT scan. A trained FHS staff member at either the Framingham Heart Study or at Massachusetts General
Hospital West administers consent forms. The informed consent is administered in a semi-private area. If
further privacy is needed a conference room outside of the CT suite is available. Once the participant has
read the form slhe is given the opportunity to ask questions. Once all of the participant's questions and
concerns are addressed s/he may sign the consent form and will be given a copy for hislher records.

4.4 Determining Pregnancy Status
A urine pregnancy test is used in the Framingham Heart Study CT Study to screen for pregnancy
(QuSTICK ™ Pregnancy test, STANBIO Laboratory). However, urine pregnancy testing with this and
other assays cannot detect pregnancies until 6 days after conception. Also, although in nl0st cases we
obtain a pregnancy test immediately before the CT exam, we allow up to 24 hours between the urine
pregnancy test and the CT scan, so conception (a pregnancy) could theoretically occur during the 24 hour
time period between pregnancy testing and the CT scan. Thus, to minimize the risk of performing a CT
15
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scan on a woman whose very early pregnancy might not be detected by the pregnancy test, we have
decided it is necessary to administer a brief questionnaire in all women of childbearing potential in addition

to conducting the pregnancy test. 2

4.5 Participant Preparation at MGH West
The Framingham Heart Study liaison reviews the CT schedule form provided by the CT coordinator and
ensures that all the necessary paperwork is present and filled out correctly. After providing proper
informed consent and for female participants, after determining pregnancy status and if necessary
administering a pregnancy test, the liaison escorts the participant to the changing room to get changed. The
participant is asked to remove any articles of clothing that contain metal (i.e., pants with zippers, bras, etc).
If they need to change their pants, hospital pants are provided. The jonnie top must be worn open in the
front to facilitate easy access for the placement of electrodes. Participants only have to remove jewelry that
hangs below the nape of hislher neck.

Once the participant is changed they are brought into the scan room by the CT technologist, where they will
then be asked to spell their last name and state their date of birth. Beginning in September of 2003 the CT
technologists ask every non-exempt female participant if there is any possibility that she may be pregnant.
After the participant confirms that there is no possibility that she could be pregnant the tech initials the
pregnancy field of the Completion Form. The CT technologist then instructs the subject on the importance
of breath holding and immobility during scanning. (Preliminary studies by

suggest that at least

99.5% will be able to hold their breath for more than 15 seconds and 80% will be able to hold their breath
for more than 30 seconds.) Only after the technologist is satisfied that the subject understands the
importance of breath holding does he/she proceed with the exam. The technologist attaches 4
electrocardiography electrodes under the left and right clavicle and on either side of the thorax near the
axilla (to maximize ECG signal).

2The Self-Administered Questionnaire was implemented September 15,2003.
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4.6 Positioning of the participant on the QTC Phantom/CT Couch
A feet-first protocol is used for the FHS scan. The rectangular calcium calibration QCT Phantom is placed
underneath the chest and abdomen and is included in the field-of-view for both cardiac CT scan series as
well as the abdominal scans. A foam cushion and a special gel filled mat is placed between the phantom
and the subject to insure appropriate contact is provided with the calibration pad phantom to prevent
artifacts and provide for subject comfort. The calibration phantom is placed inside the blue catcher bag
with its long axis parallel to the long axis of the scanning table. The phantom is made of tissue equivalent
plastic with rods of hydroxyapatite of known radiographic density. For the cardiac and abdominal scans,
the QCT Phantom is positioned directly behind the thoracic spine and the heart as well as the abdominal
spine. The superior extent is above the carina and extends inferiorly to the sacral spine.

4.7 Coronary and Aortic Imaging

The CT examination is designed to efficiently and accurately provide volumetric CT image data for
measuring coronary and abdominal aortic calcium. The examination consists of scout images, 2 cardiac
gated series of the heart to measure coronary calcium and a helical (volumetric) acquisition of the
abdominal aorta to measure aortic calcium. On average, 20 minutes of participant time is spent within the
CT scan suite; this includes instructions, setup and imaging. In rare cases, the examination may require 30
minutes. In many cases, the examination is completed in less than 15 minutes. Participants have ECG
17
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electrodes attached for cardiac gating and are instructed as to standardized breath holding instructions
(Appendix 21).

CT Scans:

Series

Description

No. of images

Scan time

ECG gating

1

Scout of thorax and abdomen 1

2

7secx2

No

2

Coronary scan 1L

40-50

20-40 sec

Yes

3

Coronary scan 2L

40-50

20-40 sec

Yes

4

Abd. Aorta scan

60

30

No

IScout images will consist of a frontal and lateral low energy 2D scanogram
2Duplicate scans will be obtained of the coronary circulation to improve the precision of the calcium
measurement in the first 500 patients
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Radiation Dose Estimates of the FHS CT Examination and Protocol Adherence for Radiation
Exposure

The CT examination uses ionizing radiation (X-rays) to generate images of the participants. The level of
exposure utilized in this particular CT examination is on the same magnitude as that typically used in other
diagnostic CT imaging. The next section describes the potential risks of exposure to low levels of radiation
and where in continuum from the average natural exposure of 3.6 mSv annually the dose for participant in
this study is located. The radiation exposure in this CT examination is well below the threshold for any
observable direct dose related effects of ionizing radiation. Therefore, the theoretical concerns of low-level
radiation exposure for participants of Framingham Heart Study CT Study are the potential for hereditary
defects, developmental defects and cancer induction. These potential risks are detailed along with steps that
have been taken to further reduce these potential risks.

Radiation induced hereditary defects: "Despite comprehensive studies of the children of the atomic-bomb
survivors in Japan, there remains no evidence for heritable effects in humans (UNSCEAR, 1993)."(NCRP
Report 124, Mar. 1996, p. 12). To further reduce this potential risk the gonads (testes and ovaries) are not
directly irradiated in the CT examination.

Radiation induced developmental defects: "High radiation doses can cause death, malformation, growth
retardation and functional impairment. However, low doses «0.2 Gy) do not appear, in general, to affect
the developmental process." (NCRP Report 124, Mar. 1996, p. 12). To further eliminate this potential risk,
women who have the potential to be pregnant (i.e. functioning ovaries and uterus) are required to have a
pregnancy test prior to being eligible for an Framingham Heart Study CT examination.
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Radiation-induced oncogenesis: "Cancers arising in various organs and tissues are the principal late
somatic effects of radiation exposure. As a very general guideline, the BEIR V Report (NASINRC, 1990)
suggests a fatal cancer risk estimate of four cancers per 100 mSv in 1,000 exposed individuals. At the doses
of 2.5 to 5 mSv experienced by nuclear medical personnel annually, the cancer risk is small. To place this
in perspective, if an unexposed population of 1,000 persons was exposed to doses of 5 mSv i

1

for 40 y

there could be eight cancers in addition to the 210 cancer deaths that would occur in that population due to
the normal incidence of cancer in the population of the United States." (NCRP Report 124, Mar. 1996, p.
13). In this study participants receives a one-time exposure of 5.7 to 6.4 mSv as opposed to the same
exposure over 40 years described in the above example. The exposure in this study is also less than the
cumulative exposure of the active and approved MESA (3 CT examinations of the heart) and CARDIA (2
CT examinations of the heart) protocols.

This section provides an estimate of the radiation dose that results from the CT scans performed as part of
the research study "Framingham Offspring/Generation 3 CT Scan Examination". The calculations in this
section were performed by
Department of Radiological Sciences in conjunction with

of Wake Forest

University Medical Center. These calculations were used for the Family Heart Study-SCAN the revision

by_

history of the dose estimates is as follows: The initial dose estimates calculated as part of the grant
submission were prepared

in conjunction with

Division of Radiological

Sciences Wake Forest Univ. School of Medicine. At the request of the NIH, an external review of the
calculations was performed by

and submitted to NIH in a letter prior to the awarding of

the grant in Septernber of 2001. As detailed in this letter, the plan was to finalize the CT scan protocol and
equipment to be used at each field center and provide an accurate but conservative estimate of radiation
exposure.
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As specified in the preceding sections of this MOP, Framingham participants will have a CT examination
that consists of the following components:

1.

The coronary scans 1 & 2 are identical by design to those currently in the field in both the NHLBI-

funded MESA and CARDIA studies as well as the Family Heart Study-SCAN Study. Like these other
studies, we conduct 2 coronary scans in our Multi-detector CT (MDCT) protocol in order to maximize the
reproducibility of our scans and comparability with other NHLBI studies. However, we do plan to evaluate
test-test agreement after approximately 500 scans are scored, and regularly thereafter for reproducibility
reporting. After the scoring of the first 500 scans, Framingham Heart Study investigators, and MGH
investigators will discuss possible reproducibility criteria that might justify only one coronary scan in
consultation with NHLBI staff involved with the Framingham Heart Study MDCT study and other NHLBI
CT studies. These data will be reviewed and discussed together by Framingham Heart Study investigators,
MGH investigators and NHLBI staff for evidence of reproducibility sufficiently high thresholds to consider
omission of one of the 2 coronary scans.

2.

The abdominal CT protocol includes a limited scan of the abdominal aorta. Using the same protocol
and the rationale of other NHLBI studies that coverage of the entire infrarenal aorta was
advantageous, the coverage includes 15 em of length. This provides complete coverage of the
infrarenal aorta and imaging of the lumbar spine and visceral fat for future analysis.

Participants undergoing the MDCT examination will have:
1. Peak radiation dose of approximately 2.5 rad (25 mGy) at the peripheral position (essentially the
skin) of the patient.
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2. Highest doses to radiosensitive organs are approximately 1.3 rad (13 mGy) to the lungs and
approximately 1.4 rad (14 mGy) to the female breast.
3. An estimate of effective dose would be 5.7 to 6.4 mSv per CT examination that is broken down
by sequence below.

Summary of Effective Dose Estimates-Table 1
Sequence Description

Deff[mrem]

Deff[mSv]

1

coronary axial 1

150to 190

1.5 to 1.9

2

coronary axial 2

150 to 190

1.5 to 1.9

3

Abd. Aorta helical

270

2.7

Total

570 to 640

5.7 to 6.4

Note:

stated that the radiation exposure related to the low energy scouts / topograms were

inconsequential in dose compared to the above series; as a result they are not detailed in the above
table.

These estimates of effective dose can be compared to the annual average effective dose from background
radiation, which is 3.6 mSv/year and the annual whole body effective dose that a radiation worker
(radiologist, radio logic technologist) is allowed on an annual basis (50 mSv/year). Thus, the patient
receives the equivalent of approximately 1.58 to 1.78 years of background radiation from the CT scans.
Alternatively, this is 12.8% (6.4 mSv/50 mSv) of the annual allowance of 50 mSv for radiation workers.
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5.1 Detailed Discussion of Dose Estimates
Examination description
The CT examination consists of the series of scans described above with repeat series (total of 2) through
the coronary arteries using standard techniques and one series through the abdominal aorta.

Technical factors for each series used in the dose estimates

a. Coronary Scans 1 and 2 (which are identical sequences)

Using the GE LightSpeed multidetector scanner, the standard protocol are employed:
4 x 2.5 mm collimation (4i axial) mode with 10 mm table increment (contiguous scans).
Prospective EKG gating; x-ray beam is only on 2/3 ofa scan rotation 140 KVp, 150 rnA, 0.5 second scans.
Scan Coverage: 2 cm below the carina extending to the base of the heart.

b.

Limited Scan of Abdominal Aorta

Using the GE LightSpeed multidetector scanner, the following protocol are employed:
4 x 2.5 mm collimation with Helical HQ mode (table speed of7.5 mmlrotation)
140 KVp, 250 rnA, 0.5 second scans. Scan Coverage: starting 15 cm above SI vertebra and stopping at the
superior endplate of S1.
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Peak Radiation Dose
Estimated radiation dose (CTDI) is reported below using the technical factors described above for each
sequence. These values were calculated based on measured values using a standard test object (CTDI 32
cm-diameter body phantom) in comparable scanners (GE LightSpeed) at UCLA:

Table 2 - Estimates of Peak dose for each sequence
Scan

Peak Radiation Dose at

Peak Radiation Dose at

Center

Periphery

Each Coronary Scan

6.3 mGy (.63 rad)

12.5 mGy (1.25 rad)

Abdominal Aorta Scan

7.3 mGy (.73 rad)

15 mGy (1.5 rad)

Because the two coronary scans cover the same anatomy, the peak dose in those two regions add so that the
peak dose occurs in the anatomy ranging from the carina to the base of the heart, which receives 25 mGy
(2.5 rad).

Effective Dose Calculations

Effective Dose is the sum of the weighted absorbed doses for all irradiated tissues, where the weighting
factors represent the different risk of each tissue to mortality from cancer and hereditary effects. These
weighting factors are higher for the gonads and lower for less sensitive organs (such as the extremities).

These estimates were obtained by finding the average dose to each radiosensitive organ (based on the
phantom radiation dose measurements described above and anatomical coverage for each sequence). The
weighting factors were then applied according to the description in the International Council on Radiation
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Protection Report 60. These estimates were performed for each sequence and then summed to obtain the
results for the entire examination. The results are summarized in table 2 on the previous page.

For each coronary scan, the estimated effective dose is estimated to be 1.5 mSv (150 mrem) for men and
1.9 mSv (190 mrem) for women. The difference is that the breast is irradiated in this scan, and because the
breast dose carries a weighting factor of .05 of the total effective dose, the effective dose is higher for
women.

For the abdominal aorta scans, the estimated effective dose is 2.7 mSv (270 mrem) for the 15 cm of
coverage. The reproductive organs are not irradiated, as the true pelvis is not scanned.

For the entire examination, the estimates of effective dose range 5.7 mSv for men to 6.4 mSv for women.
These values would compare with 3.6-mSv annual backgrolmd radiation and the 50 mSv whole body
exposure annual limit for radiation workers. Therefore, the total effective dose from these scans for an
average patient is significantly less than that allowed for radiation workers on an annual basis and is
equivalent to about 1.6 to 1.8 years of background radiation. However, because these estimates are based
on population averages, these estimates should not be taken to provide an estimate of risk for any
individual patient.
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Result Reporting and Tracking for Coronary Calcium Scores and Incidental Findings of
Participant CT Examinations

For each subject, a complete output of calcium scoring data for the coronary arteries, and the abdominal
aorta, including an Agatston Calcium Score for the coronary arteries are generated and forwarded to the
Framingham Heart Study. The physician of each subject with a coronary calcium scores above the upper
10th decile for age are sent a summary of the calcium score with wording indicating that the score is high
for age and with references to the most recent ACC/AHA guideline statement on coronary calcium
imaging. (The published literature will be reviewed annually.) If deemed appropriate after review of the
literature and contact with the other NHLBI population-based studies, and if approved by the Framingham
Heart Study Executive Committee and OSMB, reporting may be extended to more or all subjects.

Scans are being conducted for research purposes, however, the entire scan will be screened for clinically
important findings and clinically important findings will be reported by a radiologist at Mass General
Hospital. Also, because there is a lack of consensus on the clinical utility of coronary calcium scores, we
will not routinely notify or report calcium scores to all subjects. However, we will routinely report
calcium scores to physicians of subjects with a >90th percentile score for age and sex.

6.1 Protocol for Reporting to Participants and the Participant's Primary Care Physician of
Incidental Findings

Participants will receive a letter thanking them for participation in the CT study and indicating, if
appropriate, that a letter has been sent to hislher primary care physician for either a high calcium score, an
incidental finding, or both. Once both the incidental finding report and the coronary calcium score are
received by the Study Coordinator overseeing clinical reports

the appropriate letter is
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prepared to be sent to the participant and hislher physician. Each incidental finding report will be reviewed
by a Framingham Heart Study MD

before being sent by mail to the participant

and the participant's MD. The time1ine from completion of imaging to mailing of letters and/or physician
reports will be no greater than six weeks. At the discretion of the Framingham Heart Study M D .
the MD of participants with serious incidental findings (e.g., a likely cancerous mass)
may be contacted directly by phone as well as mail.

Letter to Participant
A thank you letter will be sent to each participant in the CT study. For participants with neither an
incidental finding nor a high (>90th percentile) coronary calcium score, a generic thank you letter will be
sent (see Thank You Letter, Appendix 20). For participants for whom an incidental finding was noted, a
letter regarding the presence of an incidental finding will be sent containing a generic notification about the
incidental finding and instructed to speak with hislher physician for more details (see Letter for Incidental
Findings, Appendix 22). Participants with a high (>90 th percentile) coronary calcium score will be sent a
letter containing a notification of the presence of a high calcium score and instructed to speak with hislher
physician for more details (see Letter for High Calcium Score, Appendix 21). Participants with both an
incidental finding and a high coronary calcium score will receive a single letter notifying him/her of the
presence of both abnormalities.

Letter to Physician
The physician for each participant with an incidental finding will be nlailed the incidental finding report,
electronically signed by the MGH radiologist, with a cover letter from

(see Physician Letter,

Appendix 23). The physician for each participant with a high coronary calcium score will be mailed a
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describing the presence of a high coronary calcium score, (see Physician

Letter, Appendix 23). A letter will be sent to physicians of participants with both an incidental finding and
a high coronary calcium score (see Physician Letter, Appendix 23). Physicians of participants with neither
an incidental finding nor a high calcium score will receive no letter or report unless specifically requested
and authorized by the participant.

Tracking of Completed Incidental Findings Reports, Completed Clinical Coronary Calcium Scores, and
Completed Letters to Participants and the Participant MD

Copies of all letters/reports are placed in the participant's respective chart, as well as kept in a CT study
reports binder. Information regarding completion and notification is also being tracked in a CT study
tracking database that records the completion of coronary scoring, completion of quality assurance
readings, completion of incidental findings reports, mailing of letters to participants (all participants receive
a letter), and mailing of letters to the participant's physician (for those with a high calcium score and/or
incidental finding).
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Participant Safety and Confidentiality Considerations

The Framingham Heart Study CT examination both operationally and scientifically is built on the
experience of National Heart Lung and Blood Institute with recent large population-based studies which
have incorporated CT measures of sub clinical atherosclerosis. The MESA and CARDIA study and Family
Heart Study-SCAN study have successfully implemented an identical protocol for measuring coronary
calcium as proposed in the Framingham Heart Study. The Framingham Heart Study CT protocol adds
imaging of the abdominal aorta. It should be noted that the current Framingham Heart Study protocol calls
for a single examination at baseline as opposed to CARDIA in which CT examinations were obtained at
years 10 and 15 and MESA in which 3 examinations are proposed. However, repeat testing has been
conducted for many other radiographic and ultrasound imaging modalities in the Framingham Heart Study.
We have developed the current MDCT imaging protocol in such a way as to allow the study of vascular
calcification progression, should repeat scanning be performed.
The investigators realize the importance of participant safety and informed consent and all have formal
training in the various aspects of the ethical conduct required for research with human participants.
Specifically, we understand the necessity for reporting deviations, unexpected events, adverse events,
serious adverse events, IRB concerns, participant complaints or any other significant issue potentially
representing safety concern immediately to the relevant Investigation Review Boards (IRB) and the NHLBI
Program Officer. If the IRB determines a situation has occurred in which an unanticipated risks to human
subjects has occurred this will be reported by the Institutional Official to the Office of Human Research
Protection (OHRP).
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7.1 Procedures to detect protocol violations
As described above, a predefined protocol is employed with fixed MA and kV parameters. To ensure that
systematic errors in radiation dosing are not propagated to participants, we are recording the following
accumulated examination DLP. Additionally, during the CT scoring for coronary calcium, the imaging
parameters recorded on the digital CT image are recorded. If there is a protocol violation for any given
and other relevant Framingham Heart Study and MGH staffwill be notified.
If protocol violations occur, corrective measures will be immediately undertaken, to include the generation
of a report regarding the protocol violation and corrective measures undertaken by the MGH West CT
technologist staff. All protocol violations will be reported in the regular QC report to NHLBI.

7.2 Informed consent issues
a.

Informing Participants of Radiation Exposure

To provide participants with a concise and understandable explanation of the radiation involved with the
CT examination we have chosen to present the effective dose. The effective dose estimates the exposure by
organ irradiated and allows the values to be compared directly with the annual exposure to natural sources
of radiation (3.6 mSv) and the annual allowance for radiation workers. We believe that the alternatives of

(l) simply providing a number out of context or (2) comparing the dose to other medical procedures, while
informative to scientists and healthcare professionals, is less informative to the lay public. The following
language is recommended to the field centers for informed consent concerning the CT examination. Local
requirements or standard language may require modifications as appropriate.

b.

Recommended Language for Informed Consent
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The CT scan of the heart and abdomen involves low doses of radiation. The total amount of radiation for
the scan is 6 mSv or less than 12% of the yearly radiation exposure limit allowed for a radiation worker.
Another way of understanding this is that the total amount of radiation is approximately equivalent to the
radiation exposure from 2 mammograms. The risk from this amount of radiation (X-rays) is generally
recognized to be safe by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for such studies. There are no other
known risks associated with the procedure. The CT scan is being done for research purposes only to
measure calcium in the heart and major arteries. Because a complete clinical evaluation of the CT scan
images for all possible abnormalities in the chest and abdomen will not be performed, some clinically
important findings may not be discovered.

We believe the above language accurately and conservatively presents the information related to radiation
exposure with the Framingham Heart Study CT examination and allows our participants and potential
participants to make an informed decision about involvement in this study.
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CT Imaging and Data Management Procedures

8.1 Imaging Procedures
The FRS-SCAN CT examination is designed to efficiently and accurately provide
volumetric CT image data for measuring coronary and abdominal aortic calcium. The exam consists of
scout images, 2 cardiac gated series of the heart to measure coronary calciunl and a helical (volumetric)
acquisition of the abdominal aorta to measure aortic calcium. On average, 20 minutes of participant time is
spent within the CT scan suite; this includes instructions, setup and imaging. In rare cases, the exam may
require 30 minutes. In many cases, the examination is completed in less than 15 minutes. Participants have
ECG electrodes attached for cardiac gating and be instructed as to a standardized breath holding
instructions.

Figure 1. FRS-SCAN CT Series:
Series

Description

No. of images

Scan time

ECG gating

1

Scout of thorax and addomen 1

2

7 sec x 2

No

2

Coronary scan I l

40-50

20-40 sec

Yes

3

Coronary scan 2l

40-50

20-40 sec

Yes

4

Abd. Aorta scan

60

30

No

1Scout

images will consist of a frontal and lateral low energy 2D scanogram

2Duplicate scans will be obtained of the coronary circulation to improve the precision of the calcium
measurement in the first 500 patients

Scout Image of the Thorax
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The technologist instructs the participant using the standard breathing instructions, (at end-inspiration),
while acquiring two scout images of the thorax (Frontal and lateral scout images, aka scanograms or
topograms). The technologist checks that the participant is centered, and positions the Calcium CT
Calibration Phantom. The technologist then chooses the start position for the highest group of four slices
just below the carina of the trachea. The end location of the volume acquisition will be beyond the
diaphragmatic aspect of the heart so that the entire coronary arterial system will be imaged. The CT couch
is moved to the start position. The technologist confirms correct positioning of the Calcium phantom on the
scout image and repositions it if necessary.

Heart 1 CT Scan Series

Scanning procedure for cardiac gated CT scans of the coronary arteries is based on the standard protocols
currently active in the NHLBI's MESA and CARDIA studies. To ensure complete coverage of the entire
heart, a minimum of 10.5 cm of image data in the z direction (head-to-foot) is acquired with each scan.
This coverage results in slightly more than 40 slices when using the 4 slices by 2.5 mm sequential (axial)
acquisition. The heart scans is reconstructed centered on the heart using a display field-of-view of 35 cm.
This includes the Calcium QCT phantom within the images as well as the majority of the lungs.

Figure 2: The CT Technical Settings for Coronary Scan Series using the GE Lightspeed + 8
(Framingham-MGHlWFU):
Mode

FOV

Multi-Slice

Kernel/r
econ

Time

ECG
gating
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4 slices by

Std/Partia

2/5mm

I

0.5s

Prospective

Heart Scans: Adjusting mA / mAs based on Weight
KVp

120

Gantry

Exposure

Weight <

Weight =>

Speed (s)

Time(s)

2201bs.

220lbs

0.50d

0.33 s

320mA

400mA

106 mAs

133 mAs

Participant Weight and the CT exam:

If participants weigh more than 160 kg (352Ibs) they are excluded from the CT exam. As individuals
become larger more X-ray photons are stopped or attenuated by their tissue. This means that there are
fewer photons making the trip through the participant to make an image. This results in decrease image
quality. To compensate, the tube current (or mA) are adjusted upwards (25%) for participants who weight
more than 100 Kg (220 lbs.) at their clinic visit. This is why clinic personnel must record weight on the CT
scheduling form.

This adjustment, although imperfect, maintains a more constant signal-to-noise ratio (or photon flux) across
participants of varying weights and result in improved image quality and calcium measurement. Note that
this along with all the additional technical and demographic information including individual tinle stamps
for the scan, scan series and individual image is recorded in the DICOM header which is part of each image
and is available on the CT image library of all the PHS studies as part of our quality control procedures.

Reconstruction Parameters:
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The following technical parameters should be entered into a memorized protocol on each CT system, which
should greatly facilitate protocol compliance. All series are performed using the large scan field-of-view.
This may also be referred to as the body as opposed to the head scan field-of-view. The technologist
reconstructs using a display or reconstruction field-of view of35 cm (or 350 mm). By reconstructing with a
35 cm fov we insure that the QCT phantom is included in the reconstructed images. The standard
reconstruction kernel is used for the two cardiac series and the abdominal aorta scan. For the cardiac series,
the 240 degree scan reconstruction algorithm is used (note that this option has various names depending on
vendor (segmented, ultrafast). This algorithm reconstructs images using 240 degrees of raw scan data (tube
rotation) with an optimized reconstruction technique to provide images of ,,-,250-500 msec tenlporal
resolution depending on the speed of gantry rotation (0.5s or 0.8s). For the abdominal aorta scan temporal
resolution is not a critical factor and the full reconstruction (360 degrees) is used. Images have an initial
display reconstruction at 350 mm (35 cm) followed by a retrospective reconstruction at 500 nlm (50 cm).

Figure 3- Table CT Image Reconstruction Parameters using the GE Lightspeed + 8 (Framingham
MGHlWFU):

Series

ScanFOV

Display FOV

Kernal

Recon Type

Heart 1

LargelBody/55cm

350mm

Standard

240 0 (partial)

Heart 2

LargelBody/55cm 350mm

Standard

240 0 (partial)

Abd. Aorta

LargelBody/55cm 350mm

Standard

360 0 (full)

500mm
(retro)

Abdominal Aorta CT series Scanning Procedures for the Aorta
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The scanning procedure described below requires less than 2-5 minutes of the participant's time. A single
lateral scout image of the chest and abdomen was obtained before the start of coronary CT imaging. The
lateral scout image should include the thoracic and lumbar spine and should be similar to a routine
chest/abdomen/pelvis scout in coverage. By performing a low energy lateral scout of the entire thoracic and
lunlbar spine the CT technician is able to accurately determine the vertebral levels and landmarks for the
scan. The abdominal aorta protocol requires that the lateral scout image adequately identify the L5-S 1 disk
space. The stop location for this scan is the top of S1.

Helical Scan Acquisition of the Abdominal Aorta

The abdominal aortic scan is prescribed graphically based on the location of S1 vertebra from the lateral
scout image. One may also use information from the coronal scout image to adjust the right-left centering.
If this is the case, while looking at the later scout image, the cursor tool and the image at the top of the S1
vertebra is selected. One can then switch to the coronal scout image. A total of 150 rom of volumetric,
imaging data in the z direction (head to foot) is prescribed. The start location is toward the head. It is
important to scan in the head-to-foot direction. When using 2.5 rom slice collimation, as specified in the
protocol, this will result in 60 images for each abdominal scan. When you graphically prescribe you can
either:
1) Move the block of slices until the last slice is at the location determined to be the superior
endplate of S1

2) OR, add 150 mm to the value of the Sllocation and use this as your start location

The Lunlbosacaral junction is used because it is the most easily identifiable and consistent landmark
identified in the abdomen/pelvis. Our objective is for you to start scanning just above the renal arteries so
that image the entire infrarenal abdominal aorta and the proximal common iliac arteries. The protocol is
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designed to avoid imaging the true pelvis where in females the ovaries are located. We performed a study
and have determined that 150 mm superior to S1 is above the renal arteries in all participants in our sample
population. Other landmarks like the top of the diaphragm and counting the vertebral levels are variable
between people and we believe are less reproducible. The CT scanners are set at the technical parameters
specified in the table below.

Figure 4: Technical Parameter for the Abdominal Aorta Scan using the GE Lightspeed + 8
(Framingham-MGHlWFU):

Ct

Mode

FOV

Pitch 1

Kernel/recon KV

Helical

35 &

4i

Stdlfull

50cm

3:1

rnA

Time

mAs

400

0.5s

200

System
GE
LightSpeed
Plus (WFU

120

HQ

&BU)

INote pitch on multidetector CT systems have been described with competing conventions by different vendors, thus for the

Siemens & Marconi systems the pitch can be explained as 3: 1 [7.5 mm table travel per rotation over a 2.5 mm slice collimation]
or alternatively as 0.75:1 [7.5 mm table travel per rotation over a beam collimation of 10 mm (i.e. in 4 slice mode 2.5 mm x 4 =
10 mm beam collimation)].

Abdominal Aorta CT scan series is acquired in the helical mode, full or 360 0 recon mode, four slices at
once, with a 2.5 mm slice collimation and a scan pitch of3:1 or 0.75:1 depending upon the definition of
pitch chosen by the CT scanner manufacturer for a particular system. A detailed definition of pitch is
provided in the note below the table on technical factors. The CT Reading Center confirms through the
quality assurance scans performed on phantom objects that all protocol paranleters are set appropriately.
Human and software checks each pilot and participant scan for the key technical parameters related to
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image quality and radiation exposure to insure protocol compliance. Scans are obtained during suspension
of breathing. Technologist should instruct participants and use the same breathing script as used for the
heart 1 and heart 2 series.

Abdominal Aorta Reconstruction Parameters
The technologist uses the 35 cm field of view and the standard reconstruction kernel. In addition, a
retrospective reconstruction into a 500 mm (50cm) display fov is performed so that we include the entire
body in this set of images. The 50 cm reconstructions are performed using a 5 mm slice thickness. Because
of significantly reduced motion of the abdominal aorta relative to the coronary arteries, the full or 360
degree reconstruction rather than the partial scan reconstruction algorithm are used for the aorta scans.

Recording of Scan Information on Completion Form:
The CT tech records the following scan data on the participant's Completion Form (Appendix 16): the
Tech ID#, Exam Number, whether the scan was archived locally, confirmation of 120 Kv, sets MA
according to weight by indicating whether the participant is less than 220 lbs (set to 320mA) or equal
to/more than 220 lbs (set to 400mA), the series and number of images for the scout, coronary1, coronary2,
and abdominal aorta. The CT tech also documents on the completion form the Accumulated Exam DLP
and whether the scan was completed. The tech then gives the Completion Form to the liaison. If the
participant is scanned during an "off-time" (without a liaison) then the CT tech puts the completion form in
a locked cabinet for the liaison to retrieve on another day.
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8.2 Data Management
The following procedures describe the data entry/tracking steps for the CT participant schedule, CT
Completion Form, Pregnancy Detennination Form, Se1f- Administered Pregnancy Questionnaire and the
Consent Fonn3.

We record the daily CT participant schedule in order to track when and which participants have had aCT
scan. At the CT scan site, the liaison indicates on the schedule whether or not each participant was seen.
The day following the scans, the schedule is returned to the CT coordinator. The CT coordinator reviews
the schedule to ensure it is filled out correctly and completely. Next, the schedule is given to data
management. The schedules are data-entered twice by two different people into the Ingres Database. The
data is converted from the Ingres system into a SAS data set. Range checks and logic checks are perfonned
to ensure that the data is accurate.

The CT Completion Fonn, Pregnancy Detennination Fonn and Consent Fonn are sent directly to data
management after being reviewed by the CT coordinator. They are data-entered twice by two different
people into the Ingres Database. The data is converted from the Ingres system into a SAS data set. The two
keyings are compared to ensure accuracy. Next, range checks and logic checks are perfonned to further
ensure accuracy as well as examined for consistency. The CT completion fonn, pregnancy fonn, and
consent fonn are then returned to the participant CT scan folder.

8.3 Database Backup and Image Data Backup

3

To view these forms refer to the following appendices: Schedule-Appendix 17; Completion Form-Appendix 18; Pregnancy

Determination Form-Appendix 14; Self-Administered Pregnancy Questionnaire- Appendix 16; Consent form-Appendix 8.
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The CT Reading Center (MGHW) Computer files are secured in several ways. The system configuration
file is backed up to a network drive, which has a daily-automated tape back up routine. Image data, raw
and process is redundantly written to Magnetic Optical Discs (MODs) on a weekly b a s i s . _

In the event of a
system crash or damage to the system or data files, these redundant methods of back up can be easily
retrieved, and the system restored in a timely manner.

The CT technologists at MGH West in Waltham "push" (electronic transfer via TIline) scans that they
have generated that day of the Scout, Coronary Arteries 1 (CAl), Coronary Arteries 2 (CA2), and
Abdominal Aorta (AA) to the CV Image (CVI) server in the MGH Boston Research Radiology CIMIT
office at 100 Charles River Plaza. The technologists keep a back-up copy of the scans on an MOD and
The technologists fax a list of the exams that

store those MODs

they pushed that day, containing the following information: the scan-date, the study type, the participant's

_and

nd the participant's date of birth. This faxed list is addressed to~
is stored in a "Calcium Registry" folder kept

The four pushed scans for each participant are all maintained in one folder labeled with the participant's
FHS ID # or the GENCAC Acrostic ID.
The list of participant folders is then
allocated in equal numbers into the individual folders of the three MGH radiologists who are reading the
scans for incidental findings. Once the scans have been read for incidental findings, the participant folders
are placed into a "Read" (i.e., completed review for incidental findings) folder, which is divided into sub
folders identified as "Incidental Findings" and "No Incidental Findings".
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Reading Center Analysis Procedures
Vascular Calcium Analysis Software

The CT exams of the coronary arteries and abdominal aorta will be analyzed using conventional scoring
algorithms similar to those currently implemented in the NHLBI funded MESA and FHS-SCAN studies.
On March 1,2003, the MGH and Framingham Heart Study investigators made the decision to proceed with
a rapid assessment and, if approved, implementation of the Aquarius Workstation and software from
TeraRecon, Inc. Among the many advantages of this software over the currently available alternative
software (General Electric SmartScore) is ease and speed of file management, ease and speed of calcium
scoring, which contribute to enhanced reader Quality Assurance, as well as an integrated database and
reporting, ability to use the software on a desktop PC, and responsiveness of the vendor to study needs.
The software calculates a traditional Agatston, total calcium score, and it has the capability of measuring
calcium using newer approaches, such as phantom adjusted score/volume. Weare in the process of
completing a full review of this software, including an assessment of score comparability with 50 scans that
have been read using the General Electric SmartScore system.

9.2 Training ofFHS Research Assistant with TeraRecon

Training is performed under the supervision of

MGH, Radiology and contains the

following basic elements for the FHS Research Assistant:
Study cardiac and coronary anatonlY
Learn the basic principles of CT techniques and imaging
Get to know the most common sources of measurement errors
Learn to use the Scoring software
Train on a test of20 subjects that have been scored by
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Every six to twelve months, repeat the scoring on the test set of20 subjects

Before beginning to read CT scans, the Massachusetts General Hospital radiologist provides the
Framingham Heart Study Research Assistant with two articles to review in order to gain fanliliarity with
coronary calcium scoring and the appearance of coronary anatomy and calcium in a CT scan. Both articles,
one entitled Electron Beam CT of the Coronary Arteries: Cross-Sectional Anatomy for Calcium Scoring4,
and the second entitled A Pictorial Review of Coronary Artery Anatomy on Spiral CT5, briefly describes
the technology and methods involved in quantifying coronary calcium, and provides a pictorial reference of
the major coronary vessels and calcium deposits as seen on an EBCT and Spiral CT scan. An anatomy text
is also utilized by the FHS Research Assistant to review the anatomy of the heart. The FHS Research
Assistant obtains general instructions on the operation of the TeraRecon Calcium Scoring package from the
MGH radiologist and assistant and supplements the instructions with infonnation obtained from the
TeraRecon operations manual.

During the initial training the FHS Research Assistant reads and scores 20 coronary artery scans that are
reviewed by the MGH radiologist and the radiologist's assistant. The PHS Research Assistant is instructed
by the MGH radiologist on the appearance of fat, air, calcium, bone, muscle, pericardium, and vessels on a
CT, as well as which coronary landmarks to look for, which density patterns are typical for coronary
calcium, stents or clips, and which patterns are typical for beam hardening and motion artifact. The MGH
radiologist instructs the FHS Research Assistant to score the Left Anterior Descending, the Left Main
Artery, the Right Coronary Artery, the Left Circumflex and the Posterior Descending Artery. The MGH
radiologist identifies an example of an overweight person with a small heart and the effect that high heart

4

American Journal of Radiology, 177, December 2001
MD, FCCP, p. 488-491, Chest, 118,2, August, 2000.
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rate has on motion artifact, as well as other examples of coronary abnormalities. The FHS Research
Assistant is periodically asked to identify structures of the heart and chest area at various slice locations.

9.3 Coronary and Aortic Calcium Measurement Procedures
Management of Image Files: The CT technologists at MGH West in Waltham "push" (electronic transfer
via TIline) scans that they have generated that day of the Scout, Coronary Arteries 1 (CAl), Coronary
Arteries 2 (CA2), and Abdominal Aorta (AA) to the CV Image (CVI) server in the MGH Boston Research
Radiology CIMIT office at 100 Charles River Plaza.
The technologists fax a list
of the exams that they pushed that day, containing the following information: the scan-date, the study type,
the participant's
addressed to

nd the participant's date of birth. This faxed list is
and is stored in a "Calcium Registry" folder

The four pushed scans for each participant are all maintained in one folder labeled with the participant's

The list of participant folders is then
allocated in equal numbers into the individual folders of the three MGH radiologists who are reading the
scans for incidental findings. Once the scans have been read for incidental findings, the participant folders
are placed into a "Read" (i.e., completed review for incidental findings) folder, which is divided into sub
folders identified as "Incidental Findings" and "No Incidental Findings".

Procedure for Producing a Calcium Score for the Coronary 1, Coronary 2 and Abdominal Aorta
Scans:
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Initiating a Reading Session: The FHS Research Assistant (RA) who conducts the calcium scoring of the
scans obtains the scans to be scored from these "Incidental Findings" or "No Incidental Findings" sub
folders, selecting scans with incidental findings first. The scans without incidental findings are scored
within the shortest possible time frame after those with incidental findings have been scored. The RA loads
the selected participants folders onto the TeraRecon (TR) Patient List from the CVI.

Once the participant folders are loaded onto the TR Patient List, the RA reviews the participant identifiers
that appear on the screen. These include: the MGH West assigned patient ID #, the participant's"
the date and time of scan completion, and the modality (Le., CT). The
participant's folder is opened by highlighting any identifier for that participant. When a participant's folder
is opened, all of the scans appear in list fonnat in a window below the Patient List. Each scan is clearly
identified as a scout, heart (there are two heart series, coronary artery 1, or CA1 and coronary artery 2, or
CA2), or abdominal series. To select a scan for calcium scoring, the RA highlights the desired series and
chooses the "Calcium" button from among several options. This step imports the images into the calcium
scoring program, enabling the RA to measure the quantity of arterial calcium.

Coronary Artery Calcium Scoring: The RA begins with the first Heart series (CAl). Once the images are
imported into the calcium scoring program, the RA first scrolls through the entire series of images to obtain
an over view of the heart. Returning to the first image, or "slice", the RA scores any calcium that may be
present in the Left Main Artery (LM), the Left Anterior Descending Artery (LAD), the Left Circumflex
Artery (LCx), the Posterior Descending Artery (PDA) and the Right Coronary Artery (RCA). Using the
mouse to click on, or to draw a circle around, a suspect calcium lesion highlights that lesion. If the lesion
falls within the pre-specified Hansfeld Unit range (3 pixels), then a window appears containing colored
buttons corresponding to each coronary artery location, Le. a button for each the LAD, LMA, RCA, LCx,
and PDA. The RA selects the appropriate location of the lesion, and the lesion is automatically highlighted
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with the predetennined color. For example, all scored calcium in the LAD is highlighted red. Simultaneous
to highlighting the calcium, a score for the selected lesion is generated and appears in a "score sheet" that is
constantly open on the screen and updated during the scoring session. Information provided on these score
sheets include: volume, AJ-130 and mean scores generated for each artery location, as well as a total
coronary calcium score for each score type (volume, AJ-130, mean).

At the completion of scoring, the RA generates a report for the completed series (eg CA1) by selecting the
"Save and Exit" burton. A preliminary report sheet appears and can be edited to include the scorer's name
and to identify the series as CAl (coronary artery series 1), CA2 (coronary artery series 2), and AA
(abdominal aorta). Once the editing is complete, the completed score infonnation is saved in an Access
database.

Adjudicating Calcium Plaques: During the scoring process the CT Reader will review all potential calcified
lesions related to the extract regions around the coronary arteries. The reader will be guided by the program
from lesion-to-Iesion until the CT Reader has made a detennination on each potential lesion. Typical false
positive calcified abnonnalities are: valvular calcification, calcified mediastinal lymph nodes, pericardial
calcification, and metallic artifacts from coronary stents, clips, surgery or penetrating objects.

Abdominal Aortic Calcium Scoring: The procedure for scoring the abdominal aorta (AA) is similar. The
AA scan is opened, scored, and reported using the same method used for the CA1, allowing for anatomic
differences. The RA first establishes the lowest abdominal slice for scoring. This location in the aorta is
predetennined as the first slice that is immediately superior to the aortic bifurcation, where the dividing
aortic branches maintain a 50% shared lumen wall. The RA scores calcium from that point upwards, to the
final superior-most slice of the AA scan.
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For the purposes of avoiding any possible biases in scoring, the RA scores the second Heart series (CA2)
after s/he has scored at least 2 - 3 other participants' CAl and AA scans. This rotating cycle continues
until all scans loaded onto the TR Patient List have been calcium scored.
Thoracic Aorta Scoring: The procedure for scoring the thoracic aorta (TAC) is similar to the
scoring of the abdominal aorta (AA). The RA scores only the wall calcium from the first slice
to the last slice of the scan. Typical false positives are the reflection from vertebrae and vertebrae calcium
very close to overlapping the TAC.

Phantom Image Scoring:

For each participant, the phantom will be scored and these data used to adjust the Agatston and volume
calcium scores.
Phantom image scoring is done at the completion of CAC soring. Click on the thumbnail corresponding to
CA1. Click on "Setup Params" in the center of the screen. This will make a box pop-up that is entitled:
Calcium Scoring Parameters. Calibration should be set as:

R01 #1: 0
(Density)
R02 #2: 100 (Density)
R03 #3: 200 (Density)
#R01s: 3
Target RO 1 Area: 2
Once this is set, click on Calibrate Mass. A blue circle (calibration circle) will appear on the scan, movable
by the curser. Using the mouse, scroll to an LAD (Left Anterior Descending Artery) slice, preferably a first
image or LM (Left Main Artery) and LAD together. Note at the bottom of the screen is the phantom, a
rectangle with 3 variations of gray: dark gray, light gray, and white gray. Position the calibration circle in
the center of the dark gray square first. Left click. The measurement will appear on the top left part of the
screen under Mean HU. Repeat procedure with the middle (light) gray square. Then write down the
number on your CT Measurement Sheet. Repeat procedure with the last (white) gray square and the final
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measurement result will appear at the top left of the screen: Calibrated: rI\2=0.9XXX or 1.0000. Note: the
measurement for the third (white) gray will not be shown. Also the final calibrated nurnber should not
exceed 1.0000.
Next click on Save Calibration and then Save and Exit (boxes in center of screen, towards the bottom).

Repeat the same procedure for CA2.
Repeat the same procedure for AA. Measurement for AA should be done at the slice immediately superior
to the aortic bifurcation.

These measurements are saved on the TR. They can be found by going to: Drive E->AquariusReport
>AnalysisData->Calcium. They are stored in FHS ID order. To do FHS data analysis, these files need to
be converted into text files. On a drive with disk space (ie D drive) make a Phantom Folder. Under this
folder create individual folders (these smaller folders will contain.- 200 scans, depending on how many are
measured before putting them in text files). Open the smaller folder to accept the data. Click on the FHS
ID. Check the numbers (CalibrationMeasured 0, 1, and 2 and LsqR2) with those on your CT Measurement
Sheet to verify you have the correct numbers measured for CA 1, CA2 and AA. If so, highlight from
PatientName to (and including) LsqR2). Copy this, close box and paste it into your individual folder.
Keeping a double space between entries, continue this until all phantom measurements are in the text file.
Keep a separate text file for Offpspring (l-XXXX) and Gen 3 (3-XXXX).
When completed, copy to a flashdrive or disk and give to FHS data staff.

Measures of CT Reader Variability
A set of 50 scans have been selected to as part of the quality control procedures at the MGH. These are
being used to measure inter- and intra- reader variability. Interobserver and interscan variabilities will be
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calculated (e.g., coefficient of variability, kappa statistics). The subset of scans with large interobserver
variability will be re-evaluated to determine, if possible, the source of variability. In addition, 20 scans will
be selected to be re-analyzed periodically by the RA to assess for evidence of "temporal drift" in scoring.

Measures of Interscan Variability
Results of the first 500-700 coronary artery scans will be analyzed for interscan variability, with a
particular focus on variability across the spectrum of Agatston scores (e.g., low score < 10), HR and BMI.
The subset of scans with large interscan variability will be re-evaluated to determine, if possible, the source
of variability.

9.4

Data Management of Calcium Measurement Results

Data concerning the CT exam is stored in an Access relational database that is automatically generated and
updated by the TeraRecon sofware. Results related to participant safety, protocol adherence, quality
control and vascular calcium results will be downloaded from the scoring PC to the coordinating center at
least once per week. This will be coordinated and overseen by the Framingham Heart Study RA for the CT
study and a designated member of the Framingham Heart Study data management team.
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Image Reading Quality Reviews Procedures

As per previous arrangements, both the Framingham Heart Study CT scan and the NHLBI FHS-SCAN
studies are being performed by the same MGH West Imaging Center using the same technologists and the
identical scanning protocol. Therefore, the Quality Review Procedures are identical for both studies.

til

for the FHS-SCAN CT Imaging Study, has conducted detailed training and testing of the
MGH West CT technologist staff and has conducted one site visit during the fall of 2002. In addition, . .
have in parallel conducted training and reviews of the CT imaging
procedures by their staff, the MGH West CT Technologists.

10.1

Protocol Adherence - CT Scanner Technical Factors

a.

Calibration to Air (Baseline, then daily)

An initial baseline followed by daily scans is obtained. This calibration is part of the daily scanner start-up
routine. These procedures follow the manufacturer's recommended procedure.

b. Calibration to Water (Baseline, then bi-weekly)

An initial baseline followed by bi-weekly scans obtain an image analyzed by using a water
phantom. These procedures follow the manufacturer's recommended procedure and include
zeroing and calibrating the scanner unit.

c. Calibration to Calcium (Baseline, then' bi-weekly)

Each CT scanning site is provided a standardized Calcium QCT Calibration Phantom, which
includes a Torso QA phantom for scanner calibration (Image Analysis Inc, Lexington, KY).
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The center plug of the Torso QA phantom contains a region with a known concentration of
calcium hydroxyapatite (lOOmg/ml). The Calcium QCT Calibration phantom contains four
cylindrical rods with the following concentrations of calcium: 0, 50, 100, 200 mg/ml
calcium hydroxyapatite. Every two weeks, quality assurance scans of the torso phantom will
be performed at the CT scan site. The analysis of these scans by the CT Reading Center
allows convenient and quick verification of accuracy and precision of the CT scanner.

d. Positioning the Calibration and Torso Phantoms.

The table height of the CT couch is positioned such that the center of the Torso Calibration
phantom is located at isocenter of the scanner field of view.
Place the torso phantom on top of the calibration phantom (positioned in couch pad) and
using your laser alignment light; adjust the table height until the torso center insert is at the
location of isocenter on the CT scanner. This is the table height you will use for QA scans
with your Torso phantom.

e.

Scanning the TORSO QA Phantom

After the correct position has been determined, take a vertical axial slice through the center
of the TORSO phantom. Use the same parameters as with patient examinations. Each site
performs a scout of the phantom followed by an axial scan (identical parameters to the heart
series) and helical scan (identical parameters to the abdominal aorta scan). Reconstruction
should be done with the same parameters as in scanning study subj ects. Then display your
axial image on your CT monitor and examine it to ensure that it is free of artifacts, such as
air gaps and streaks. Ensure that the calibration phantom is included in the field of view. If
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there are significant artifacts over the calibration phantom, you should discard the image and
rescan the phantom.
Using your CT software place ROJ's on the calibration phantom reference samples (0, 50,
100,200 mg/cc). The 0 sample will be an apparent blank space on one end of the
calibration phantom. Then place an ROI in the TORSO vertebral sample. The ROIs should
be as large as practical while remaining completely within the reference cylinder. (We
recommend ROIs about 70% of the sample area). Record the five mean CT numbers within
these five ROIs. The QA data sheet is then filed in the Framingham Heart Study 3-ring
binder for your records.

f.

Analysis of the Phantom Results at the CT Reading Center.

Use the QCT software available to the reading center which runs on a standard PC using
Microsoft Windows OS, click on the QCT-5000 icon on your desktop. Click the enter QA
button on the toolbar. A QA data entry screen pops up. Enter the data from the QA data
sheets from the field centers. When all the data is entered, click OK. This will save the data
to the QA database and open a window showing the QA report. To discard the entries you
have made, click cancel. The QCT 5000 software computes the calibrated calcium density
for the Torso phantom. The results are displayed in graphic and tabular format. The
software also accesses the database and retrieves any previous data on the Torso phantom.
Previous data and calculated changes are displayed in the tabular form. The individual QA
torso readings should be maintained at within ± 3% of the mean value of all the readings. If
the values fall out of range, the field site must be notified in order to have the scanner
checked by the field engineers.
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g. Radiation exposure

A primary concern is protocol adherence with respect to CT technical factors related to
radiation exposure. In clinical practice, these are, within certain parameters, adjustable by
the technologist for a given exam. CT technical factors are included as a requirement in the
DICOM header. This provides the radiology staff of

and others the means of

reviewing the technical parameters of each participant CT exam. Once an exam is received,
the following steps will be taken as part of the Quality Assurance readings:

1) Verify participant identity by cross-validating

entered by the CT

technologist with a prepared list of subjects imaged on that particular day, provided by the Framingham
Heart Study.
2) Verify each scan series of the exam are within technical parameters for KV and rnA for weight.
3) Review image data quality points.
4) Human review of the technical parameters as reported on image data (KV, rnA).
5) Determine if each CT exam is adherent to protocol and if not take appropriate action through
communication with the MGH West technologist staff.
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Appendix 1: CT Exam Protocol Overview
1. Examination Protocol and Procedures

FHS is conducting a multi-detector CT scanning using a General Electric Lightspeed +8 detector scanner in
1200 Offspring Cohort subjects and 1900 selected Gen 3 subjects to detect and quantify coronary
calcification and thoracic and abdominal aortic calcification. Due to the anticipated low prevalence in
young persons, women < 40 years of age and men < 35 years of age are excluded. Furthermore, all pre
menopausal women require a negative screening urine pregnancy test (QuSTICK ™ Pregnancy test,
STANBIO Laboratory) conducted by Framingham Heart Study staff within 24 hours prior to the scheduled
test. However, urine pregnancy testing with this and other assays cannot detect pregnancies until 6 days
after conception. Thus, to minimize the risk of performing a CT scan on a woman whose very early
pregnancy might not be detected by the pregnancy test, we have decided it is necessary to administer a brief
questionnaire in all pre-menopausal women in addition to conducting the pregnancy test.
Eligible subjects are contacted by phone or in the Generation 3 initial clinic visit to schedule the CT test.
Subjects are asked to transport themselves to Massachusetts General Hospital West, on Route 128 in
Waltham, MA (approximately 25 minutes by automobile from the Framingham Heart Study). The
Framingham Heart Study does provide transportation for persons unable or unwilling to drive to the site.
After providing proper informed consent, each subj ect is escorted to the changing room to remove any
clothing that has metal (i.e., pants with zippers, bra's, etc) and will be given a jonnie top to leave open in
the front, and jonnie pants if needed. The subject lies down on the imaging couch, has the ECG leads
placed and the couch is moved within the scanner. One scout image, two coronary images and one
abdominal image are obtained during a total session within the scanner that takes no more than 15 minutes
and requires three short «20 seconds/each) breath holds. For the cardiac and abdominal scans, the QCT
Phantom is positioned directly behind the thoracic spine and the heart as well as the abdominal spine. The
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superior extent is above the carina and extends inferiorly to the sacral spine. The total anticipated door-to
door time for the scan is less than or equal to 30 minutes.

Scans are being conducted for research purposes, however, the entire scan will be screened for clinically
important findings and clinically important findings will be reported by a radiologist at Mass General
Hospital. Also, because there is a lack of consensus on the clinical utility of coronary calcium scores, we
will not routinely notify or report calcium scores to all subjects. However, we will routinely report
calcium scores to physicians of subjects with a > 90th percentile score for age and sex.

In addition, Quality Assurance readings are ordered on each scan and clinically important incidental
findings are identified and reported to the physician of the subjects. The General Electric scanner
undergoes a daily QC test. In addition, a calcium density phantom is used during each scan and QC torso
and QCT calibration phantoms are imaged every 15 days, in an identical manner to the Family Heart
Study-SCAN protocol. An Agatston calcium score for the coronary arteries and aorta is generated for each
participant using TeraRecon, which is installed and currently functioning on GE Scanners at the Waltham
campus and the main MGH campuses. The study begins by generating coronary calcification scores using
TeraRecon. This is the same general analysis algorithm being used by the Multi-Ethnic Study of
Atherosclerosis (MESA) study and the Family Heart Study SCAN. We have ascertained that the
procedures for imaging, reproducibility, quality assurance, and image analysis in the Framingham Heart
Study are similar or identical to those being used in the NIESA study and the NHLBI Family Heart StudySCAN study as well as the NHLBI Coronary Artery Disease in Young Adults (CARDIA) study. This will
allow consistency across ongoing NHLBI studies.

2. Study Rationale
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Sub clinical coronary and aortic calcifications commonly occur early in the atherosclerotic plaque,
preceding the onset of clinical CVD by years or decades. Abdominal aortic and coronary calcifications on
plain radiograph are associated with long-term exposure to established risk factors in FRS subjects.
Abdominal and thoracic aortic calcific deposits predict incident CRD and other CVD events, independent
of other CVD risk factors. ECG-gated CT imaging of coronary artery calcium is now available and
provides a noninvasive modality for detection of the presence and burden of coronary atherosclerosis.

We recently completed a pilot study (1998-2000) of electron beam computed tomography (EBCT) in 327
FRS Offspring Cohort participants, and we found significant associations of coronary calcification with
Framingham risk score, long-term (time-averaged 25 years) risk factors, blood CRP level and aortic plaque
detected by MR!. These initial findings require confirmation by a nluch larger study. Although coronary
calcium detected by EBCT predicted onset of overt CRD and other CVD in some studies, population-based
data are limited regarding the predictive utility of these measures over and above traditional risk factors.
There is a substantial genetic (heritable) component to lUlnbar aortic calcification and to coronary
calcification in the FRS. The FRS offers a unique opportunity to conduct a large-scale, family-based
epidemiology study to identify genetic determinants and gene-environment interactions leading to sub
clinical coronary and aortic calcification. Given the proposed Generation 3 cohort design, heritability and
genome scan analyses will be possible using all Offspring Cohort sibling pairs and selected Third
Generation subjects undergoing MDCT testing. Association studies of specific candidate gene variants
would then be performed using population-based association and transmission disequilibrium testing.

3. Study Design
FRS is conducting a study of the genetic and environmental determinants of sub-clinical coronary, aortic
and cardiac calcification and their relations with clinical CVD. FRS is using a multi-detector CT scanner
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(General Electric Lightspeed 8 detector scanner) in 1200 Offspring Cohort subjects and 1900 selected Gen
3 subjects to detect and quantify coronary calcification and thoracic and abdominal aortic calcification.
Data from the FRS pilot study and other available databases suggests that the prevalence of coronary
calcification will be extremely low «100/0) in men under age 35 and in women under age 40. Thus, we are
excluding women < 40 years of age (n,,-,860) and men < 35 years of age (n ,,-,530) from NrDCT testing, and
we expect that about 10% will refuse to undergo the procedure, yielding an expected number of 1,900
MDCTs on third generation subjects. Accordingly, we expect to conduct coronary calcification testing in
1,200 Offspring Cohort and 1,900 Gen 3 subjects. The family-based design of the Offspring/Gen 3 CT
Examination will permit the use of vascular calcification as a quantitative phenotype for genetic studies.

4. CT Examination Protocol

The CT examinations are designed to efficiently and accurately provide volumetric CT image data for
measuring coronary and abdominal aortic calcium. The examination consists of 1 scout image, 2 cardiac
gated series of the heart to measure coronary calcium, and a helical (volumetric) acquisition of the
abdominal aorta to measure aortic calcium. On average, 20 minutes of participant time is spent within the
CT scan suite; this includes instructions, setup and imaging. In rare cases, the examination may require 30
minutes. In many cases, the examination is completed in less than 15 minutes. Participants will have ECG
electrodes attached for cardiac gating and be instructed as to a standardized breath holding instructions
(Appendix 19).

CT Scans:

Series

Description

No. of

Scan time

Images
1

Scout of thorax and

2

ECG
gating

7 sec x 2

No
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abdomen!

1Scout

2

Coronary scan 11

40-50

20-40 sec

Yes

3

Coronary scan 22

40-50

20-40 sec

Yes

4

Abd. Aorta scan

60

30

No

images will consist of a frontal and lateral low energy 2D scanogram

2Duplicate scans will be obtained of the coronary circulation to improve the precision of the calcium
measurement in the first 500 patients

5. Reconstruction Parameters
The following technical parameters are entered into a memorized protocol on each CT system, which should
greatly facilitate protocol compliance. Each series is performed using the large scan field-of-view. This may
also be referred to as the body as opposed to the head scan field-of-view. The technologist reconstructs the
image using a display or reconstruction field-of-view of 35 cm (or 350 mm). By reconstructing with a 35 cm
fov we insure that the QCT phantom is included in the reconstructed images. It is very important when
prescribing the scan to make sure that the anterior-posterior center is such that the entire phantom is included
in the image. The AP nlust be centered behind the heart on individuals with very large chest. If while
reviewing images it is seen that the phantom is partially clipped off. Reconstruct the series with the
appropriate AP offset. Be sure to check this on the first heart scan. The standard reconstruction kernel is
used for the two cardiac series and the abdominal aorta scans. For the cardiac series, the 240 degree (scan
reconstruction algorithm is used (note that this option has various names depending on vendor (segmented,
ultra fast). This algorithm reconstructs images using 240 degrees of raw scan data (tube rotation) with an
optimized reconstruction technique to provide images of ~250-500 msec temporal resolution depending on
the speed of gantry rotation (0.5s or 0.8s). For the abdominal aorta scan temporal resolution is not a critical
factor and the full reconstruction (360 degrees) will be used. Images have an initial display reconstruction at
350 mm (35 cm) followed by a retrospective reconstruction at 500 mm (50 cm).

Table CT Image Reconstruction Parameters
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Series

ScanFOV

Display FOV

Kernel

Recon. Type

Heart 1

Large / Body / 55

350mm

standard

240 0 (partial)

350mm

standard

240 0 (partial)

350mm

standard

360 0 (full)

cm
Heart 2

Large / Body /55
cm

Abd. Aorta

Large / Body / 55
cm

500mm
(retro)

6. Radiation Dose Estimates for the Framingham Heart Study CT Examination
The CT examination involves the use of ionizing radiation (X-rays) to generate images of the participants.
The level of exposure utilized in this particular CT examination is on the same magnitude as that typically
used in other diagnostic CT imaging. The next section describes the potential risks of exposure to low
levels of radiation and where in continuum from the average natural exposure of3.6 mSv annually the dose
for participant in this study is located. The radiation exposure in this CT examination is well below the
threshold for any observable direct dose related effects of ionizing radiation. Therefore, the theoretical
concerns of low-level radiation exposure for participants of Framingham Heart Study CT Study are the
potential for hereditary defects, developmental defects and cancer induction. These potential risks are
detailed along with steps that have been taken to further reduce these potential risks.

Radiation induced hereditary defects: "Despite comprehensive studies of the children of the atomic-bomb
survivors in Japan, there remains no evidence for heritable effects in humans (UNSCEAR, 1993)."(NCRP
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Report 124, Mar. 1996, p. 12). To further reduce this potential risk the gonads (testes and ovaries) are not
directly irradiated in the CT examination.

Radiation induced developmental defects: "High radiation doses can cause death, malformation, growth
retardation and functional impairment. However, low doses «0.2 Gy) do not appear, in general, to affect
the developmental process." (NCRP Report 124, Mar. 1996, p. 12). To further eliminate this potential risk,
women who have the potential to be pregnant (i.e. functioning ovaries and uterus) are required to have a
pregnancy test prior to being eligible for an Framingham Heart Study CT examination.

Radiation-induced oncogenesis: "Cancers arising in various organs and tissues are the principal late
somatic effects of radiation exposure. As a very general guideline, the BEIR V Report (NAS/NRC, 1990)
suggests a fatal cancer risk estimate of four cancers per 100 mSv in 1,000 exposed individuals. At the doses
of2.5 to 5 mSv experienced by nuclear medical personnel annually, the cancer risk is small. To place this
in perspective, if an unexposed population of 1,000 persons was exposed to doses of 5 mSv y-l for 40 y
there could be eight cancers in addition to the 210 cancer deaths that would occur in that population due to
the normal incidence of cancer in the population of the United States." (NCRP Report 124, Mar. 1996, p.
13). In this study participants receive a one-time exposure of 5.7 to 6.4 mSv as opposed to the same
exposure over 40 years described in the above example. The exposure in this study is also less than the
cumulative exposure of the active and approved MESA (3 CT examinations of the heart) and CARDIA (2
CT examinations of the heart) protocols.

This section provides an estimate of the radiation dose that results from the CT scans performed as part of
the research study "Framingham Offspring/Generation 3 CT Scan Examination". The calculations in this
section were performed by

and Medical Physicist UCLA
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Department of Radiological Sciences in conjunction with

MS of Wake Forest

University Medical Center. These calculations were used for the Family Heart Study-SCAN The revision
history of the dose estimates is as follows: The initial dose estimates calculated as part of the grant
submission were prepared b y " in conjunction with

Division of Radio logic

Sciences Wake Forest Univ. School of Medicine. At the request of the NIH, an external review of the
calculations was performed by

and submitted to NIH in a letter prior to the awarding of

the grant in September of2001. As detailed in this letter, the plan was to finalize the CT scan protocol and
equipment to be used at each field center and provide an accurate but conservative estimate of radiation
exposure.

As specified in the preceding sections of this MOP, Framingham participants will have a CT examination
that consists of the following components:
a.

The coronary scans 1 & 2 are identical by design to those currently in the field in both the

NHLBI-funded MESA and CARDIA studies as well as the Family Heart Study-SCAN Study. Like
these other studies, we will conduct 2 coronary scans in our MDCT protocol in order to maximize
the reproducibility of our scans and comparability with other NHLBI studies. However, we plan to
evaluate test-test agreement after approximately 500 scans have been scored. After the conduct of
scoring the first 500 scans Framingham Heart Study investigators, and MGH investigators will
discuss possible reproducibility criteria that might justify only one coronary scan in consultation
with NHLBI staff involved with the Framingham Heart Study MDCT study and other NHLBI CT
studies. These data will be reviewed and discussed together by Framingham Heart Study
investigators, MGH investigators and NHLBI staff for evidence of reproducibility sufficiently high
to consider on1ission of one of the 2 coronary scans.
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The abdominal CT protocol includes a limited scan of the abdominal aorta. Using the same

protocol and the rationale of other NHLBI studies that coverage of the entire infrarenal aorta was
advantageous, the coverage includes 15 cm of length. This provides conlplete coverage of the
infrarenal aorta and imaging of the lumbar spine and visceral fat for future analysis.

Participants undergoing the MDCT examination will have:
a. Peak radiation dose of approximately 2.5 rad (25 mGy) at the peripheral position
(essentially the skin) of the patient.
b. Highest doses to radiosensitive organs are approximately 1.3 rad (13 mGy) to the lungs
and approximately 1.4 rad (14 mGy) to the female breast.
c. An estimate of effective dose would be 5.7 to 6.4 mSv per CT examination that is
broken down by sequence below.

Summary of Effective Dose Estimates-Table 1

Note:

Sequence Description

Deff[mrem]

Deff[mSv]

1

coronary axial 1

150 to 190

1.5 to 1.9

2

coronary axial 2

150 to 190

1.5 to 1.9

3

Abd. Aorta helical

270

2.7

Total

570 to 640

5.7 to 6.4

stated that the radiation exposure related to the low energy scouts / topograms

were inconsequential in dose compared to the above series; as a result they are not detailed in the above
table.
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These estimates of effective dose can be compared to the annual average effective dose from background
radiation, which is 3.6 mSv/year and the annual whole body effective dose that a radiation worker
(radiologist, radio logic technologist) is allowed on an annual basis (50 mSv/year). Thus, the patient
receives the equivalent of approximately 1.58 to 1.78 years of background radiation from the CT scans.
Alternatively, this is 12.8% (6.4 mSv/50 mSv) of the annual allowance of 50 mSv for radiation workers.

Detailed Discussion of Dose Estimates
1.

Examination description

The CT examination consists of the series of scans described previously with repeat series (total of 2)
through the coronary arteries using standard techniques and one series through the abdominal aorta.

2.

Teclmical factors for each series used in the dose estimates

a. Coronary Scans 1 and 2 (which are identical sequences)

Using the GE LightSpeed multidetector scanner, the standard protocol will be employed:
4 x 2.5 mm collimation (4i axial) mode with 10 mm table increment (contiguous scans)
Prospective EKG gating; x-ray beam is only on 2/3 of a scan rotation
140 KVp, 150 rnA, 0.5 second scans
Scan Coverage: 2 cm below the carina extending to the base of the heart.

Linlited Scan of Abdominal Aorta

Using the GE LightSpeed multidetector scanner, the following protocols are employed:
4 x 2.5 mm collimation with Helical HQ mode (table speed of7.5 mm/rotation)
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140 KVp, 250 rnA, 0.5 second scans
Scan Coverage: starting 15 cm above S1 vertebra and stopping at the superior endplate of S1.

7. Peak Radiation Dose

Estimated radiation dose (CTDI) is reported below using the technical factors described above for each
sequence. These values were calculated based on measured values using a standard test object (CTDI 32
cm-diameter body phantom) in comparable scanners (GE LightSpeed) at UCLA:

Table 2 - Estimates of Peak dose for each sequence
Peak Radiation Dose at

Peak Radiation Dose at

Center

Periphery

Each Coronary Scan

6.3 mGy (.63 rad)

12.5 mGy (1.25 rad)

Abdominal Aorta Scan

7.3 mGy (.73 rad)

15 mGy (1.5 rad)

Scan

Because the two coronary scans cover the same anatomy, the peak dose in those two regions add so that the
peak dose occurs in the anatomy ranging from the carina to the base of the heart, which receives 25 mGy
(2.5 rad).

Effective Dose Calculations
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Effective Dose is the sum of the weighted absorbed doses for all irradiated tissues, where the weighting
factors represent the different risk of each tissue to mortality from cancer and hereditary effects. These
weighting factors are higher for the gonads and lower for less sensitive organs (such as the extremities).

These estimates were obtained by finding the average dose to each radiosensitive organ (based on the
phantom radiation dose measurements described above and anatomical coverage for each sequence). The
weighting factors were then applied according to the description in the International Council on Radiation
Protection Report 60. These estimates were performed for each sequence and then summed to obtain the
results for the entire examination. The results are summarized in table 2 on page 59.

For each coronary scan, the estimated effective dose is estimated to be 1.5 mSv (150 mrem) for men and
1.9 mSv (190 mrem) for women. The difference is that the breast is irradiated in this scan, and because the
breast dose carries a weighting factor of .05 of the total effective dose, the effective dose is higher for
women.

For the abdominal aorta scans, the estimated effective dose is 2.7 mSv (270 mrem) for the 15 cm of
coverage. The reproductive organs are not irradiated, as the true pelvis is not scanned.

For the entire examination, the estimates of effective dose range 5.7 mSv for men to 6.4 mSv for women.
These values would compare with 3.6 mSv annual background radiation and the 50 mSv whole body
exposure annual limit for radiation workers.

Therefore, the total effective dose from these scans for an average patient is significantly less than that
allowed for radiation workers on an annual basis and is equivalent to about 1.6 to 1.8 years of background
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radiation. However, because these estimates are based on population averages, these estimates should not
be taken to provide an estimate of risk for any individual patient.

Informing Participants of Radiation Exposure

To provide participants with a concise and understandable explanation of the radiation involved with the
CT examination we have chosen to present the effective dose. The effective dose estimates the exposure by
organ irradiated and allows the values to be compared directly with the annual exposure to natural sources
of radiation (3.6 mSv) and the annual allowance for radiation workers. We believe that the alternatives of
(1) simply providing a number out of context or (2) comparing the dose to other medical procedures, while
informative to scientists and healthcare professionals, is less informative to the lay public. The following
language is recommended to the field centers for informed consent concerning the CT examination. Local
requirements or standard language may require modifications as appropriate.

10. Recommended Language for Informed Consent
The estimated amount of radiation (effective dose) the average participant in this study receives is 6 mSv.
This amount of radiation exposure can be compared to the amount of radiation exposure you get each year
from natural sources which is 3.6 mSv (average annual background exposure). The actual amount the
participant receives for the whole CT examination depends on several factors such as how big the
participant is and if they are a man or women; however, the range of these values is between 1.5 and 2
times the annual background exposure is received each year from natural sources. People who have jobs in
which they work with radiation have a yearly limit of 50 mSv. The amount of radiation you will receive by
participating in this study is approximately 13% of this annual limit for radiation workers.
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We believe the above language accurately and conservatively presents the information related to radiation
exposure with the Framingham Heart Study CT examination and allows our participants and potential
participants to make an informed decision about involvement in this study.

The investigators of the study are aware that local review and approval of the CT protocol, as for other
aspects of the study, must be made through the appropriate IRB. In some cases additional review by
radiation safety committees may be required. The CT Reading Center will provide assistance and the
material contained in the manual of operation to the local principal investigator and imaging investigator to
facilitate and enhance the process.

11. Participant Safety and Confidentiality Considerations Related to the CT Examination
The Framingham Heart Study CT examination both operationally and scientifically builds on the
experience of National Heart Lung and Blood Institute with recent large population-based studies which
have incorporated CT measures of sub clinical atherosclerosis. The MESA and CARDIA study and Family
Heart Study-SCAN study have successfully implemented an identical protocol for measuring coronary
calcium as proposed in the Framingham Heart Study. The Framingham Heart Study CT protocol adds
imaging of the abdominal aorta. It should be noted that the current Framingham Heart Study protocol calls
for a single examination at baseline as opposed to CARDIA in which CT examinations were obtained at
years 10 and 15 and MESA in which 3 examinations are proposed. However, repeat testing has been
conducted for many other radiographic and ultrasolmd imaging modalities in the Framingham Heart Study,
and we have developed the current MDCT imaging protocol in such a way as to allow the study of vascular
calcification progression should repeat scanning be performed.

The investigators realize the importance of participant safety and informed consent and all have formal
training in the various aspects of the ethical conduct required for research with human participants.
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Specifically, we understand the necessity for reporting deviations, unexpected events, adverse events,
serious adverse events, IRB concerns, participant complaints or any other significant issue potentially
representing safety concern immediately to the relevant Investigation Review Boards (IRB) and the NHLBI
Program Officer. If the IRB determines a situation has occurred in which an unanticipated risks to human
subjects has occurred this will be reported by the Institutional Official to the Office of Human Research
Protection (OHRP). In the Framingham Heart Study CT study, active oversight is provided for the CT
examination components.

12. Coronary Calcium Measurement Procedures

The following is an abbreviated overview of the Calcium scoring software and procedures for the Image
Analysis Software. The final analysis procedures section will be completed once the software version to be
utilized is determined.

Boxing a Study: The next step of the process isolates the four regions of interest corresponding to the
phantom cylinders underneath the participant containing 0, 50, 100 and 200 mg/ml Calcium. This step
allows the program to calculate pixel regression values based on the known calcium concentrations of each
slice within the examination. Following this step the heart is extracted from the thorax a process termed
"Boxing".
a.

Trace Arteries: The region of the coronary arteries (Left main, anterior descending, circumflex and

right) is seeded by the CT Reader on each slice with each vessel color-coded. The seeding process allows
the program to extract sub-regions for each coronary vessel.
b.

Adjudicating Calcium Plaques: During the scoring process the CT Reader reviews all potential

calcified lesions related to the extract regions around the coronary arteries. The reader is guided by the
program from lesion-to-Iesion until the CT Reader has made a determination on each potential lesion.
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Typical false positive calcified abnormalities are: valvular calcification, calcified mediastinal lymph nodes,
pericardial calcification, and metallic artifacts from surgery or penetrating object.
c.

Quality Assurance Menu: The CT Reader rates each study on the following quality assessment

factors: artifacts, phantom positioning, mis-registration of slices, image noise level, centering of the
coronary vessels within the field of view, and coverage of the entire coronary circulation. These variables
are graded on a three-point scale (unacceptable, average, and excellent).
d.

Integrated Archiving: The processed CT studies are saved and placed into a special archive folder.

The program is currently configured to archive to a CDRW drive/mastering system. In the Framingham
Heart Study, will change to a DVD ram system secondary to improved reliability, data integrity and
decreased overall cost. Although the current cost for CD is ~$3/GB compared with ~$8/GB with DVD, the
logistics of tracking and storing 664 CD's verses only 80 DVD's for each copy of the Framingham Heart
Study CT library makes DVD the logical choice. A primary advantage ofDVD is the format was designed
for storing multi-session digital data, as opposed to the CD format, which was originally designed for
recording nlusic, which complicates the "authoring/burning" of CD's. We have not experienced any
difficulty in copying DICOM files to our DVD ram drive and have been impressed at the dramatically
improved throughput when compared with our CD systems.
e.

Measures of CT Reader Variability: 3% of all participant studies are selected as part of the quality

control procedures at the Reading Center. These are used to nleasure inter- and intra- reader variability. The
software allows replicated readings to determine inter and intra-reader variability. The randomly selected
studies will be placed within the appropriate CT Reader's queue for scoring. Equally important, by using
separate login accounts, the type of reading (primary or QA) can be determined unambiguously.

Aortic Calcium Measurement Procedures
The procedure is identical for measuring abdominal aortic calcium except for the designation of the arterial
segments. During the "Trace Arteries" subroutine the reader designates the segments to be measured in the
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abdominal aorta (abdominal aorta, right common iliac, left common iliac). The regions of the abdominal
aorta are seeded by the CT Reader on each slice with each vessel color-coded as for the coronary arteries.
The seeding process allows the program to extract sub-regions for each vessel.

14. CT Scanner Quality Assurance

a.

Calibration to Air (Baseline, then daily)

An initial baseline and daily scans are obtained. This calibration is part of the daily scanner start-up routine.

These procedures follow the manufacturer's recommended procedure.

b.

Calibration to Water (Baseline, then bi-weekly)

An initial baseline followed by bi-weekly scans is obtained and analyzed using a water phantom. These

procedures follow the manufacturer's recommended procedure and include zeroing and calibrating the
scanner lmi1.
c.

Calibration to Calcium (Baseline, then bi-weekly)

Each CT scanning site is provided a standardized Calcium QCT Calibration Phantom, which includes a
Torso QA phantom for scanner calibration (Image Analysis Inc, Lexington, KY). The center plug of the
Torso QA phantom contains a region with a known concentration of calcium hydroxyapatite (lOOmg/ml).
The Calcium QCT Calibration phantom contains four cylindrical rods with the following concentrations of
calcium: 0, 50, 100,200 mg/ml calcium hydroxyapatite. Every two weeks, quality assurance scans of the
torso phantom will be performed at the CT scan site. The analysis of these scans by the CT Reading Center
allows convenient and quick verification of accuracy and precision of the CT scanner.
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Positioning the Calibration and Torso Phantoms.
The table height of the CT couch is positioned such that the center of the Torso Calibration phantom is
located at isocenter of the scanner field of view.
Place the torso phantom is on top of the calibration phantom (positioned in couch pad) and using the laser
alignment light; adjust the table height until the torso center insert is at the location of isocenter on the CT
scanner. This is the table height being used for QA scans with the Torso phantom.
Scanning the TORSO QA Phantom
After the correct position has been determined, take a vertical axial slice through the center of the TORSO
phantom. Use the same parameters as with patient examinations. Each site performs a scout of the
phantonl followed by an axial scan (identical parameters to the heart series) and helical scan (identical
parameters to the abdominal aorta scan). Reconstruction should be done with the same parameters as in
scanning study subjects. Then display the axial image on your CT monitor and examine it to ensure that it
is free of artifacts, such as air gaps and streaks. Ensure that the calibration phantom is included in the field
of view. If there are significant artifacts over the calibration phantom, discard the image and rescan the
phantom.
Phantom Imaging Scoring:

Phantom image scoring is done at the completion of CAC soring. Click on the thumbnail corresponding to
CA 1. Click on "Setup Params" in the center of the screen. This will make a box pop-up that is entitled:
Calcium Scoring Parameters. Calibration should be set as:
R01 #1: 0
(Density)
R02 #2: 100 (Density)
R03 #3: 200 (Density)
#R01s: 3
Target R01 Area: 2
Once this is set, click on Calibrate Mass. A blue circle (calibration circle) will appear on the scan, movable
by the curser. Using the mouse, scroll to an LAD (Left Anterior Descending Artery) slice, preferably a first
image or LM (Left Main Artery) and LAD together. Note at the bottonl of the screen is the phantom, a
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rectangle with 3 variations of gray: dark gray, light gray, and white gray. Position the calibration circle in
the center of the dark gray square first. Left click. The measurement will appear on the top left part of the
screen under Mean HU. Repeat procedure with the middle (light) gray square. Then write down the
number on your CT Measurement Sheet. Repeat procedure with the last (white) gray square and the final
measurement result will appear at the top left of the screen: Calibrated: rI\2=0.9XXX or 1.0000. Note: the
measurement for the third (white) gray will not be shown. Also the final calibrated number should not
exceed 1.0000.
Next click on Save Calibration and then Save and Exit (boxes in center of screen, towards the bottom).
Repeat the same procedure for CA2.
Repeat the same procedure for AA. Measurement for AA should be done at the slice immediately superior
to the aortic bifurcation.
These measurements are saved on the TR. They can be found by going to: Drive E->AquariusReport
>AnalysisData->Calcium. They are stored in FHS ID order. To do FHS data analysis, these files need to
be converted into text files. On a drive with disk space (ie D drive) make a Phantom Folder. Under this
folder create individual folders (these smaller folders will contain....., 200 scans, depending on how many are
measured before putting them in text files). Open the smaller folder to accept the data. Click on the FHS
ID. Check the numbers (CalibrationMeasured 0, 1, and 2 and LsqR2) with those on your CT Measurement
Sheet to verify you have the correct numbers measured for CAl, CA2 and AA. If so, highlight from
PatientName to (and including) LsqR2). Copy this, close box and paste it into your individual folder.
Keeping a double space between entries~his until all~easurements are in the text file.
Keep a separate text file for Offpspring _ _and Gen 3 _
When completed, copy to a flashdrive or CD and give to FHS data staff.

15. Analysis of the Phantom Results at the CT Reading Center

Use the QCT software available to the reading center which runs on a standard PC using Microsoft
Windows OS, click on the QCT-5000 icon on your desktop. Click the enter QA button on the toolbar. A
QA data entry screen pops up. Enter the data from the QA data sheets from the field centers. When all the
data is entered, click OK. This will save the data to the QA database and open a window showing the QA
report. To discard the entries you have made, click cancel. The QCT 5000 software computes the
calibrated calcium density for the Torso phantom. The results are displayed in graphic and tabular format.
The software also accesses the database and retrieves any previous data on the Torso phantom. Previous
data and calculated changes are displayed in the tabular form. The individual QA torso readings should be
maintained at within ± 3% of the mean value of all the readings. If the values fall out of range, the field
site must be notified in order to have the scanner checked by the field engineers.
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16. Procedures for Participant Notification
For each subject, a complete output of calcium scoring data for the coronary arteries, the thoracic aorta and
the abdominal aorta, including an Agatston calcium score for the coronary arteries, will be generated and
forwarded to the Framingham Heart Study. The physician of each subject with a coronary calcium scores
above the upper 10th decile for age is sent a summary of the calcium score with wording indicating that the
score is high for age and with references to the most recent ACC/AHA guideline statement on coronary
calcium imaging. The published literature will be reviewed annually. If deemed appropriate after review of
the literature and contact with the other NHLBI population-based studies, and if approved by the
Framingham Heart Study Executive Committee and OSMB, reporting may be extended to more or all
subjects.

Scans are being conducted for research purposes, however, the entire scan will be screened for clinically
important findings and clinically important findings will be reported by a radiologist at Mass General
Hospital. It is possible that a non-subtle abnormality will be apparent upon review of the coronary arteries
and the abdominal aorta (e.g., a large mass or lymph node, a large abdominal aortic aneurysm). In these
cases, the subject's physician will be notified with the caveat that the scan was not performed to detect the
stated abnormality or to exclude other abnormalities.

17. Procedure for Monitoring of Participant Radiation Exposure
As described previously, a predefined protocol is employed with fixed MA and kV parameters. To ensure
that systematic errors in radiation dosing are not propagated to participants, we record the following
radiation exposure data for each participant scanned: Accumulated examination DLP, projected series
DLP, dose efficiency and CTDWi. If there is a protocol violation for any given scan,

_and

other relevant Framingham Heart Study and MGH staff will be notified. If protocol violations
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occur, corrective measures are immediately undertaken, to include the generation of a report regarding the
protocol violation and corrective measures undertaken by the MGH West CT technologist staff. All
protocol violations are reported in the regular QC report to NHLBI.

18. Eligibility and Pregnancy Testing
1200 participants from the Framingham Heart Study Offspring cohort and 1900 participants in the
Generation III cohort will be recruited for CT scanning. Offspring cohort members will be selected for
recruitment according to the following priorities: menlbers of families that have participated in the genome
scan; members of the largest families for whom family members are available for recruitment in the
Generation III cohort; live within the New England region; men ~ 35 years of age; women ~ 40 years of
age; premenopausal women who are not pregnant (confirmed by a negative pregnancy test and by
screening for unprotected sexual intercourse within the seven days prior to the CT scan). Generation III
subjects are recruited from among Generation III subjects who have completed the initial clinic
examination and according to the following criteria: nlen ~ 35 years of age; women ~ 40 years of age;
premenopausal women who are not pregnant (confirmed by a negative pregnancy test and by screening for
unprotected sexual intercourse within the seven days prior to the CT scan). Postmenopausal women are
also scanned. Participants must weigh less than 352 pounds.
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;4ppendix 2: RFP Response-Coronary Calcium Imaging
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WOCDCD vndcl' ago40 (sc,; .-\fflcndix 2.4). Thus, we propos,e ro ~ludc WOlJlc:n < 40 ~ of aic (it-l60) and men ..;JS :
)'QII of qe (n -S30) &om fllCI' tating, and we expect tut 8bool I 0% will refuse to unJcrto Ibo ~ i n . yioldiag 111'1
O. aq,cc:ccd number of 1,900 EBCT, on lbird gatention 111.~~ll, Aceontilli:I)'. we propose to coad ud coronry
~ caldlkatloll tesdq ia 2,800 <>mpring cohort
Gelll rubjccts. :'he design of the Gcn3 EBCT study will
,ii( permit the Ilse ofvuc:ularcakif"_IClljon a.I a quannt.l(JVCf~ for gel!CUC-stvdies.

~~:}f•:

5:? AS.o:SSMENf OF l'lR.MONARY DISEASE . '/)]
A,tbma.ud chronic ob5uucuvo palmona,y dixast:(OOPD) .vo the two most oommon chronic pulmonary diseases,
i: a f f ~ S"'8 and 6%. respoctivef),. ofiM US adultj,epulation.(Pctty, 2000) &th src complcs phenotype$, lil:oly
C'tJ dctcmalned by tho io1aaetlo11 ot'mulliplc ~ anjl.~vi1U1J11,~~ factors. The lhRc-pnuation families oflk FHS offe•
3: 1 miique oppcrtunity to $1Udy die petic buis o f ~ cli$ef{d~is tn !he gencnil populati011, but 5Udl au.ajyxa requ~ the1
0

C) pbeoo!yplc classificatioo ~ u precilc u possible. . . . ····'
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lll Ul effort IO c,buin thn:,c w:cp!ablc ,spiro

.

of stanc1an1iu,cF . ""'

testing •long with

ATS •: s ~ s,(Eungfitftld; 19?1:)ilfP'W:~m'litJl~mpts w1JfJi~~i!~
iS ;for-\i-i\ii::h ¢t (1ie,h~·two l'81.11i:s tiHVC'Al!dt~ .!ii~~ v:afo

~:\
'. 'lJnlt
~~~::~~~;~:~lffiui•g
ci~~1~w~,~lld~~~rt~11fl.:JJ~<~~~~JltrtL
Z
of Alvcobr Volume
J. This votl)ml'i!!l'1~ ~ f atii!ify to distin .. ish 0~1ive Vefi'1ilatory .... ,,: _
1::

(DJV

g::; :, . .impairment n:lalai 10 c:mphyscni& from !hat relar~ vfitt.cJpafly ,jg'aitways dise.uc.(Gclb et al, I97~) la IICCO!d:Ditl
~
~

tll$T

w~,A,~,w.idclino.(Amcrican 1bOBCiQ SQ:ci~i:y; l~$,:~wi(~}ip¢"ont1 Ibis lllMWYer .a.t lc:lst twice. W11iting le?.~

mii:iut¢s:,'!>¢1"'ti:11 manc:iNa,., with a . t ¢f~~i(igtWQ res'ulis wbl1in itWO:r.ii-ig~. 'CC • ' ' ' >:'·

! ECH~lt\PJJ"f'

s~

,'. ·

__

t5 The ofcc~i~phfa! ~ ~pti!ecmtli,>;;ical 1qq~,,~l'i:t'lootQ;<l~ 'J.tPe1'?'1'10t1:1
rc~h ~ucti~ of I.he ~f
O ccbcaudiogmph.y lebontory (sai b1bl1:0gr:1~~Y:in A~l!.~lle::Z.;t!l l'ne
nalurc.
po~

tif!tftnYasJve

Lhc bnef ~tudy lime; requ11\1;

the lack ofX-r.iy imldiuion, and Uio hii;lfsilbjctfra~li~taf,,il_itym.ake ,r well ·lilliled to commW1ily•b.t:ic:d ~ ni&tions-;
fhC ffan. llie ;OQCI rcpoducibility of t:eh~
io,~y m4k~J1 w.;11 •mi~ ' for studyint dJaniC in heart $1TWO¥'C 4j
fund ion through serial euminalii111 (S:i·,ii.sc •.:hi!;.·l~Ji DcY¢rcux, L,iebson, tJo~.n 19&7) An mklitiotw .dv~ ,;

~==;c~(}:~i~~~n~1it~·~~:h:\cic==i~

cchoc:ardiograpby is 1 ' ;c is rbc most ~lj,:$><1 ta@111tf®.~ii:t:t- lll001llity.,bence it is or di.n:ct relevance to clini~ an:
i~

~~e~~;;~;r·r~~tiJ~:. ·.··-

Fram· lwn inves1igal(n bau: produced widely iocd rcfem~Villue:. f01; LV llkst I
[
9 · have doc:umcn:e<
I.hat LV mW is ~ri111l:k, (P ietal, 1997) nd ha otnl•lis~<JJJ ,V~a,<:.~ lcey risk lllctodor CVD aod
m0(1ality.
· · \·n~~Jii91.1, echoc::udiography in 9tl!,ervatiom1l saudu
an lend critical 11nd~ing of the pn:v«leoce and P1. . ·, of a' -;tii;ri,c,tf~f-~.ic !:4ndilions, sueh as mil I n -,,:
rvnr~..... .
I I whil:b lw,vc be~11.'.iirl!du1on~~i!oy ·cd,i1i IH~SJl)_fill-bMed ~u~~s
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Appendix 3: CT Brochure
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Appendix 4: Recruitment Strategies
Offspring CT Recruitment Strategy
Looking at those offspring cohort members who were currently alive, attended a recent exam (exam 6 or 7),
and met the age requirements (men 35 and older and women 40 and older by 12/31/2004), there were 3639
offspring who were eligible for the Cardiac CT scan. From these, 321 were ineligible since they had
already participated in the pilot EBCT study. To be able to recruit 1200 offspring from the 3318 who
renlained, we concentrated on the following groups of subjects: (1) those who have genomet scan
information (1046); (2) those who have no genome scan information, but have at least one sibling in the
offspring study and also have at least one offspring who met the age requirements and were being targeted
for the 3rd generation cohort (202); and (3) those who have no genome scan information, but have at least
one sibling in the offspring study (186). This gave us a target group of 1248 offspring to recruit for the CT
study. This recruitment strategy also maximized the informative subjects in conjunction with other studies,
such as the brain MRI and Cardiac MRI.

t From 1996 to 1998 DNA from approximately 1490 offspring subjects were genotyped by the NHLBI
Mammalian Genotyping service for approximately 400micro-satellite markers. These subjects comprise
the "genome scan" subjects.
3rd Generation CT Recruitment Strategy

Of the 5317 known potential 3rd generation subjects, 1900 is the recruitment goal for the Cardiac CT study.
The recruitment strategy for the 3rd generation utilized the recruitment strategy for exam 1. Using the
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offspring and the potential 3rd generation subjects, 879 families were created. These families are sorted in
descending order by the following 5 criteria: (1) the number of 3rd generation subjects in each family, (2)
the number of 3rd generation subjects who were willing to participate in each family, (3) the proportion of
offspring parents with DNA (as of 12/3112001), (4) the average number of exams the offspring parents
attended, and (5) the number of new spouses (of the offspring). Since approximately 3500 3rd generation
subjects will be recruited to exam 1, we took the top 4000 potential 3rd generation subjects from this
priority list. Of these 4000, 2575 met the age criteria (men 35 and older and women 40 and older by
12/3112004). This became our pool of3 rd generation subjects to target for the Cardiac CT scan.
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Appendix 5: Protocol for Scheduling CT Scans

Prior to calling participants, the calling list is checked for priority needs, i.e. whether participant is also in
the Family Study, and to determine the eligibility of the participant's spouse. The roster screen for each
participant is also reviewed by the recruiter for any pertinent information prior to placing a call. When the
appointment is scheduled, women are screened for age, pregnancy or postmenopausal status. If
transportation is needed they are scheduled in coordination with the Family Study transportation needs.

Offspring
Some eligible Offspring participants received an invitational mailing along with the mailing for Health
Updates describing the CT Study. This generated a CT eligible call list, as well as participants calling
directly to the Recruitment staff, requesting to have their CT scheduled. If a participant is also eligible for
the Cardiac MRI, then it takes coordination to make sure both tests are done within a six-month time
period.

3rd Generation
Once a participant is booked for their core clinic exam, the following can/will occur. If they are age
eligible (Male 35, Women 40) and are traveling from out of state, or have more than 1 hr. travel distance
time, the recruitment staff phones the participant to discuss their having a CT Scan for the same day,
approximately 6 hours from their scheduled clinic time. Otherwise, the recruitment staff notifies the clinic
that they wish to speak to the participant while they are here in the clinic. We explain to the participant that
they are eligible for a CT Scan, which takes pictures of their heart and aorta to measure how much calcified
plaque has built up in these arteries.

Once an appointment is made with either an Offspring or a 3rd Generation participant, it is then entered into
the CT Booking Screen and into the CT scheduling book. The participant is classified according to their
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participation in the Framingham Heart Study and/or the Family Heart Study and if the participant is a
priority for both studies, i.e. age and other factors. If a pregnancy test is needed it is also documented when
scheduled. Other factors i.e. health issues are also noted as needed.

Once the schedule for a given day is complete, the schedule is run and printed, proofed and emailed to the
facility one week ahead. Appointment letters with directions to the MGH-West are sent to participants two
weeks prior to the scheduled appointment. Folders are prepared containing the Completion Form, Consent
Forms, Pregnancy Determination Form (for women only) and Self-Administered Pregnancy Questionnaire,
and if needed, Health History Update Form along with a Folder checklist.

Reminder calls are made one day prior to appointment. On day following the appointment, schedules are
collected from liaison staffers, the number of completed scans is tallied and the schedule is put into a
binder. Reports are generated for those participants whose values are above the predetermined threshold.
The report is sent to the participant's physician along with a letter from • • • •11

A

thank you letter is sent to the participant. The report and the thank you letter will be filed in the
participant's file and also with the Participant Coordinator's records. Finally, the monthly numbers are
tallied and a report is distributed.
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Appendix 6: Cardiac CT Scheduling Forms
The Framingham Heart Study Cardiac CT Scheduling Form

Participant Name:

_

Phone Number:

_

Your CT Scan has been scheduled at:
Mass General West Imaging Center
40 Second Ave.

The PARC Center
Suite 120
Waltham, MA 02451

Your appointment is scheduled for:

Please arrive 15 n,inutes before your scheduled appointment.

Enclosed are directions and map

Any questions or problems, please call
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Appendix 7: CT Booking
% abf heart ct booking

To go in by date press "1"
Enter date and press "DO"
Fll - back 1 week
F12 - back Iday
F 13 - forward 1 week
F 14 - forward 1 day
To book new appointment by date:
"F 17" (brings up ill prompt)
Enter Framingham ill and press "Fll" OR Family ill and "FI2"
Enter info and save with "F10"
To modify appointment by date:

Helpful Hints
"F 18" enter info and save
To go in by Framingham ID press "2"
Enter ill and "DO"
"F 11" for new appointment
"FI2" to modify appointment
To go in by Family ID press "3"

(Same as "by Framinghanl ID")

"Control P"- go back line
Exam Type (see codes)
Exam Cycle 75 for Offspring
1 for 3 rd Gen
Location
3 (offsite)
Exam Status 0 appt is on
2 appt. Canceled
3 call back

Codes for "Exam Type"
61 Framingham Offspring (F)
62 Combined Family and Framingham Offspring I
63 Framingham 3 rd Generation (F 3)
rd
64 Combined Family and Framingham 3 Generation I
65 Family Study only- GENCAC (G)
66 Family Study & low priority Framingham Offspring I
67 Family Study & low priority Framingham 3 rd Generation I
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Codes for "Exam Type" for CT Booking

61 Framingham Offspring (F)
62 Combined Family and Framingham Offspring I
63 Framingham 3rd Generation (F 3 )
64 Combined Family and Framingham 3rd Generation I
65 Family Study only- GENCAC (G)
66 Family Study & low priority Framingham Offspring I
67 Family Study & low priority Framingham 3rd Generation I

*Codes in parenthesis appears on schedule
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Appendix 8: Boston University Consent Forms
I.

CTADD1.3
Effective date: September 16, 2002-July 24, 2003

(All versions of BU Consent Forms are kept onsite at the Framingham Heart Study)
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Framingham., MA

NAME: ;.....,-_ _.. .,. . . .

I

_

PermIssion for CJ Sqah ,orC~lclumOeposit$in Aorta and Coronary Arterles
(One copy for participant,

one copy for chart)

Uf. lNTRODUCTION: You are asked to ,partictpate ina study of calCium depOsits ih~heC¢ronary,artel"ies
and heart disease and 9th~r health cOndjti(m~~
IV. PURPOSE:. Thepurpose.ofthis supplerhfjntll"exarn Is fo investigate the role of calciuRl,deposils'in
th~aorta ancicoronaryarteries in th~developmefJtof.1Jh~rt,lungandbloodcJiseases,.stroke 1

m~mqry loss, jointdisease. b<>neloss, blood vessel diseases and other health conditions; and 2) to
examine the role of inherited factors (gehes)iocalcifiyationof the aorta and coronary arteries. This
exam will take approxilllCltely 30 minutes.lfYQudecide to participate, you wiUbeasked to undergo a
CTs~nof yourchest.and abdomen ata special imaging center.

v. WHAT HAPPENS IN THlsRESEARcHSTuov:
AComputedTQmography (CT) scan wilt be performed. This isa new type of x- ray done to measure
the amount of caJciuminthesrteriesofyourheartand abdomen. For these scans,You willJi~ona
tabl~with just the upperportionqf~urbQdy~ndabdomeninsideJheCTscanner.

You will be asked
to remainstill and hqld your breathforabouf20-30secoods during the test. Two scans of your
coronary arteries and one scan of your abdominal aorta wilt be perform~d. The CT pr0qedureshol,Jld
tak~no more than 20 min~tes: This test Will nalba 90neqn womenwhoar~pregnant{)rwho have
b~en breast feeding for Jess than.slx months. Women who have not reached menopause will bessked
to provide a urine sample fOf a pregnancy test Within 24 hours before tMeeT scan. Women who are
not pregnant after undergoin9thepregl1an~ylestwiU proceed with the CT ~can.
This CTscan is being conducted for research purposes~ At present, it is the opinion of experts that
coronary calcium scores detected by CTscar'lning are notusuallyused to make c1inicaldeci$ion$~
Therefore,ttw resultsofthec:alciumiests prof geneticresearchthat resuJts from the CTscanning test
will not ({)utinelybe reported to yourphysician~ However, markedly abnormal levels at calciurndeposits
inyourarteries will be reportedtoyourphysician, Ifyou dor'i'thave a doctor; you can be referred to
one if you so desire~
I nqidenta I Findings: In the evenHhattheresearch evaluation of the scan unc:over$ medical problems
that require medical diagnosis f9r trel;:itfTlent, you will be told and the information will be prOVided to the
physician or clinic thalyou chqose.
VI. RISKS,DfSCOMFORlS,ANOR£SEARCH-RELATEOINJlJRY: The CT seanof the heart and abdomen
inv()lveslow doses of radiation. The total amount of radiation for the scanis6 msv or less tOOn12% of
the yearly radiation exposure limit allowed for a radiation Worker. Another way ofunderstanding this is
that the total amount of radiationisapproximat~lyequivalent
t o tlje radiation exposure from 2
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Boston University

Schoolof Medicine

r·Ji"-"~"
. .~~ Th~Framingharn Heart Study
\ "'(JtiFmmingham, MA
...... --......

NAME: _~

_

mammograms.. Theriskfromthisamour'lt of radiation (X-rays) is generally recognized tb be safe by
the.Food and Drug A¢ministration (FDA) forsuch·studies~ There are no other known risks associated

with the procedure. TheCT scali is being done tor research purposes only to measure calCium iii the
~eart~~d major arteries~BecauseaCOrhplet~ clinical evaluation of the CT sc;an images for all possible
abnorma.lities in the chestand abdomen will not be performed, some clinicallyimporlantnndjngs may
not be discovered.
. .
The test procedure and its risksatlddiscomforts have. been listed and allot your questions concerning
these procedures will be answered. We do notexpeet an unusual risk orinjurytoc>ccuras a resuliof
participation. In the unlikely event that,duringexaniinationprocedures,you should require medical
C<ire,firstaictwillbeavailable.

You should not participate if you are prt:tgnant or havebeenbreastfeedlrig for less than sbc

months.
y--,

VII. BENEFITS: Although you may notreceive al"lydirect benefit from this research, individuals who
deVelop heart, vascular and other diseases in the future and their families, aswelfas future
generations o( yourfamily, may benefitif we can identifythe causes of these H1nesses.These studies
111C)¥ lead to the development of new methods of prevention anq treatment of these diseases.
VIII- POSSIBLE CaSTro You FOR PARTICIPATING: No charge Will be made for the scan. A complete
clinicale@luationoftheCT scan il'T'lagefor abnOrmalities Hi the chest and.abdomen will not be
performed for clinically important findings. However, in the eventthatthe researCh evaluation of the
CT scan examination uncovers markedly abnormal levels ofcalcium deposits in your arteries or any
m~dicaf problems thatrequire medical diagnosis or treatment, you will be SO advised and that
informatkm Will be proVided to the physician or clinic that you choose. In the event that clinical tests or
treatments for findjngare necessary, payment must be provided by you and your third party payor, if
applicable (fo(example. health. insurance or Medicare); No special arrangements will be made by the
Framingham Heart Sludyfor compensation or for payment of treatment solely because otyotJr
participation in this study. You understand thatthis paragraph does nofwaiveanyof your legal rights.
IX. PAYMENT TO You FOR PARTICIPATING; You win not receive p~ymentforyour participation.
However, if necessary. we will provide transportation to the clinic and your return home_

x.

AlTERNATIVETQ PARTICIPATION: Your choice is notto participate.

Any information we obtain aboutyou during this stUdy willbe treated as strictly
confidential to the full extent permitted by applicable law. To ensure confidentiality, a code number will

XJ.CONF1?ENTIALfTY:

Offspring/GenerationlllCtScan (Rev_ April 3, 20(3)
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NAME;

_

be aS$igned to yQu8ndanyother potentiallyidentifyin~ information will not be used on any information
you provide. When study resultS .based on your information are pUQlished .yourname a~d any other
p()tentiallyidentifying iofgrmationwillnot bereveal~d. OnlYthecod~ numbers wWbe providE!d to
qualifiedinvesti9atorsstuqyin~the. infol1T1ation~ To assure thatthe Investi~atorsare follOWing
~nstitutional and federal guidelinesfthe Institutional Review Board ofBdston Medical Center may

choose to revjewal! slucfyrecords<atany time.
Yoo·wiU notbeihfQrmed oftheresultsofthe research induding the genetic research thai. may arise
fromthe CTscan.although genetic tests may fledeveloped as a re5ultofthecompirie(jar)alysisof
datainthe Framingham Heart Study. YouwiU be kept informed through periodic pubUcationsfrom the
Framingham. HeartStudy of anynewinformationoffindings about CTtesting or genetic findings
related to CT testing forcardiovaseular disease or otherheatth conditions, which I"nay be ofimportance

to you or youdal'nily.
XII. COMPENSATION FOR ReSEARCH RELATED INJURY: In the unlikelyevenlofinjury from your
participation in t~(e$eareh, ernergencylT1edicaltreatmentwill be provided atno GOsHa yoU.
However, no additional medical care or compensation. is offered to· participants in this stUdy. While you
areal the Frarningh$mHeart Study premises, someone whO is capable of dealing with emergencies
will be escorting youatalltirnes.

If this explanation leaves ybuWith any unanswered questions, please ask and obtain answers before
signing below. lrtaddition, you ale welcome to ask any questions at anytime lhroughOutthe courSe of
the study~ If yauhaveany questions concerning the research and procedures qfthis study or jf a
researCb-relatedin'u occurs, you can contact

XIII. YOUR RIGHTS TOPARTlCIPATEj NOT PARTiCiPATE, OR TO WlTH 0 RAW FROMTHeSTUOY:
Participating in ttlisFramingham Heart StudyCT Scan Study is voluntary.. 1am free to withdraw my
consent and to discontinue participation for any of the procedures in the FraminghamStudyat any
lime. Refusal to participate will involve no penaltyorloss of benefits to which I am otherwise entitled.
ana I may discontinue participation at any time without penalty orl05s of such benefits. Asigl1edcopy
oHhisform will be given to you.
.r - '

I
DATE

SIGNATURE

PRINTED NAME

IAB#.J.tlo Ct
VALID

~~~y~:(~}
Offspring/Generation III Ct Scan (Rev. April 3. 2003)
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IRS Pro:ocol # 1910G
T:tle: THE FRA~.~j~mHAM HEART STUDY

OffspringfGeneration III Ct Scan
Exam CTAOD1.5

~=Heat$mdy .

Page 1 of5

-----,,---,-..--,..--_

.....

P&llttlsslonfor ct SeanforCaIClum~poslt$;fqA0ttaandCoronary Artf)ries
(One s;gnedcopy/(>r partic;panl, one signed copy for ch~rtJ

I

.. PRINCIPAL fNVES'nGATOR:

1It.INTRoouoT1oN:

~. <»mpotedTomographY (CT)~Y isanobsetvafk)rJa1 tesearchsub--$tudydesigoed to ldenfif)'the
reraUonshIpbetweeocataumdePQSft$ in the coronaryartOOes and other tteaft'lC()Odi6ons. ¥ouare

,being asked to participateinttaisstudY~useYOOare

awoman(lverlh¢aQeof 40 ora Illaie over the
age of·~ancI·areenrolied in theFJ'affiingham Heart StudY.W~hOPEftoexamfne2900participants
•
.,

IV. PuRPO$E:

~pU~(Jfthis s~ylsto~the

\
i

iI

i
\

I

rote of calclumdepQsitslntheaortaand toronarYartcries
.- inthede~tof1) heart. Joogand bfOod o.seases,sttoke. memory Ioss,joiotd~t booeloss.
blood ~ cfaseases and.<JtJler heaJthconcfltiorls;anct2lto examinethen:>Je ofiOhefjted factors
(genes)in<:alcification Of1beaorla and coronary arteries.
.
V~ WHAT~ENS IN THIS.ReSEARCHSllJDV:

" IUsexpooledthal yoUr-total JiarticiP.ationtime wiU be 30 minuies. The Computed.Tomographyscan
takesaOOut 2Q·minutes·aod will. include the fbllOwing:
1)

TheCTSean "

'A Computed Tomography (CT}scan will be pen()(llle(Jforresearchpurposesat Mass (;enera~
. Hos.~ltal)Vest(MGHW) Medical~nter in Waltham. ·~.11l1s Is a new type of X4aY ~ to
measure tOOamountofc:aJcium in· the arteries of your heart "andabdomen~

f'Orthis scan, YOU will tie ~ atablewithjlJ$t·your lorso(ootyOtltheadlinslde the~hout
$haped CTscanner~· YO\Jwili be"asked to remain still and hOld yourbreathforabout2o-3Q
seoonds several"titne$ dUring··the scan•
. - TWO S(;SOS of. your coronary art,eries and one scan ofyoqr abdOi1)inaJ.aorta wilt be··pertormed.
Pregnancy Test (for some women only}
Most
mittie askedtoprovideaOrinesampieforapregpancytest within 24 hours before
the CT scan•. Women who are not pregnant after undergoing thepreg~ncy tet;t will proceed
With the or sean.ffthe pregnancy testis ~itive you wiU berefemxi tq y@rphysician f<;>r
foUowupand the scan witt not be performed.

women

rHS.~Generathn III CtScan 1.5 (Rev.

May 16, 20(3)
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PermJ~slonforct Scan forCalc1urnDeposits In Aorta and COr()Jlat:YArt~tles
(One$lgn~copy for participant, one signed copy for chart)

ThIS CTscanwilinot be done on women Who-are pregnant or whohavej,)eenbreast ..
feedfngJorles$ UaanslX. rn9hths;.
3) Resutts

WhentheCT sca~~read~arnountof calcium in your aderie$isgivenascore~

Atpresen~it

is ·tfieQ{)itif9n (;)fe~that··the . results~of·the. amoUnt of coronary~ldon1~tEt¢ted'bl

CTscannerare flOtusuauy used. to~e cllniCaldeclsioos·Therefore.!he resul~ofb . .

.caldomtestsorof ~tJCreseatdl tnatresutts from the CT $Clanning testswirrnc>t~1yoo

..

reportedto,yc»Urphysk;iao.Howevef.ma.t~,abnOrTnallevejsdcalciumdeposit$irr~

art~'WiIl be.re~

to.yoor physician.

.

, AcompIetecflOfcalevaJt.tationqf'Ule CT~imageforabnOnna~ intl1edlestandabdomen
,wiilnotbepOO~for~Ilyimportantftndiogs~

1~1.,l=Jndings:· In the ~nt.that1hereseareh evatoation Of the'~' d¢e$'UI1COVer
med"l<;aIprobk;tms Jhat reqt.dr'e medical·.~ fOrtreabnenlo YQU wDl~ ,told and.the
Jnf,ormation Wiq be PfO\Iided to the physician or:dinicthatYoli <:hoQSe.
ThI$,CT~nls·~~9~·forresearch PUI"Jl<$$. Theel.scar! is.·b¢inQdone only to

Because

measln ~Uf"f)in~~andmajor arteries.
a C()f'IlpJet#)dioieal evafuation of1he
CT ~~ fot~q possIbIeabn«malitJe$lrlthe chestand abdomen
not be perfQrrned,
~··cIiriicaUy·impOrtantfin<Jing$~· nOt be· discovered.

win

You wiJI~~edto$ignan &dditionaImedicaJ release form gMOg~to MGHWto
re~~yOP(CTinfPO'Tlationto

thet F.raming~Hear:t Study InvestigatOfS~

VI•. RISKS, DtSCOMFOIttSt AHo RESEARCH-ReLATED INJURY: .
The CT scan ()f1he~l1andabdocnen involves Icm<l()S$ofradiation. The totaramouotof rao&;ltiOh
for tOO $Can~ 6 msV.orJess than 12% oftheye3l1YradiatiOn exposure limifaltowed· fc:Jr"ara<iiatiOO
~~. Another way ofu~~O(IiQgtbls ISltlatthe total amount of ffi4iatioois approximately
equivalentto the.radiatiOn e>sPOSure froot2 .~rams.
The ,riSk from this amoonlofradlatio"(X.,-aysJ IS generally recognkedto be~fe by the Food
and Drug AdminIstration.(FDA) for s~ch "studies.

We do Ootexpec.tanuotJ~arrisk<>.rl'11Qryto occur as·a resuft of your participation. In the unJikQly
event that ~uring4aXClnliriationprQceduresyoushould require medical care, first aid will be
avaUat>le; ThCremay also 00 some riSKS that are unforeseeable. Framingham H~rfStu<!y
·li1Vestigators·wilJteU··~u ifhew·inforrnatioribecomesavaila~e that may ~ffectyour willingness to

.
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Page 3 of 5
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or $canfOrC~lclul'Il Qeposltsln Aorta and COronary Arteries

(Qne signed copy forparticipant.ones;gnerJ copyfor chart)

I

VII. BENEATs:
.AIthooQh>'OU~y IlOtr~anYd.itect~rrtfromthis'researCh,lodividuals

as

who(:jevelopheart

v~r a~otherd~1n thf3future arl(j ~1r~,
wet!,asJutoregenernUons of yourfamiJy.
may benefltifwecan~tify~ca~QftheSeiUnesses~ ~. ~ies may lead to the

developmentof~~thod$of prf3ventionand~tlnentQftheSediseases.

vntPOSSIBLECOsTToYOUfORPARllCIPATING:
No~wU' be roadefor the

scan.

in~ever1tthaUhe ~ evaJuationof~CT~nexamlnaUon u~rs fllarkedJyabnonnal

ems

tevelsdealcium~irl your~ orallymediCafprObf
that requfreme<i1Ca1 diagn()$J$OF
treafment. 'yotswill be so advised apd.lhatlOformation "¥AI' be providedtothephysk:iafl Or.c1ioic·1f\at. you
~.

Inlhe e'/ent;~tyour'phys~declde$'thatfQIIcNI:up ctinIcaltesl$or'treatments arene<:essary.

payment~tbeprcMdedbyyotuuidyourIhkdpartypayef. if applicable (fQre}Q1mpJe. health
1nst.tranee~Medicare)· .~() ~arrangements WiI(.bEl ~ by the Framingham Heart Study for

~fioIlorforpayrOOntoftreatment~
~ ofyour participation in this study. This ~

,.-' notwaive ~Y (lfyqurlega{ rights.

.

Co$tsthat:yoc.nnightincurthe day.ofyourparticipationiocfude, but,are not timited to. loss ofwotX,ahd
transportation .(gas. ~. etc.~
IX.PAYMan'ToVou FMPAlmClPA1iNG:

- You Willnotteoeiv~ payrnentf()r yourparti(;iPllUon.·. HoWever,.if necessary, we will. provide
!fa~tiOOfrom FH~:toand

X

fromfileeenteralno cost.

,

,

ALTERNATive

TO PARTICIPATION:
.
YoUrdlolcei$notto.pattiCipate.lfatany·pc:Knt·~~.fhetestingYOUfeeruncornfortabieandWOlddHke
toterm1nate~nYofthetests~please ten the study staff.

XI.COHRoeN'i1Aurv:
Any Informatioo we obtaisi about you dlJljngttlis sWdy wiUbe troatectas s1rictJy eonfidentiallo the fon
extent~mit:tedbyapp'lioab(eiaw.

To elisure confidentiality, a code number will be assigned to you
pro.vide.When study re$Ults~$ed()(l your
.informationare.pc.tblishedi' VOW"
a~ilflyotherpotentialfy ldentifyinginfonnation .Wlll. not· be
~ . OnJythe ~OIJmber.s \YitU>a provjded to qualified investigatorssludyingthe IQfonnation.

aooany otherpoten_~1y identif)'inginfbrmatiori~

name'

To a~ure'that the.lriv~tigators~re followingins~a~ federal guideUnes~ the Institutional
Review ·B0ar'9of Boston Medical Center maY choose to review all sludyrecordS at any time.

JRBI
VALID
. THRU:..
p

,4

"I)..~.·/~".'.~
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Pennlsslon fOf'CTScan forCaldum~sltslnAOfU al1d~onaryArtenes
(Ones;glJed copyf,!rp~tticipant, one signed copy forchaft)
youwjQ>nOt be iofOrmedofthetes,u~tspftheresearchin<.iudlng~gen~tigresearchthatmayaJi$e
fronl·theCTscan.· arthoUgh 9enetictestsmaYbe develppedasa 'r~ttofthecomblrled ~oafy$Is· Of
data in the Framingham HeartSiUdS'_ You.WiII t>e:kept ~ormed1hrOtJQh ~~i~~blieatJons from the
f(C;tmlnghan1 Heart,Study of ,any new Iriformationoffln<iiogs~IJoUtCr~tfrig Qr~fandings related
toCT·testiflSfor cardiovascutarcf&Seaseor ()ther..hearthconditions. which·' may be of,mportance:t9 YQU
or your f a m i l Y . '
,

XJI.(}()MpeNSAllON fORRE~dt-RELATEDINJORY:

.ln~.unIik~e~tofanlnjury~fr()rIlyourparticipationJnthe~earcf1te~rg¢nCYmedicai
~tr,nefltWflbeprovtded at 00
to.)'QCJ. lfarr~occurs~iIOyPUareattheMGH'# In
" Warthail\someqneWhoI$~bIe ofdearlA9with~wUl~WithYQU.
.

cost

H9We'lef.no~ffJonalmedJcalcareor (X)fllpeOSation IS offered to participants ihthis $tudy.

xm.xOURAfGHrs TO PAlmClPAT§ NOT PAR11CtPAJE, ORTOWITHDRAW FRO'" rne.SWDY:.
take

".

.'

TakJng~Intfl!$stuc;fyIs voIun~ry_ Yauhave~ righUo rEiusefo
partin all of the· study. If
yoU~ to take' part. y(xrhave~rightto~ atMYtime.~~ to padk:ipatewfU Involve
no penaJtYand yOU may alsO choose to disconti~paruapation· atanytime without penalty.

..._.,

lHhereareany pew~duringthe"studylhatmayaffect ~ther yOu want tocontmue tQ take
. ~rt.YOUWUlbe,tQld about them assoon8spossible.
.

Th~iriv~tors"naY·decide to di$con~nueyOUr participatiOn WithOlityour pennission·in.theevetlt.

thatMurefunding isnotobtafoed~

-

YOUilreWelconlQ to askqu~at~nytirne during theexamfnation and throughout the
.course.of the Study. Jfyou have any questions conCQmiogth~
and procedures ofthis
mYdYorifa tesearcJ1-relat~fnjury()ccurs,YOlimay'contact
uestioilS abouttheCTscan may~obedirectedto

ssa~setts General HoSPitar_

Anyque~youhave regarOlIlgyourrightsas a re~rchsubjectQlaYbedtrected to the
ofthe In~nalReviewl3Oardfor Boston Medicatcenterat(617) 63&-720?.. The

Office

Framingham Heart Study is 8tnedicaJ ,research projectsponsore<i bythf3 NatipnaUnstitutes of

·Healtll.

ItJsautho~edunder.42USC285f>..3.

ThesystemofrecOrdswhiohappliesto the
Register, VoI.60tNo.13, Friday,

.

FraminghamH~artStudylsdoromented i"the Federal
January 20, 1'~95. pages 4264-4266. .

..........

FHS. Off~Genefatk)nlll ClScan(R~y. May 16.2003)

------

----
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IRS Protocol # 1910G
Ti:'e: THE FRAr.~:~GHA~.1 HEART STUDY
OffspringfOencmtion In Ct Sc~n

_

Exam CTAOD1.5

Page 5 of 5

flermlsSk>nfor crScan for·CalCl"lltDeposlts In Aorta and Coronary-Arteries
(One signed copyfo( participant, one $;gned copyforcharl)

I

If you h~veanyurian~weredqu~tI()f1$, pleaSe askandobtaln,"~wersbefore$J9nlngtfllsform.
Asignf)d copyofthlsfol1l'iwJllbe given .toyou..

PARTICIPANT AUTHORJZA1l0N

-.

,YES NO
D

[J

I authqrtze(givemypennlssion)th&Frttrningham Heart Study toteleasethe
results ·ofthlssean to:

(U$t ttienam¢(s) ofyourcurrentphysiclan(s)

I
DAlE

Ihave explatneqtfJis research study to theparticiparil I.amawilable to answer any .Cll.JeSfiorlsnow
orln·thefutUreregardingthe$ludyand thepartlefpant'slights. Ywmay caJi me at(508) 872..
6562.. .

".

--,.---~----'

--,.

--
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CTADD1.6
Effective date: December 23, 2003-June 22, 2004

IRS Protoeof#1910G
TltIe:THEFRAMI~GHAMHEART

STUD
P,ge1of5

the FraJl1.. high
. . am.H
.. eartStudy

~ Framingham~ MA

Q
...•....•......•....•

.
.. .

NAME: _ _""""---"'-_--...

_

PermlsslonforCTScanforCa[ci~m,DepOSItsJnAort~ and Coronary Arteries

(OflQ·siglledcopy forparlicipant,. one.signedcopyforchart)

I. PRlNCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

in

r

. §In

•

2) Pregnancy Test {for .somewomen only)
Most women wUlbeasked to. provide. a luinesample fora. pregnancy test Wjthin 24 hours before
the CT scan. Women who are not pregnantafterundergoingthepr~nancyte$t
wiU pr~ed
with the CT scan;lfthe pregnancy test is positive you will be referred to your physician for
follow up and the scan will not be performed.
IRB# /q /Ott:---- ...
VALID
1HRU;

FHS Offspring/Generation III CtScao 1.6 (Rev. December 12, 2003)

M'" JJ 04

PER lAB: .. "1tl{
l1 J

,,/J.-.

v~..;;rl

UiH.INIT.
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lRBPtotocol#191QG
T' •

@j.~{n'k~~M1Heart Study
NAME:

'"'"'"""'"_ _---.

_

Permission for CT Scan for CaJcl~mPeposlt$·10 A()rtaan~Corqf'la"'Arteries

I

(One$;gned copyJQr participant, cmesignedcopyfor chart)

Thls<~TscanWillnotbedC)ne<Qil wQh1enwho are pregnant Qr whQ· have been breast

feeding for less than.six m<mths.
3) Results

~h~~.eCT scarl. is. rea~ ti1e. amount Of C(jldiuntin yourarteri$ls given asCO(e.• Atptesent,it
is the QplniOn of exptms that1heresults scores oUhe amountof coronary calciuqadE;lteeted by
qTscannerarenotusuaUy usedtomakeclinicaldeci~s. Theref~~;theresultso~ttle
~c:lumtestsorofg~ticresearch thatre$UltSfrOni the CTsc,annirlg J~tswinr:ot. rt>tJti~IY. be
r~PQrtr~tC?y()Ur ph~cian~ .However•. ~edtyapnormaJ levels· of calciufll.depg$its in.your
~rterieSwillt)e rePQl'ted to your physi<:ian.

Acor11pfeleClitlicalevaluation oftheCrrstanirnage for ab~ities inthecOOsr~ndabdocnen
Willnotbe·peljormecl for dinicalJy imPQrlant findings.
Incidental Findings: In. the eventthattheresearenevaluationof the scan does unCOver
~i<;afproblerns thatrequire medical diagn<>SisfQrtreatment: youwiH be tok)an(i the
infQ(J'nationwiU be provi~edlothephysidan orc~tinic that you choo$e.
'

Thls.t:Ts~ ... Jsi)e,ngeondUcted .fOrr~earc:hplJrpOs~s. ~CT$can.is being done only to
lTle3$urecalciumiotrn!·heart and major arteries.. Because acompletedinical eva1uati()nofJhe
CTscanimagesforall possible abnormalities;n the chest and abdomen will not be performed,
someclinicatly important findings maYJlQt be diScovered.

Yqu will~a~kedtQsignan additional medical releaseJorm gMngpermission toMGHWto
release your CTinfoonationlotheFraminghamHeart StUdy .Investigators.
VIoRISKS, DISCOMFOATS. ANDRl:s~ARCH--ReLATEO INJURY:
T~CTscan ofthe .heartanda.bdomen jnvolveslow doses of radiation.

The totalamount of radiation
PE!f scani$tnlSv or less than 8% ofthe yeaJ1yradiation' exposufElJirnitallowed foraradiation.worker.
Mother way of understanding this is that the total· amount of radiation is approximately equivalent to
theJac;lia~on expO$urefrorn2

I11ammograms.

The risk from this amountofradiation (X-rays) iSgenerally·rec~nlzed·to be safe by the Food
~nd Drug Adlt1hl1str~tion(FDA) for such studies~

We do<nofexpeetanunusualnskorinJury tooocur as a result of your participation•. In the unlikely
eventthatduringe><aminaUonprocedure~YoU

s!lQuld requirE3 rnedicalcarr~fil'Stai9 wiU. be available.
There l1)ayal~o beS()merisks thatarelJnf9reseeable~ Framingham Head$tudy InvesUgatorswiU tell
you ffnewinformation becomes availabfe that mayaffeet your willingness to participate.

FHS 9ffspringl~nerationIII Ct SCan 1.6 (Rev, December 12, 2003)
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IRS Protoeoll1910G

Paoe30fS

The.
. . .F:r..a.....mi.n. . .gh,
. · . am
. :.... neartStudy
Framingliarii,MA

NAME: _"""""":-~ ..........

1.

_

Permission for CT Scan for Calcium Deposits In Aorta and Coronary Arteries
(One signed copy far participant, one signed copy for chad)

~o~

~ ~ :J ~

VII. BENEFTTS:

Although You JI1LtY notrecei~e any direct benefit from this research,indMduals who develop heari...lli
va~ar,and()~rd~srotl)etuture·and their families,Cls wella~flJturegenerations of y()Ur
family•. tnaybenefitihvecan·icj~ntif}tthtlcau~esof:~e .illnesses. Thesestud~m~y.leadtothe
develOpment of newmethQd~Ofpreventiqn andtreatm~nt of these diseases.
.
VIII•. posSt8LE.CbsTTOyouFORPARTICIPATlNG:

You wtIIfI6tbechargedf()l'~scan.tfthere~earChevalUation

oftheCT scan exalriination u"<:overs
markedIYEl~~lsPfcalcilJrn d~p()si~· in your arteries Of any medical problems that~~'ife
medical diagnosls.<>r treatnlellt.)'ou:wjll be $0 advised and thatinforrnatiorrwill ·bE!··providedto th~
physician or clinic that you choose.

In ~ewntthafyOurphy$iCian

decktesthatfollow upclinicaltestsortreatments~re
.neCesSary,
must be provided by you or: your Ulird party payer. if applicable ({oreX{Jmpte,health,nsura~
orMedicare)~ .Nospeaafarra'19erTlf;1ntS will~ made by the Framingham Heart StudyforCOlll(Jensation
error paymentqttreC1~nt~91ely beCalJSe Of YQur participation in this study, This does notwaive any

pa~nt

ofyqur legal rights.

CoslSth~tYOlJ ~htir'l~rthe(jayofyourpartiCipati6nindude.

transportation (gas.t()lls.~tc.)~

but are not limited

to; Joss of work. and

IX~ I'AYMENTTO You FOR PARllCIPATING:

Y()Uwilln()treceNe~Ymentfor-your participation. However. if necessary, we will· proVide
transportBtionfrom FHSto and from the center at nOCO$t
.

X. ALTERNATIVE ToPMnCIPATlON:
YOUrntiy ~~.n90opartitipat~. Ifatany pornt dUrin~ the testing you feeluncomfortableandwouki
lil(etoterminaleanyofthelests"pleaseteUthe.·study·staff.

XI.CONFIDENTIAUTY:
AnYlhfonnation~()b~iri~botit

you dUringthisstudywm .betreated as stricUyconfid~ntialto~· fqll
extent permitted byapPUc:ablelaw. Toensureconfiqentiality, a code number willbe assigned toypu
and any of your potentially identif)'i1l9 inf~n. The code num~rswillbe provided only toquafified
investigatoll.
YouwillnotbeinformedoUhetasultsofthe fesearctlindl.lding 1heQel1etic research that mayanse
CTscan.~lthoughgeo~tic tests may be developed asaresurt of the combined analysis of
d(3ta in the Framingh~mHeartStudy.

from the

WhensttJdY~$ultsf)asedonyotJrinformatidnare pUblished, your name and any otherpotenti.':lIty
identifyjn~infOflTlaUon .(i.e•.CX)de numbers) will. not be reveafed .. You will be kept inform~ throug~

periodic pUbti~tiol'1s frorntne Framingham HeartStudy ofa ny new informaUonoffindingsaboutGT
testing or genetic findings related to CT testing tor cardiovascular disease or other health conditions ,
FHSOffsprioglGeneratiOlitU Ctscan 1.6 (Rev; December 12. 2003)
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IRS Protocpl#191OG

TJtI,: THE fRAMINGHAM HEART STUDY
Page.ofS

The Fr.antl.·.
,·n ham H
. , earl Study
,W·Framingham,MA
g.

NAME: _~

........-......;..,;.._"---;"_ _

. PermissIon for QTScan forCaleJum DePO$it$ In"QrtaandCQronaryArteries
(Qne,sign~c:I t;opyforparlicipant;onesigl1edcopyforchaTtj

which maybe of importance to YQ4~ndloryourfamily.
~. BOston University Medical CenterlnstitlJti0nafJ{~Vi~~~afd ,and, if ~pprop~a~e~theU,S. Food and
Drug AdminiStration maY~x.aminethe. studyreoords to assure adberencetoregufations andprotoc:ol.

Xli•.. COMPENSATlONFORRESEARCH;'RELATEDI~JUR'f:
Inthe<unlikf)fy event ofinjUfYocculJ1~:frorn your participatlonhltl!~~~rch.emergenCYO'l£!dirAl

treatmentWiflbe p~oyjded atoo(X)Sttoyou. lf~nemergef)C)'occurswhileY9uareattheMGHW in
VV~,>~WhoiScapableofdeaIJrlQWithernergenCie$willstaywithyou.

However, noadditiooafmediCal care or compensation is ()fferecJ topartiCi~ntsiritbis study.

~II.\'OURRJGHTS TOPARTICIPA1E,N()TPAfmClp~TElOR T0ytrrHOt,tAWfROMTHESTUOY:
T:*i~partinthis study is~untary. You h?veth¢righU(HefiJ~~to IBkepartin th~studY, .IfyOu
~e to1ake .part,YtlU hc:lve~ right ttlstopatarw time~ .ReftJ$a1 Jo<participate will·involve no penalty
afldyou may alsO choose to diSContinue paJticipationatanytimewithoutpenalty;
Ifthereareanynewfindings dUfingthe stlJqytt\atrnay aff~WhetheryoU WilnrtoCOfltinuetotake part;

yc>uwiUbetoid ~bo~ them as soqnas PQSsible.

Tfieinyestigators may decide to diseontinueyqur pat1iCip~tionWithOl,rt
futute~nding !soot obtained.

your perrl'1is~i<:)oin theey'enftI1at

You are welcome to ask questions at any timeduring the e;xaminatiO~ al'l~ thr()UQhoutthe COUrse of the
St~dy. Ifyou have any questions cpnceming Itt research.al'ldpr~LJres ofth~studyor ;fa
r~sec:lrch'ielatedinjllryqccurs,.please con
'bnsabouftheCTscan maya so directedto
saChusettsGenerai HO$pital~~_. ... •

l1li11..._l1li1'0.......

Anyquest!()lisyouhaVe tegatdingyour ,.ightSasa researchsubjectm~YbE!directed totheOffi~ of the
Institutional Review Board for Boston Medical Center aH6171 638--7201... TheFrami,,~ham Heart Study
isalTledi~l~earch projeasponsored by the NationallnstitutesorH~aUn .. It is ~uth()rized. under
42USC 285tr3. The system of records which applies to the Framingharn Heart~tUdy isdOCllmented in
the Federal R~ister, Vol. 60, No. 13, FridaY. January 20, 1995. paQes 42644266.

Fl-l$()ffspriog/GeneraOOn.1I I Ct SCan 1.6 (Rev. ~mber 12, 2003)
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IRS Protocol#1910G
TlUe: THE fRAMINGHAM HEART STUDY

Q.
. • . .:. . .•. . ..::. . :The.
Ifra..m...: i ll.g.1l. a. . . m.
W
Franlingham~MA

EXAM CTAOO Ui

fT.)

NAME: ..........-.....-.;..~

¢artSttidy

Page50f5

_

Pennlsslonror.cT~"f~r·Calcl:um ·Deposlts:ln:·Aorta.art<S.·C~ronary·.Artenes
(C)n~signed(:opy for partlcfpalft, one signed copy for c;harlj
Ifyc)uhave:~n)fUraC9lS\Neredque$tions, plea$e askandobt~lnansw~rsbef()re ~Igrllngthl$ fonn.
Asig ned copyoft~lsfOrt'rlWilfbftgl\'en tdyoU.
Pleasech~ktheappropriate.box beside the statement:

YES

o

NO
0

ragreet()ttll~~eFraminghamHeartStudy to refeusethe findings"'()fIlt~stsand

exam1J'1atioos tQmyphysician,c1inic•. orhospital.

PARTTCIPANTAUTHORIZAnON

DATE

PA,RTICfPANT SIGNAtuRE

I
I

PRINTED NAME

I t)ave explainecUhisresearch study totheparticipanl :lamavailable to answer any questiomfnow or
in the future regardirlg :thE;l$tudy ~ntt participanfs rights. If you havefurtherquestions,you maycaU

DATE

,.......".,......."...".,.-'--,-,--......-_--,-,------..;...-...---~f...... _...~
~_....-;...-...-~
SIGNAruREoF PERsoN OBTAINING CONSENT 1
PRINTED NAME

FHS Offspring/Generation III ct Stan 1.6 (R6\v. December12,2oo3)
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RESEARCH CONSENT FORM
CTAOD Exarn1- Offsite
Ho:.22762- THE FRAMINGHAM HEART STUDYN01·He-251951~10G
Background .
. .
The Computed TomogmphY (CT) Study is an observational researctl study de$ig~ to identify the
relatioJiship between calcium <Seposits jn the coronary arteries and other health conditions. You are
being asked to participate in this study because you· area woman over the age of 40 or male over the
age of 35 and are enrolled in the Framingham Heart Study.

a

P.urpose
r
The purpose of this researchs\udy is to investigate the role ofcalcium deposits in the aorta and
coronary arteries in the devel9pment of 1} heart and blood vesser dis68Ses, lung and blood diseases,
stroke; memory loss, joint disease, bone loss. ~afness,. cancer, and other major diseases and health
conditions; and 2) to examine the role of inherited factors (genes) in calcmeatKm oithe aorta and
coronary arteries.
What Happens In This Research Study
You will be one of approximately 2900 subjects tobe asked to participate in this study.
The research wilt tak.e place at the following location{s): Boston University Medical Center.
Your research examination will take place at the PARC Center, located at 40 Second Avenue, Suite 120
(CT/MRI services) in Waltham, MA at Massachusetts Genen"ilIHospital West. The examination will take
approxiinately30 minutes and will Include the following Computed Tomography scan taking about 20
minutes;
1) The CTScan

A Computed Tomography (en scan wUl be performed for research purposes at M9SS Gener~1 Hospital
West (MGHVV) Medical Center ih Waltham, MA. This is a new type of x-ray done to measure the
amount of calcium in the arteries of your heart arid abdomen.
For this scan, you will lie on a table with just your torso (not your head} inside ihe doughnut shaped CT
scanner. You will be asked to remain stnl and hold your breath for about 20-30 seconds several times
during the ~can.
Two scans of your coronary arteries and one SCan of your abdominal aorta wil' be performed.
2) Pregnancy Test (for some women only)
Mostwomen will be asked to provide a urine sample {or a pregnancy test within 24 hours befonil the OT
scan. Women who are not pregnant after undergoing the. pregnancy test wSlI proceed with the CT
scan. IBM pregnancy t~t l~ positive you wlU be referred to your physician for follow up and the scan
will not be performed.
ThisCT scan will not be done on women who are pregnant or who have been breast feeding for 'ess
than six months.

3) Results
When the CT scan is re~ the amount of calcium in yourarterie$ (s gNen a $core. At present, it is the
opinion of experts that the results scores of the amount of coronary calcium detected by CT scanner
are not usually used to make clinical deciSIons. Therefore, the results of the calcium tests or of genetic
CTAOO Exam 1 • Offsile
LastProtQOOl~oomenliI2'512005 Appro\l~1

valid from DecembOt27,2004 through June 22, 2005. Chair Initials: S. P.
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RESEARCH CONSENT ~ORM
CTADD Exam 1 - Offsite
H-22762.. THE FRAMINGHAM HEART STUDY N01·HC':251951910G
research tf1atr~sult$from theCT$canning tests. win M\ routinely be reported tOYOUf physician.
However. mark~d\y abnQrmallevels of calcium deposits In your arteries wilJbe reported to your
physician.
,.
.
A comple~ clinical~valuation of the CT scan image for abnormalities In the chest arid abdomen will not
be performed for c\l(\lcafty important findings.
..
.

'.

IneidentaJFjndlng~: lnth$ event that the research evaluation of the scan does unepver medical

probfemsthat require medical diagnosis fortreatmeot, you W\I\ be tOld and .theii'lforrriation will be
provided to theph:ysiCian ordinicthal you choose;
This CTscan is being cOOductedfor research purposes. The CT scan is ~ing done only to measure
calCium in the heart and major arteries. .BeCause a complete clirncaleva}oation of the CT scan images
for aU possible abnormalttieS in the chest ~nd abdomen will natba performed, some cltnically important
findings may not be discovered.
You willtle asked to sign an additional medical release form giving pen:nission to MGHWtorelease your
CT information to the Framingham Heart StUdy Investigators.
. .
Any questions you have regarding your rights as a research subject may be directed to the Office of the
InstiMionC!lfReview Board for Boston Medical Center at (617) 638-7207..'The Framingham Heart Study
is a medical research project spoMored by the NationallnstitutEls of Health. It is authorized under
42:USC 285b-3~The system Of records which applies to the Framingham Heart Study isdocumen1ed in
the FederaIRegister:septem~r 26, 2002 (Vol. 67, No. 1679) pages 60776"60780.
Risks and DiScomfortS
The CTscan oftheheart.and abdotnel\ \fNo\ves low doses of radiation. The total amount of radiation
per $Can is 1 msvor less than 8% of the yearly radiation exposure limit allowed for a radiation worker.
Another WCiyof understanding this is that the total amount of radiation is approximately eqUivalent to the
radiation exposure from 2 mammograms.
The f\sK from this amount of radiation (X-rays) is generally recognized to be safe by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) for such studies.
We do not exPElci an unusual risk or In!ury to occur as a result of your participation. In the unlikely event
that dorit\g examination procedures you should require medical care, first atdwill be available.

There may be unknown risks/discomforts involved. Study staff will update you in a timely way on any
new information that l'l'lSy affect your health, welfare, or decision to stay \nthis study
Potential Benefits
Vou will receive no direct benefit from your participation in this study. However, your participation may
help the investigators better understand the precursors, etiology. and prevention of cardiovaswlar
disease andothi!Jr medical conditions ,invoMng the heart, incluolng th ,epossibility of genetic linkages.
Altemativ&$

Your alternative is to not participate in the study.
CTADO Exam 1 • Offslt&
las.tP{cl.cccl~ndmfN1t1f25J2005

Approval valid from December 27.2004 through .Juf)e 22.2005. Chair Initials: S. P.
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RESEARCHCON$ENT FORM
CTADDExam 1 - Offsite

H-22762- THE FRAMINGHAM HEARTSTUDY N01-HC-25195 19100
Subject Costs and Payments

the

Yw wiD not ~ charged for the scan. If
research evaluation oftheCT scan examination uncovers
markedly abnormal levels of calcium deposits in your arteries or any medi~1 problems that require
medical diagllOSis or treatment,youwillberso advised and that information will be provided 'to the
physician or clinic that you choose. ,
In the event that ~our physiclaridEicidEisttlatfollow upcJinical tests or treatments are necessary,
payment must be provided by you or yourthin::i party payer, if applicable (for example, health insurance
orMedicare)~ No specialarrangernentswiUbe.made by the Framingharn Heart Study for cotnJ)ensation
or for payment oftreatment solely because of your participation·in this study..This does not waive any
of your legal rights.
Costs that yOtl might incur the dayofyourparticlpation include, but are not limited to, loss of work, and
transportation (gas, tolts, etc,).
You will not receive payment for your participation. However, if necessary, we win provide transportation
from FHS to and from the ¢enter at no cost.

ConfJdentla\ity
Any information we obtain about you during this study will be treated as strictly confidential tathe fUll
extent permitted by applicable law. To ensure confidentialitY, a code number will be assigned to you and
soy ofyour potentially identifying information. The code numbers will be prollid1!d only to qualified
inveStigators.
..
You wi» not be informed of the results ofthe research including the genetic research that may arise from
the CT scan, although genetic tests may be developed as a result ofthe combined analysis of data in
the Framingham Heart StUdy.
When study results based on your informa~\on are published, your name arld any other potentialfy
identifying information {I.e. cOde numbers) will not be revealed. You will be kept informed through
periodic publications fromthe Framingham HEl~rt study of any new information of findings about CT
testing or genetic findings related to CTtestirig for cardiovascular disease or other health conditions,
which may be of importance to youaridlor your family.
Information from this study and from your medical record may be reviewed ~nd photocopied by the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and/orstate and federal regUlatory agencies such as the Office of
Human Research Protection as applicable, and the Institutional Review Board of Boston University
Medical Center.
.
Please check the appropriate box thalyouagree Yii'h:
\

I
\YES I
INO
I agree to allow the Framingham Heart Study to release the findings from tests and examinations to my
physician. clinic. or hospital.
CTAOO Exam 1 - Offsite

last p,.()locol Ameoome.l'\O,(2S{2O% Approval valid from December 27. 2004 through June 22. 2005. Chair Initials; S. P.
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H-22762- THE FRAM INGHAM HEART STUDY

N01~HC-251951910G

Subjects Rights

By consent\f1g to participate in thi$study you do not waive any of your legal rights. Giving consent
means thai you have heard or read the information about this $tudy~ndthat you agree to participate.
YouwiU be given a· copy of this form to keep.
Ifat anytime you withdraw from this study you w',nnot suffer any penalty or lose any benefitS to which
you are entitled.
You may obtain furtherinformation about your lights asa research subject by calling the OffK:e of the
Institutional Review Board of BO$ton University Medicat Center at 611--638-7207. If this study is being
done outside the United States you can ask the investigator for contact· information for the local.Ethics
Soard.

rCOOliE

The investigator or a member of the researchteamwiJI try to answer all of your questions. tf you have
atjny ~imeiP oU need to. report an injUry while participating in this research.

. ~:~ns

1l

Compensation for Research Retated tnjury
Ifyou think that you have been injured by being in this study, please let the investigator know right away.
If your part in this.stlJdy·takes place at Boston ·MedicaJ Center. you can get treatment for the injury at
Boston Medical Center. ·If your part in the studyf5 not at Beston Medical Center/ask the investigator

where treatment for injury woutd be ava\\~e ioca1\)'. You snd your insurance company will be billed for
thistreatmant. Some research sponsors may offer a program.10 GOver some of the treatment costs
which are not covered by your insurance. You shoufdaskthe research team if such a program is
avaJlable.
Right to Refuse or Witndraw

Taking part in this sludY;$ voluntary. You have the right to refuse to take part in thi$study. Jf you decide
to be in the study and then change your mind/ you can withdrawJrom the research. Your participation is
completely up to you. Your dedsionwm not affect your being able to get health care at this institution or
payment for your health care. ftwllJ not affect your eorot\mentm any hearth plan or benefits you can get.

CTAOD Examl· Offsite
last ProtoooJ Amendmem!/25f2005 Approval vaUd from December 27. 2004 through June .22, 20()$. Chait Initials: S. P.
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RESEARCH CONSENT FORM
CTADD·Exam 1 -Offstte
H-22762- THE FRAMINGHAM HEART STUDY N01-HC-2S195191OG
Signing thisconsenUormjndicatesthatyou have read this consent form (or have had it read to you).
that your questions have peen answered to.your satisfaction. and that you· volunta rily agmeto. participate
.
in this research stUdy. You Will receiVe a copy of this signed consent fonn.·

Subject (Signature a~Plinted Name)

Date

Person Obtainit19 Consenf(Signature and Printed Name)

Date

CTAOD Exam 1· Offsite

Llls! Protocol Amendmentlf25120DS ApprovlIl valid from ~ember 27, 2004 through ·June 22, 20j}5. Chair Initials: S. P.

Pag<tS 01 5
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BostonU~

Schocl afMed1cine

..,..--_ _~~

Participant's Name:
Study IDnumber.

I

Family Heart Study SCAN
Consent Form
Boston University Medical. Center
BACKGR01JND INFORMAT10N
It iSllOW weH known that heart disease and stroke areoftencpused by harpeningof the
arteries (atherosclerosis). The, cal.lsesofatherosclerosis, howevetl, are notwelI
understood. We are conducting a research study on several factorsthatinayhave a major
effecton thedevelopmeJ1~()fathef()scIerosisin the arteriesto the heart (thecQronary
arteri~$)(;lndin the aorta (the largesfbloodvessel coming fromtt:te heart).

PURPOSE

,,-.

.

In this study we will be looking at how your genetic make..upandYour body's inflammation
defense systemr~latetdanyatnero$cJerosisthat
may be present in yourarteries. To do
this, the amount of calcium in the arteries. a new way to judge the degree of
atherosclerosis apersqn has,will be measured by aCTscan, a procedure similar to an X
l"~y that uses radiation to evaluate calcium within arteries. Wheregsmost risk factors such
asbtood cholesterol 9,ndblood pressureprcivide onty indirect estimates of risk,this new
test proVides direct evidenGecfthe amount of calcium (caused by atheroscterosis) in the
arteries. Information obtained from theCT scanwouldberelc:lteqtolhe genetic and other
information that has previously been collected from you as part ofthe Family Heart Study.

You are one of approXimately 600 subjects, all from farniliesseenpreviouslyin the Family

Study clinIcs in Framingham, who are being invited to participate in thiSoew project. You
have beencl10sen because you arefromaJamilythat has supplied enough family data
and genetic information to,be' particularly helpful. inthisendeavor to discover th¢ factors
that relate to heartdiseaseand cbfonaryandaortic calcification. It is hoped that this study
will pfovideleads for the prevention ofsuch disease.

HOW THE STUDY WORKS
Ifyou agree to be' in thisstudy,aclinicat examination wm be petformed at the Family Heart
$tudyClinic in Framingham~ Theexaminationwilt COhsist ()f a brief medical history;
questions aboutyour family structure, use of alcohol,smoking" physical. exercise, weight,
socio-economicstatus, and reproductive history (onlyfor women); and measurement of
your height, weight, and blood pressure~ Also the following Interviews and
testswiUbe carried out;
.
l

1.

Family Data: You will be <asked 'about the biologicalrelatiQilships ofrnembers ()f
your family. Your responseswm be kept confidential,even from other members of
you r family. You, may d~clineto answer c::ertainquestions without jeopardizing your
participation in this study.
188# Zcot

- is->Gt.

~~~:,'
~1z,Il,O____
Lf
P I 6:,__
~
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2.

Blood Tests: You will. be asked to pro\lidea blood sample (approximately 4
lablespoons)which will· be taken from avein in yourarrn. The· Jevels of certain
substances thafmay relate to the development of atherosclerosis, heartdisea.se, or
calcificatiqnin your aortaorcorohary arteries wlfl berneasured; these willinClOde
assessments of lipids (fats and chotesterol), bloodsugar,and some new measures
that Judge hQwyour bqdy has responded topastjnflarnmatioh.. Sqme ofthe blOod
may also be used to extract additional DNA to supplementthe DNA you may have
suppliedalapreviouscUnic visrt in the Family Heart Study. If additjonalONA is
required, it will be used forthe creation ofa Iivinglissue sample (cell line) from
which an unlimited supply ofDNAcanbeobtain~d irtthefuturewithout the need to
optain. more bloodJrol1'1 you. CelllineswilLbe stored ata central site (repository).
Nelther yourname nor FarnilyStooy id~ntification flumberwiHappear on the
sample, Anew secLlrity bar code numper and the date the specimen is draWn will
bethe only information on the label.
Data and DNAwil1 be distributed to researchers conducting the Fami Iy Heart Study,
the Framingham Heart StUdy,~ndotherqualjfiedresearchers interested in the
g~netiG$l)f heart.lung<and blood diseases and other diseases and health
conditions. The scientistsfromthes~laboratorieswill be given the DNA withoptany
potentially identifying informat;on:lnformaiibn gained>from research or! yburDNA
may be used forthedeveiopment of diagnostic procedures OJ new treatments for
majordlsea$es.Your DNAwiUnot be sold toanyqneor to institutions or cOTTlpanies
for fil'lahcial gain or commercial profitwithout your consent. However, neither you
nor your heirs will gain financially from discoveries made using the information
cmd/or sPElcimens thatyou provide.

3.

C.;T Scan: Ataseparatenear-byfacUityyou wiUbe asked to have Sequential
Gomputed tomography (CT} to measurelhe calcification in the arteries of the heart
andinth~ main artery of the body (the aorta), The test will be done ala new
imaging centernear Framingham established by the Massachusetts General
Hospital;trarisportatiOhlo and from the facility will be offered. During the
procedure, you wIll be positioned on your back on a. special table that is part oftl1e
CTscanner; [ElectrQcardiogram(EC{3) leadswHl be attached.] Th E3 tablewHJ move
into theCTscanner.Which is about4 feet in diameter and shaped·Hkea large
donut. During the scanning process, your bodywiH be in the "donut shaped"
portion, but your head will be free of the apparatus. You will be asked to remain still
and momentarily hold your breath three times, each time for 10to 15 seconds in
order to get good qualIfy pictures~ Two scans of your coronary arteries (toincrease
accuracy) and one scan of your abdominal aorta will be done. You will not. need to
take any drugs or contrast agents by mouth or by inJection for this proced ute.
Wom~n who are pregnantorare breasffeedhig, p~ople who weighh1()rethan352
pounds and individuals who have undergone radiation therapy within the past year
are noleligible to have a. CTscan. Women Who have not reached menopause will
be given a pregnancy test within 24 hours before undergoing theCT scan. The
scan is being done specifically to evaluate calcium in your arteries, Einddoesnbt
serveps a "cHrlical"CTscanthat may detect other health conditions. If your span
shows high levels ofcalcium, you al1dyour doctor will be notified;
I
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will

Atl of the above information
be related toseff·{eported data, laboratory results,and
genetic InforrnaJionthatwere collected from you previously in the Family Heart Study or
are being collected now to help us determine how such factors 'relate to the risk of
atherosclerosis and h~art disease.

I

TheeT scan is being Gonducted for researGh pUrpose~~ Acor'l1pleteclfnical evaluation of
the CT scan images will not be performed. However, in the event that the research
evaluation orthe scanuncoyers medic~1 problems that require medTcaldiagnosis for
possible treatment, you Will be told and the information will be provided to a physician or
clinic that you choose. ResultsfromgenetictestlogWjU not be released or placed inyour
medIcal,.record,oor Sharedin'anywar withyourrelativ~s,person~1 physician, insurance
companies, or any other third partY unless you authorize Family Heart Study- SCAN staff,
in writing,t()d()so~

Your cholesterol',blbod'pressure,andanYil1arkedlY'abnormal findings from your GT scan
will be shared with you andt with your perrnission, with your doctor-If a health condition is
detected(juringthisexaminatiort, yourd6ctoror cljnicWiI1 be notified, ifyolJ authorize the
study st(3fHodo so. However, the Family Heart Study- SCAN is not intended to provide
med.icalcare or to interfere With YOLJrrelationship with your oWn doctor. YouwiJl be
referred to your doctor for follow up of all medical information obtained by this study. If you
don'thave a doctor, you can be referred if you so deSire.
LENGTH OFSTUOY
You will be in the study fora one-time clinical exam that willtake less than 2 hours~ Your
CT scan will be scheduled at that time, and you will be offered transportation to theeT
center 00 the same day or onanotherdayf(jfyolJfScan. The CTscan will take less than
15 minutes tocpmplete, but you sh()uldplanto be there about 30 minutes.
RiSKS
The most common side effect ofblood drawing is the possibility of pain ora bruise at the
site ofthe needle stick. The brurse<may remain for3 toA days qnd can, inmost cases, be
prevented by applying pressure directly over the area once the needle has been removed,
There is theremoterisk<ofan infection at the site of the needle stick, butthis is very small
.
because sterile, dispo$able needles are used.
This research study involves exposure to radiation fromtheCT scan lobedcme as part of
the Fami1y HeartStudy-SCAN study. As descrIbed above, this is being done to
measure thecatcification in the arteries of your heart and aorta. Since this involves some
X~rays, you will be exposed to asmall amount of radiation from the procedure. The total
radiationdosageforthis testis 1 ~5 to2.0tim~s the hackg round radiation for people in the
United States and about 12% ofthe yearly exposure limit for radiation workers. The risk
from this level of radiation is not knoWn for sure. Th~ fisk from thisradiationexposlJre
ranges from no effect to a l?rger risk ofdeveropirlg~can~er. Thereisa time delay
between exposure to radiation and getting a cancer. This time can be ten years or more.
Your chance ofgetting a cancer from participating in th.is study is similar to 'your risk of
getting a c:ancerfrom natural radiation exposure; There is also an increased riskof
genetic effects as demonstrated by animal stUdies. These are effects which can be
IRB#WoI - 1.& ~~

~~~3: :;~, ~g,t>l.f
PERI~B:

~1}l~'AUTH.'NIT.
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passed along to your chHdren. Pregnant women and women who are breastfeeding may
not participa.te jnthis Tesearch~ Th~re may be risks ofCTscans thatare not yet known.

I
POTENTIAL BENEFITS
There arenoknown persona.! benefits to you from your participation. However, your
participation in this stUdy may help others in the future by showing whether this new tastis
asgoqdas prelirninarystudies SIJggest. We may be able to repla¢e mo[erisky!estswith
this new test if it is shown to. be able to provide fast,accorate diagnostic answers. As
stated, th~GTscanfocusesonly oncqlciumin the arteries, and is nptthe same as a
"clinicaluGT designed to look for other disease processes~
AL,TERNATIVE
YoumaychoQsenot tq participate in this study, and still participate in the Framingham
Studyanq theNHLBI Family Heart Study; If at any time in the fUture you wish to hpve the
data collected from you in this study removed or destroyed; including blood and DNA
sarnple$; YQumay notify us of this alidit will be ctone.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Any information we obtain about you dUring this study will be treated as strictly confidential
tathe fallextehtpermitted by applicable law... To ensure confidentiality, a code number will
be assigned to you and allY potentially identifying informationwill not bel,.Jse(jen any
samples you provide. When study results based on yourinformatlon are pUblished. your
118meahd any other potentially identifying information will not be revealed. Ortlythe code
numbers will> be provided to quali'fied investigators studying the DNAsamples~

the coded specimens wfll be stored securely, separated from fHes which link your name to

the code numbers. Files linking names to samples Will be kept locked and accessible only
tothe Framingham Study data manager. Your sample maybe ~eptuhtilit is no longer of
scientific value.

You will not be informed of the results of the research performed upon your genetic blood
s~n1ple, although genetic tests may be developed as a Jesuit ofthe combin.edanatysis of
samples in the Family Heart Study~N()other individua1, inclUding YOllrspouse, parents,
childnm, physician or employer Will have access "to the stored sample or information
gained from your stored sample. Because no inform;Ifion w-H1 be prqvided to you ottd
others from the analysis of this sample, the risk for providing this sample is minimaL You
'11m be kept inforrned through periodic publications from the Family Heart study of any new
information about genetics or genetic testing for cardiovascular disease or ether health
conditioAsgenerated from the DNA analyses which may be of importance to youoryoLi

~~

~

h.i.S.I~ry,

I

"~-

g
AI.I..J he.. i.n.·.f.Of m··.atio.n bO..U.t you fr..o.m. th.iS.. re.s:a
..•.r..c.o.,.inC.·.IUdin. •...
Ih eCH.nlca.I.;exam.,
.•. ' ;
laboratory data orfmdmgsof the DNAtestlng, Will be kept confldentlaland Will not be
disclpsed to anyone but the researchers conducting thisstlJdy,· except as otherwise
'Ito
i
required bylaw: This means thatyouf research records, just likeyoUf hospitfil records;
~. . .~. i
can b~ subpoenaed by a COD rt of law. Stpdy results will be published so that the
information is anonymousand/or disguised, and that identification e>fanyindividLial cannot
be made. Your information will be used for statistical purposes only. To assure thatthe

g
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investigaton5 are following instit(jtional and federal gUidelines, the Institutional Review

Board· of Boston·University Medic~1 C~nterrnay choose to review all study records at any
time and, ifappropri~tetthismaybedone by the US Food & Drug Administration~
Blood samples wiHbe stored by the Family Heart Study - SCAN study forJuture
investigations. Thesemayincflidemedlcalresearcf) proJe.ctson other medical conditions,
Yourname or other information that could identify your farTlilyor you Will not be rehaased.

I

I

COSTS
There are no coststOyOUfOf taking part.ln this study. All examinations, including the CT
scanand labotatorytes~s,·WHlbeperfQrmed without <;harge. Costs for yourreQuIar
medical care, which are notrelat~dtothis study, will be your own responsjbility.
PAYMENTS
You wmhot be

paid foryour particlpatibnihthisstudy; if you requestit, you may be
reimbufsedfor travel expenses associated With your participation in th$study.

COMPENSATION ~OR ILLNESS O~ INJURY
In the. unlikely eventthatduringthe,examinationprocedu res you should require medical
care. first aid will beavailable~lf you think youh~ve been injured by beingrnthis study,
let Dr Ellison(508935"341~)knowright away. lithe examinations uncover any medical
probl~ms tha~ require mediC(l1 diagnqsisor treatment, you will be so advised and., .if you
agree, that information will be provided to·the physician or clinic of your choice. In that
case, paymentmust bepro"icl(;ldby you or your third party payer, if any (for example.
health insurance or Medicare).
PARTICIPANT'S RIGHTS
Taking part In this study is voluntary. You may choose not to take part and you may leave
the study at any time: Refusin.9 to participate or leavIng the study will not resultin any
penalty or loss of benefits to which you are entitled. Youwillpe given a signed copyofthis
consent form.
FAMILY HEART STUDY SCAN

Consent Form
VOLUNTARY CONSENT
I am asked to participate in the FAMILY HEART STUDY -.,-SCAN Study. If I sign this form,
I G()nfirm that I helve read the preceding (or it has been read to me). To the best of my
knowledge, I am not pregnant; further, I have notunoergone radiation therapy within the
past year. Any questions I have about the research have been answered by the Project

,,---':

'I 9 r t•..
· ~.

heofCIi.niC.
:t&
. .. . t.h..eUp.. rineipal
all
whomC.ootd.inatbt•.....
can be reached a
.
Questionsabout1;he CTsc?nmay~lso be direct~?to_ .
... .
- . I mayobtam further information about my nghtsas a rese~Hch subJect by callIng the
Office of the Institutional Review Board for Human Hesearch of Boston University Medical
Center at (617) 638-7207~ If a.ny problems arise as a resultof my participation in this
research, I shall cal~immediate!y.

CO.0
..r..d!.fi:.a.·.tOf.'
Investigator,

D.. .

T. IE

lRB#2c»1 ..; 1-6 5t 'L
VALID
/.
THRU: .:J-. v 0"(

I
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A signed copy.of this consent form wilLb~given to me. By signing this consent form, f am
granting permission tathe FAMILY HEART STUDY SCAN Investigators to carry out the
followIng:
Please ·checklheappropriate box beside each statement:
YES

NO

o

r:

I agree to participat¢

in the Physical Examination and Genetic Studies

I

of factors contributing to coronary artery calcification and other heart;
lung and blood diseases, stroke; dementia, osteoporosis, cancer,and other
maJor diseases andhealthconditjon~. I alsoagreeto undergoaCT sca.n to
assess my heartand aorta forcalcification,and relate the findings from this
t~st tagenetic· and other datacollectedfrotn me. If lam apre~menQpausal
female. I witl undergo a pregnancy test to assure that lam not pregnant
before the CT scan isoone
YES

NO

c

0

YES

NO

0

:J

YES

NO

,"'

u

I agree to provide a blood sample from Which DNA can be extracted. The
DNA will be made available to researchers studying the diseases listed
above.
1agree to allow the creation of

a cell line from my blood Sample.

, agree to allow researchers from private companies to have access to my
DNAandgenetit data which maybe of use to develop diagnostic lab tests or
pharmaceuticaltherapjesthafcoutd benefit many people.. (Note:. you Or your
heirswill not benefit financiaUy frorn this; nor WilL you r DNA be sold to
anyone.)

The.Family HeartStudy·~ SCAN investigatClrs>and the scientists with whomfheyare
collaborating win use theinformation and samples coHectedon me now, as welJ as such
fhformation collected previouslytrlthe Family H~artStLJdy (including r~sults of
questionnaires, clinic examination,blood and genefic tests), for research purposes only.
Blood samples will be stored by Family Heart study"""" SCAN investigators for future
studies. These may include mediccHresearch projects on allmedicaJ conditions, including
coronary heart disease; hypertension, other cardiovascular diseases~obesity. diabetes,
cancer, etc. My name or other information that could Identify meor my family will not be
released.

My signature below meansthafl have freely agreed to the condltionsfdr participation in
this study. By signing this consent, I do not waive any of my legal rights.

Signature of Participant

Date

~.

Printed Name of Participant

lR8#

Zvut- l.b)!t

~~~: ll~}
. . (Jl(
PER

IR8:._'I"-:~~~

~J;L. D1'-UTH.1NIT.
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Printed Nameoflnvestig atorlDesig nee

Signature of InvestigatorIDesignee

I

***********,*•• ****.**~",*'" "',**** .*******"'***** il************.'ir********** *".*******•.** *."'******••.*,**....* **.****

RELEASE OF STUDY DATA AND MEDICAL INFORMATION

l do _..~. do not_·_

authorize Family HeartStudy ...,.;SCAN to release the findings from

ttestsf;lnqexaminations tomy phYsi¢ian. clinic orh()spital.

Date

Signature

"',*****.......****.********.****.************.**.**'****************.....*********-*******'***********-********.****

-

.........

....

IRB# 2<»1"1~)~
VALLD
0

I I
1"'''0

THRU:
PERIRB:

Ifi

d;\docs\grant\GENCAP\lnfConRevFinalRell.717

1.(

o;AUTH.INIT.
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...

"'"----

• _ _ ..._

....

I~

_

..

_ _" _ • •" ,

1)( ")S·T( )N
IINI\'I'I~ <,,1 TV

.\,11 ':] ) j <- . A I.
(.: l\ t'A l'~ l; S
Spedfic description· ofinforillation we'wjllcoUect lJl:lyj~lclude:
-Face Sheet
:-nischarge Sunlmary

I

.1

I

·CT Scan (Head)

-MRI!MRA (HeadlNeck)
-Lab Reports .Cardia(;EllzynH~s
-Consults (Cardiology & Neurology)
-Cardi41G Catheterization
-Exercise Tolerance Test
-Nursing Home Notes

·ERReporl
..AdmisSlonNotes
.ProgresS Noles

-OperativeReport
•PatholQgy report

·Nblesl1e~r

-ChestX·Rays
·EKGs(All)

time 0 fdeath

~Other:(for eX2mple:Echocardiogram.

Atteriogniphy,

Venous Ultrasound, V/Q Scan; PA gram,

etc~)

Secti.on C: General
(1) Expiration:
This authoriz.ation eXpit(J$ut tile end of th~ study.
(2) Right. T()Revoke:
Youlllayrevoke (takeb~C1{)tbisauthorizationat anytime. TodQ tbis,YQurnust ask the
Framin ~ bam Heart Sll1dy for the Dames ofthe Privacy Officers at tile instituti(J.. ~wber~'rV¢
got Jrourhealthhlforinat~on. you mU$t then DQtifythoscPrlV3cyOfficers in writing that you
want to take back your Authorization; If you do, we wilistiU be permitted to use the
informathm that we obtained before you revokedyourautborizatioD but We will only u~e
your information thelyay th¢lnfotmed (.;ofiseIitForlllsays. .Ifit is easier (or you,please
contac
beadofl\1edical Records, and she wilLhelp )'ou t;tkcba~kyour
authorization.

(3) Your Ac.cess to the Information:
You have the righttos~ey()u"rnedkalr~cords, but)'ouwilLnot he. allowed to review medicaJ
records inyourreseatch records until after the study iscolllpleted.
• • • •.•

, " , I . • • • . • . • • • • ,. . . . • ". II

~'

"'., "' . . . . . . • , • • . • • • .

~."~

"

• • . • • :11

, . · •• 11 .' . . . . . . . • ",

I.'

"'"11"

" • • .... -.,

e •• •.••••

I have read this inforniati():o, ahdl \'villreceive a signed copy Qfthis Jorm.

Signature of research subjecfotpersona) representative
Printed name of personal representative:

Date

-'-_ _-'--'----_----,.;;;;;::;:==~............

_

ACCEPTED

Research Privacy Authorization
(FHS Version 1 Apri17,.2003)

I

---.---~------------

pa~....,.~

~

- - - - .__. _ - 
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Appendix 11: Informed Consent Procedures
With a liaison:
Consent forms are presented to the participant in a location that is private or semi-private. Currently the
liaisons use the chairs by the changing rooms. If further privacy is necessary, the conference room down
the hall is usually available. The liaison has access to a private room near the CT scanning room if privacy
is not possible at the above locations.

The liaison encourages the participant to read the entire consent form and asks the participant if they have
any questions before signing. A copy of the consent form is given to the participant at this time.

Without a liaison:
Participants may come to the Heart Study before going to MGHW in order to ask questions and sign the
consent form. If a participant requests an off-time CT appointment (when no liaison is available) and
prefers not to come into the Heart Study before going to MGHW in Waltham we will fax a consent form
and have the participant fax back to us the last page with their signature.
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Appendix 12: Protocol at MGH West

I. Overview of Liaison Duties
The liaison presents the Consent form and answers any questions the participant may have before they sign
the Consent form. The liaison fills out a Pregnancy Determination form (Appendix 14) with every female
participant. If determined necessary the liaison provides the Self Administered Pregnancy to the participant
(Appendix 16) and administers pregnancy tests as needed. Occasionally the liaison completes a Health
History Update with the participant (Appendix 18). The liaison handles all questions or concerns the
participant has while at MGH West.

The liaison is responsible for bringing the traveling files that carry each participant's paperwork back and
forth between Framingham and MGH West. The traveling files are carried in a plastic file holder
("Traveling Folder") that contains extra forms and FHS contact phone numbers.

Supplies that the liaison may need such as extra forms, pregnancy tests, plastic gloves, etc. are kept in a
small black suitcase (like a flight attendant's) that is kept in the back right comer of the mechanical room at
MGH West. The liaison may use the pens and clipboards on the counter of the front desk.

1. Liaison Obtains Schedule
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The day the Liaison goes to Massachusetts General West Imaging Center (MGHW) the Liaison receives
that day's schedule from the CT coordinator. The liaison informs the MGH receptionists of any changes in
the schedule and provides the CT techs with a copy of the schedule for that day.

2. Traveling Folder:
The "traveling folder" contains the "traveling file" for each participant that is scheduled that day, and is
prepared by the CT coordinator. Each "traveling file" contains that participant's Informed Consent,
HIPAA form, CT Completion Form, and for women, the Pregnancy Determination Form and, if necessary,
the Supplemental Self-Administered Questionnaire. The "traveling file" also includes Health Updates if
necessary.

3. Travel:
Liaison drives own car to MGHW and arrives approximately 15 minutes before the first appointment.

II. MGR reception procedure for FRS participants
1. Scheduling
The MGH receptionists and techs are provided with an up-to-date schedule that is emailed from the FHS
coordinators either one or two days prior to the date of scan. This schedule includes the participant's name,
date of birth, arrival time, and scan time.
The FHS schedule includes a comment line for each participant. Information on this comment line details
the status of each participant's FHS paperwork for those with "off-time" appointments (when a FHS liaison
is not scheduled).
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FHS liaisons are always present at MGH West on Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays from 3:00 pm to
7:00 pm. There is sometimes a liaison scheduled one Friday morning and one Saturday morning per month
from 9:00 am - 11 :00 am (to be determined by FHS CT coordinators and MGH technical manager).

2. Reception
When a participant from the Framingham Heart Study arrives at the MGH West Imaging Center the
participant checks in with the MGHW receptionists:

a)

When a FHS liaison is present at MGHW

The MGH receptionist notes that the participant has arrived, informs the liaison of their arrival, and
provides the liaison with the MGH tracking form.
b)

When a liaison is scheduled but has not yet arrived

The MGH receptionist notes that the participant has arrived and has them sit in the main waiting
area.

c)

When a liaison is not scheduled ("off-time" appointments)

the MGH receptionist checks the schedule to see whether the participant should have their FHS
paperwork with them or whether the paperwork was previously dropped off or faxed. The
receptionist informs the CT tech of the participant's arrival and provides the tech with the
participant's FHS paperwork and MGH tracking form if the tech does not already have them.
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3. Liaison Arrival at MGHW
When the liaison arrives at MGHW, she gives the MGHW receptionist one copy of the schedule to cross
check against the schedule that was e-mailed to her the day before by the Family Study Clinic Recruiter
and Tech. In the event that differences exist between the two schedules the receptionist updates her
schedule to coincide with the one brought by the liaison. The copy that the liaison brought for MGHW is
then given to the CT techs for reference through the evening. The CT techs shred this schedule after the
last appointment.

4. Greeting the participant
The liaison greets the participant by reading the participant's full name off of the FHS schedule, introduces
him/herselfby name and states that s/he is from the Framingham Heart Study.

If the liaison expects that the participant will be waiting long, the liaison explains the situation (the
participant may have arrived very early, the schedule may be backed up, the machines may be down, etc.)
and informs the participant of the period of time they are expected to wait and of the option to reschedule if
necessary. Should the participant wish to reschedule, a coordinator contacts the participant the next day.

III. Verification of Participant's Identity:
The liaison then leads the participant to seating by the changing area (semi-private). The liaison asks the
participant to state her/his full name and date of birth to verify that the participant is the correct person. For
further identification the participant's address and phone numbers may also be used. A conference room is
available if more privacy is needed.
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IV. Review and Signing of Informed Consent Form:
Upon confirmation of correct identity, the liaison gives the participant the Informed Consent Form and
requests that the participant reads through the entire document. The participant is asked whether s/he has
any questions and is asked to sign and date on the third page if s/he is comfortable with the agreement.

V. Health History Update for Offspring Participants:
Once the Informed Consent Form is signed, Offspring participants who have not had a recent Health
History Update will be further interviewed to obtain the information needed to complete the Health History
Update form (Appendix 20).

VI. Specific Procedures for FEMALE participants
1. Completion Form
A self-reported height and weight are obtained in order to prepare the Completion Form for the
MGHW CT tech. A scale is available for participants who do not know their weight.

2. Pregnancy Determination Form and Self-Administered Pregnancy Questionnaire

a. Pregnancy Determination Form
The liaison completes the Pregnancy Determination Form with every female. Female participants
who have had a tubal ligation or hysterectomy, or are over 55 years old or older and have not had
their period for at least six months, are considered "Exempt" from the pregnancy test. Female
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participants under 55 who have not had a tubal ligation or a hysterectomy, and participants 55 and
older who have had a period within the last six months are required to have a pregnancy test.

b. Supplement to Pregnancy Determination Form: Self-Administered Pregnancy Questionnaire
A urine pregnancy test is used in the Framingham Heart Study CT Study to screen for pregnancy
(QuSTICK ™ Pregnancy Test, STANBIO Laboratory). However, urine pregnancy testing with this
and other assays cannot detect pregnancies until 6 days after conception. Also, although in most
cases we obtain a pregnancy test immediately before the CT exam, we allow up to 24 hours
between the urine pregnancy test and the CT scan, so conception (a pregnancy) could theoretically
occur during the 24 hour time period between pregnancy testing and the CT scan. Thus, to
minimize the risk of performing a CT scan on a woman whose very early pregnancy might not be
detected by the pregnancy test, we have decided it is necessary to administer a brief self
administered questionnaire in all women of childbearing potential in addition to conducting the
pregnancy test,

3. Pregnancy Test
a) Liaison certification
All liaisons become certified to perform pregnancy tests by an FHS laboratory technician. The
certification process consists of 1) watching as the tech performs and explains how the QuSTICK
Pregnancy Tests are used, and 2) performing the pregnancy test in the same manner with an actual
urine sample as the tech supervises. The liaison and tech both sign and date a certificate of
completion for pregnancy testing (see Appendix 14).
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b) Performing the pregnancy test at MGHW
The liaison prepares the Ladies Room for a pregnancy test by placing a plastic specimen cup with a
screw-top lid on a dry paper towel on the sink. The participant is then asked to leave at least a 1-2
oz (10-20 cc, approxinlately a quarter cup) urine sample in the plastic cup and to return it to the
paper towel on the sink. After the participant has left the urine sample on the sink, she returns to
the changing area and waits for the results of the test. She does not proceed until the liaison informs
her of the results. At this point the liaison has not yet given the CT techs the participant's
completion form to insure that the participant is not brought into the scanning room.
The liaison then performs the test using a pregnancy test strip as follows: the liaison adorns latex
gloves, sets a timer to 3 minutes and 15 seconds, unscrews the lid and places the lid on another dry
paper towel, opens the individually packaged test strip, dips the strip into the urine sample up to the
specified line and starts the timer. The test strip is held in that position for 15 seconds, removes the
strip from the urine and sets the strip horizontally on top of the dry side of the lid. After waiting for
3 minutes, the liaison stops the timer and examines the strip. One red line above the portion of the
strip dipped in urine indicates a negative result (NOT pregnant), and two red lines in that area
indicate a positive result (PREGNANT). Participants with a negative result are eligible to proceed,
while those with a positive result are not and cannot undergo the scan. Once the liaison has
determined a negative result, s/he empties the urine from the cup into the toilet, places the test strip
into the toilet and flushes. S/he then discards the paper towels that were on the sink into the Ladies
Room garbage can, wipes down the entire top surface of the sink with a Clorox Wipe, discards the
wipe into the garbage can, and removes the gloves, also discarding them into the garbage can.

A positive result requires that the liaison take the participant to the conference room for privacy,
where the liaison explains that the test came back positive but that the participant should go to her
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doctor for a blood test. The liaison further explains that because the test came back positive the CT
scan cannot be completed at this time.

c) Completion Form
A negative pregnancy test result is indicated on the Completion Form by circling 'Yes' in response
to the statement: "Pregnancy Test Negative". A negative pregnancy test is considered valid for 24
hours from the time of testing. The date 24 hours from the time of testing is written beside the
statement: "Pregnancy Test Valid Until". The liaison certifies the pregnancy test on the Completion
Form by writing her/his initials beside the above information. The liaison then obtains a selfreported height and weight from the participant in order to prepare the Completion Form for the
MGHW CT tech. The liaison gives the MGHW appointment card and the Completion Form to the
tech performing the scan.

VII. Participant Changes Clothes
Each day the liaison asks the CT and MRI techs which changing room FHS should use and then proceeds
to use only that room for the remainder of the day.
A participant may wear their own pants/skirt if there is no metal on them and if they empty their pockets of
any metal. Otherwise participants are asked to change into hospital pants. Participants will be given a
jonnie or robe to wear with the opening in the front (for EKG leads). Participants may not wear a bra or
undershirt.

Sometimes a participant will strongly prefer not to change but will have metal on their clothing. The
MGHW CT techs state that it is OK for a participant to just pull their pants/skirt down enough to bare their
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abdomen, and remove any metal from their pockets. It is OK for participants to wear their own shirt if it
opens all the way in the front and has no metal on it.

VIII. Participant brought into CT scanning room
Once the participant is changed, slhe sits in the changing room waiting area for the MGHW CT tech to
come get herlhim for the scan. The tech introduces herlhimself, asks the participant to state his/her name
and leads the participant into the CT scanning room. To verify identity, the tech then asks the participant to
spell hislher last name, and to state hislher date of birth.

IV. Participant Departure
After the scan is complete, the participant changes back into his/ her clothes and is free to leave MGHW.

x. Completion of Documentation for Scan
1. Retrieval of Completion Form
The liaison retrieves the Completion Form from the tech and returns it to the participant's folder.

2. Checklist
The liaison fills in the participant's Checklist, which is stapled to the left inside cover of the participant's
folder, indicating that all forms are present, or making any notes explaining why the folder may not be
complete or why the scan was not done/finished. Special requests made at the time of the consent (e.g.
change of address) are noted in the comment space of the Checklist.

3. Confirming Completed Scan on Schedule
The liaison checks the appropriate box on the schedule, indicating whether the scan was completed or not.
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4. Drop Off/Pick-Up Completion Forms
If any Completion Forms need to be dropped off for up-coming "off-time" appointments, the liaison gives
those Completion Forms to the techs to put into their lock-box. Likewise, if any Completion Forms need to
be picked-up that were left there for previous "off-time" appointments, then the liaison gets those from the
tech.

a) "Travel Folder" Returned
The liaison drives the Travel Folder containing all of the participants' folders back to FHS that
evening if slhe is not returning to FHS the following morning. The Traveling Folder is given to the
CT Coordinator. The CT Coordinator, maintains a central folder and spreadsheet of any special
requests.

b) Folders to Data Management
After the Family Study Clinic Recruiter & Technician has removed any Family Study folders, the
CT Coordinator gives all FHS-only and Combined folders to the CT project Data Manager, who
stores the folders in a file cabinet~he Data Manager organizes double keying of the
folder contents, and cleaning of the data sets.
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Framingham Study/MGH West Imaging
CT Scan Flow Sheet
Participant Arrives

.~ Check emailed·FHS schedule

~WQit for the liaison to arrive

.~. Has the participant

(Why? BeCQuse thel'Qrticipant may I\Qt have
si,griedourcol'lsent form, <lnd/or /)ther reasofls.)

brought hislher own paperwork?

~ Tell the liaison· & provide

~ Or has the paperwork

the MGH tracking form
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been faxed or dropped off?

Before Scanning

I

I l"'r r I .: i .
:; l , [ ~'!'.'

I

L'l

i

I.

~Have participant state his/her fuJI name
~ Have participant state his/her Date of Birth
~Check the completion form of every female
for an exempt or negQtivepregnancy status

~ If you have any questions please call Barbara at 508-935-3451

Thank you!
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FHS Liaison Procedure Checklist
o Before Arriving at MGH West
• Obtain the "Traveling Files" from the CT Coordinator
• Each folder should contain:
CT completion fonn (Appendix 16)
Pregnancy detennination fonn (all females) (Appendix 14)
Self-Administered Pregnancy questionnaire (all non-exempt females) (Appendix 16)
CT scan checklist (Appendix 13)
CONSENT FORM (S)-- (Appendix 8, Appendix 9)

o At MGH West Imaging
• Confinn with the receptionist that all the scheduled participants are expected
• Get the materials suitcase from the far right comer of the mechanical room
Check in the participants as they arrive
• Greet participant and note on the daily schedule that the participant arrived
• Obtain Infonned Consent
• Health history update if necessary
For Females only:
• Pregnancy detennination fonn and Self-Administered Pregnancy Questionnaire
• Pregnancy test (if necessary)
• Note results on CT completion fonn and pregnancy detennination fonn

Preparing for the CT scan
• The participant changes into hospital pants and a jonnie (open in front)
no bras, pants/shorts/skirts without zippers may remain on, underwear remains on, shoes and socks may
remain on, and jewelry (except necklaces) may remain on
• Obtain participant's height and weight (the scale is under the stretcher across from the techs)
• When the participant is almost ready, hand the CT completion fonn to the CT tech
• Once the first participant has entered the scanning room, the changing area is available for the next participant.
Repeat the process so that when one participant is through with hislher scan, the next participant is out of the
changing room and is ready for hislher scan.
Note for the liaison
A letter code must be on the lower right comer of each completion fonn to help the CT tech identify whether the
participant is in the Framingham Heart Study "F", the Family Heart Study "G" (GENCAC), or both "C". All scans
are archived locally.
a. GENCAC "G" scans go to
b. FHS "F" scans go to
c. Combined "C" scans go to
o COMPLETION OF SCAN:
1. Once the scan is completed get the CT completion fonn from the technologist, note on the completion form that
the scan was done and put it back in the participant's file.
2. See the participant out and thank them for their time.
3. The next day, bring the files back to the CT coordinator.
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Appendix 13: CT Scan Checklist form
CT SCAN CHECKLIST
NAME OF PARTICIAPANT:

Date of Scan: - - - - -

1. Signed Consent Form:

FHS CONSENT FORM:
Signed in Waltham _ _

Signed in clinic _ _

N/A

GENCAC CONSENT FORM:
Signed in Waltham _ _
Signed in clinic _ _

N/A

2. PREGNANCY DETERMINATION FORM: Completed__ N/A
PREGNANCY TEST:
Positive I Negative I Exempt
(circle one)
(If the pregnancy test is positive, photocopy this form and give it to the appropriate Coordinator.)
The person performing the pregnancy test must initial the box on the Completion Form
directly under "FHS-Staff Completing Pregnancy Test".
3. SUPPLEMENT TO PREGNANCY DETERMINATION FORM: Yes

N/A

4. CT COMPLETION FORM:
5. HEALTH HISTORY UPDATE FORM:
N/A:
Completed _ _
To complete in Waltham:
Yes
No
6. IF RADIATION LIMIT IS EXCEEDED, SPECIFY #: _ _
COMMENTS:
(In the event of any significant problem please describe briefly then photocopy this form and give a copy to
the appropriate coordinator)
CODES: (circle one)
G=GENCAC
F = Framingham Offspring
F3 = Framingham 3rd Generation
C = Combined G and Offspring LIAISON NAME:
C3 = Combined G and 3rd Gen
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Appendix 14: Pregnancy Determination Procedure and Form
Pregnancy Determination Procedure

Supplies
(1) Pregnancy Test

(l) Plastic cups with lid
(1) 3 minute & second timer
Plastic Gloves
Cleanser wipes

Pregnancy Test Brand:
QuStick
Catalog # 1210-425
Stanbio Laboratory
Boerne, Texas

**Prior to participants arrival the liaison retrieves the suitcase containing the supplies from the far right
comer of the mechanical room. If a pregnancy test is required, direct the participant into the bathroom and
ask thenl to give a urine sample in the cup that is provided by FHS. Let them know that they can leave the
sample in the bathroom, and once they are done ask them to sit in the changing area. Proceed to the
bathroom, open a new pregnancy test and dip the top section into the sample for 15 seconds. Set the timer
to 3 minutes and start it once the 15 seconds is over. Place the stick on top of the cap and wait 3 minutes.
Once the 3 minutes has been completed check the pregnancy test. If it is negative proceed with the test
(one line), ifit was positive (two lines) the CT scan cannot be performed, and you must take the participant
into a private area and discuss the findings.
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The Framingham Heart Study
Pregnancy Determination Form
[Required for all Women]
FHS I.D. Number:
Last Name:

First Name:

Middle Name:

1. Are you Pregnant?

D Yes ---* Participant is disqualified from the study

D
D

No
Don't Know

2. For women < 55 years old:
2.a Have you had a hysterectomy [removal of the uterus] or tubal ligation [tubes tied]?
DYes ---* Pregnancy test NOT required
D

NO ---* Pregnancy test REQUIRED

3. For women> 55 years old:
3.a Have you had a hysterectomy [removal of the uterus] or tubal ligation [tubes tied]?

D
D

Yes ---* Pregnancy test NOT required
NO

J,

3.b When was your last menstrual period?
o > 6 months ago ~ Pregnancy test NOT required
o Within 6 months ~ Pregnancy test REQUIRED

4. Pregnancy Test Required? DYes ---* Result 0 Positive
D NO

o Negative
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o No

0 Yes

6. Date of pregnancy interview and pregnancy test [if required]:
[IO/OO/OIJ[IO

mm

dd

y y y y

7 . ill number of the person completing this form 0000
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\ The Framingham Heart Study

hCGPtegnancy Testing Certifica.tion

1. I have reviewed the Written protocol wit!i an authorized FRS laboratory staff member.
2, Iha.vereviewed the kit insert with an authoJ,1zed.FHS la!:lonl.to!Y staff member.
3: I have received <:opiesQfboth documents.
3. I have performed. the assay on a negative and a positive control while beingohserved
by an authorized FHS laboratory staffmembei.
.

Name:

_

CertifiC(J by:

Date:

•

..

.

.

.

.

. .

AugustS, 2(j03

73 Mt. Wayte Av~n\.le • Framingham. MA 01701 • 50s.en.6562 tel • 508.626. i 262 fax
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Appendix 15: Certification of Staff Performing Off-site Pregnancy Testing

FHS staff members who are performing off-site pregnancy testing are required to be certified in the test by
an authorized staff member of the Framingham Heart Study Laboratory (Lab manager or Lab coordinator).

Certification process includes;
1. Review of the written protocol with the laboratory staff.
2. Review of the kit package insert with the laboratory staff.
3. Receipt of copies of both documents.
4. Certification form signed by off-site tester and laboratory staff member.
Records of the signed certification forms are maintained by the FHS lab manager.
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Rationale
A urine pregnancy test is used in the Framingham Heart Study CT Study to screen for pregnancy
(QuSTICK ™ Pregnancy Test, STANBIO Laboratory). However, urine pregnancy testing with this and
other assays cannot detect pregnancies until 6 days after conception. Also, although in most cases we
obtain a pregnancy test immediately before the CT exam, we allow up to 24 hours between the urine
pregnancy test and the CT scan, so conception (a pregnancy) could theoretically occur during the 24 hour
time period between pregnancy testing and the CT scan. Thus, to minimize the risk of performing a CT
scan on a woman whose very early pregnancy might not be detected by the pregnancy test, we have
decided it is necessary to administer a brief questionnaire in all women of childbearing potential in addition

to conducting the pregnancy test,

Procedure

1.

The following script is used when scheduling women of childbearing potential and at the time of a

reminder phone call.

"Because a pregnant woman should not have a CT scan, we have an additional set ofquestions we
will ask you before authorizing you to have the CT test. These questions are provided on a "CT
Study Pregnancy Questionnaire" we have given you. In that questionnaire, we will ask you whether
you have used an effective method ofbirth control each time you have sexual intercourse for the
seven days prior to your CT scan. We will also conduct a urine pregnancy test at the time ofyour
CT scan.

Ifyou have not used an effective method ofbirth control in the seven days prior to the CT

scan, we will need to reschedule your CT scan. "
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[If the participant asks you to name the "effective methods of birth control", read the list from the

SUPPLEMENT TO PREGNANCY DETERMINATION FORM].

2.

The SUPPLEMENT TO PREGNANCY DETERMINATION FORM should be se1f

administered in private at the time of the pregnancy test to all women of childbearing potential. Women
who have had sexual intercourse without effective birth control in the previous seven days should not be
scheduled for a CT scan.
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Appendix 16: Supplement to Pregnancy Determination Form

SELF-ADMINISTERED PREGNANCY QUESTIONNAIRE
Introduction: The Framingham Heart Study CT Study will provide important information about
women's cardiovascular health. However, women should not have a CT scan if they are pregnant or
even if they could possibly be pregnant, to avoid any potential risk to the fetus. Because the urine
pregnancy test cannot detect pregnancies ofless than one week, we must ask about your sexual
activity in the past seven days. Identifying the chances ofa possible pregnancy is done for your
safety. If there is a possibility that you are now pregnant, please tell us so that we may re-schedule
your CT scan.

1.

2.

Have you had sexual intercourse in the past seven days?

>-

Yes

IjYes, proceed to #2.

>-

No

IjNo, proceed to #3.

Did you use one ofthe following forms ofbirth control each time you had sexual intercourse in
the past seven days? (Birth control methods not found on this list are not considered effective in
preventing pregnancies by our study physicians.)
Oral contraceptives (the pill)
Male condom
Female condom
Injection (Depo-Provera, Lunelle)
Diaphragm with spermicide
Cervical cap with spermicide
Contraceptive Patch
Vaginal contraceptive ring
Post-coital contraceptives, taken within 72 hours ofintercourse (Preven, Plan B)
Implant (Norplant)
IUD (Intrauterine Device)
Male surgical sterilization
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>-

Yes

If Yes, proceed to #3.

>-

No

If No,

stop here. YOU WILL BE RESCHEDULED FOR A PREGNANCY

TEST AND A CT SCAN AT A TIME AFTER ONE WEEK FROM TODAY.

3.

PLEASE READ: When you report for your CT scan, the Framingham Heart Study coordinator will
repeat questions 1 and 2 above regarding whether there is any reason to believe you are pregnant.
Ifyou have sexual intercourse between now and the CT scan, and you do not use one ofthese forms
ofbirth control, you should tell the technician, "Yes, I may be pregnant". In this case, you will not
be permitted to have a CT scan due to the radiation risk to a possible fetus, and we will work with
you to reschedule your CT scan.
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Appendix 17: Example of Schedule & MGHW Appointment Card
MGH WEST APPOINTMENT CARD
The MGH West Appointment card is given to the liaison upon arrival of the participant to the CT center.
This tracking form is given to the CT technologist along with the participant's completion form.

EXAMINATION FORM

NAME: CALCIUM, FRAMINGHAM
MRN: XXXXXXX DOB: XX-XX-XXXX Sex: x
Date: xx-xx-xxx

Transport: AMBULATORY (wI Chart)

Comments:
History: cardiac research study
Participant Name & FHS ID#
DOB
This is a research study, please do not read gal26
..
Requesting MD:
Physician:
UNKNOWN, UNKNOWN P/B:

_I{II_••.•

EXAM FORM (cont.)

NAME: CALCIUM
PreclAllergies:

CODE: (MG) CTCDFRl0980WACT
Patient Loc: P
Insurance Carrier:
Technologist:
8XI0
MIXC

Phone:

10X12

Time:

l1X14

Room:

Time Exam Perfonned:
14X7
9X9
14X14
!

_
CAMERA

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I (Barcode)

XXXXXXXX
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Appendix 18: CT Scan Completion Form
The Framingham Heart Study CT Scan Completion Form
Weight (lbs.):

Date of Birth:
Gender:

_

FRS ID:
FHS Staff Certifying Pregnancy Test

Pregnancy Test Negative? Yes I No I Exempt
Pregnancy Test Valid Until:
_

Date of Scan: - - - CT Scanner: - - - -

Archived Locally: Y / N

(Circle One)

Tech ID: - - - - - - Exam Number: - - - - -

(Circle One)

CT Exam Technical Settings
Kv: 120 D (confirm)
MA: Set according to weight (circle)

<220 lbs 320mA

Series #

220 lbs or more 400 rnA

#Images

FOV

Scout

NA

Coronary 1

35cm

Coronary 2

35cm

Scout

NA

Abd. Aorta

35 cm (recon 50) Scan Comments:

Projected Series DLP

Accumulated Exam DLP

Scan completed: 0 Yes, complete

Dose Efficiency

CTDWi

IJ Yes, partial 0 No

If "Yes, partial" or "No" (scan not performed) indicate reason below:
IJ Equipment failure (specify:

D Participant refusal (specify:
D Participant unable to complete protocol (specify:

)
)
_

D Participant did not arrive

D

O~er~pec~:

.

Please fax to The Framingham Heart Study:
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Appendix 19: CT Data Tracking Form
(abf heart ct if)
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I
I
I

f'
j

I
I

----I

CT_TAACK
INCIDENTAL FINDINGS I 90%- CALCIUM SCORES
iii

Nanie:

Framingl1.am Id:
Gencacid:

ScanComp:
CompDate:
Study Type:

f

Thank You Letter:

I

Thank You Da.te:

I

I

I
t

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Finding:

Reid. Date:

Rad. Ihit.:

Finding Comment:
1?ercent90:

Tech

SCore:

Score Date:
90% Coritrrlerit::

Ffnding lette:r sent;:
Finding letterdcite:

Md Call:

Md Date:
Caller's init:
Call Form:
Form Date;

CO'l'ODll:

Mod:

Dentry:
Keyer:

I

I
r

I

INa ScanComm:

r

I

,

ScoreComp:

f

Read Date:

I

Qa Date:

}{ead Camp:

Qa

COIllP:

Final Score:

I ScoreL$,t~~r:.

l
l

I

Part

Call:

Part Date:

Corom2:

I
I

Com.m3:

I
I

Cornm4:

I

_________ .

.

,0.0_.
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Appendix 20: Health History Form

FRA.MINGHAMSTUDY MEDICAL IIISTQRY UPDATE
For Office Use Only
..

10 LJ-

I__I_I~_J

DA1EOFLASTEXAMORuPDATE '" _

I...J', - U

-1'
I

~:.

'I_ _,-'
I '

EXAl\'fCYCr.E LLI
LAST' NAME

~--~-_.~--

Adqress (ifthangt:dsince,
laslexam!lJpdat~)

-'--, , - - - - ' - - - ' , - '-

SOCIALSECURlTYNl)M:BER,
DATE CCllViPLE,TED

1.

M.L

FLRST NAME

,--'.. _ - , , - - ..

I_J_.I_l~ L-'_i-I_'I_LLI

I_I ~ l--i- 1-1

a. First, please tell us\vho Is completing this form:

o
o
o
o

o
o

Framihglul1nIIeartStudy (FIlS) participant

wh<)scna1ne is ahovc (Go to questioo3)

Spolise

FaniilymelnberQther than spouse
ReJaJiollship
'_,__..

..._ _

Friend
I-Iealth care provider for F'HS pl\rticipant

Other_ ._ _.
(SpecifY)

... Golo l.b.

_

If othenhanpa.rticipalif, plea.se answer the following questioilS:
b. Name

,

,

_

c. How lortg h~ye y(ju knpWn the participant?

1_,_I years 1_'_,_I hlonths
d, Are you wrrentlylivingintJw same, household with the participant?

Dyes

0 nQ
OMB No,' 0925-0~16

fHS UpdilteVel'sion 5: 12!ill102

,---,

-----
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2

C'

ID 1_1-I_LI_I_1

FRAMINGlIA:M:STUDY.MEDICAL mSTORYUPDATE
eo How often did you talk with the participant during the prior 11 months? Check one.

o Almost every day
o Several times a week

o Once a week

o J to 3 times per month
o less than once a month

o l1nknowniN/A
2.
.,r-'

Have you noticed that he/she has had any memory problems or change in personality?

Dyes D no
Specifically:

---- .. _-----,._.- - ' , - _.. ---'

If response to #2 «yes":

Has there beet} a diagnosis. of dementlaot Alzheimer's Disease made by a doctor?

Dyes Dna
TO W1IOM SlIC>1 TLD \\,.'ESENDA CONSL"'NTFORM TO RESIGNED SO THAT WE C'\N ( )H'rAIN NftD1CAL
HECORDS?

NAivffi:

-------~-----_._-_

ADDRESS:

...

__

--'-

._.

._-,-----_._- - - - . _ - -'-------

RELATIONSHIP:

._ _.

~

_

Please go. 011 to the next page

FHSHpdllltl' Version 5: 12/18102

--~-----_...

OMB No: 0925-0216

_-_.
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3

FRAMINGHAM STUDY MEDICAL mSTORY UPDATE
1.

Since the date of the lastFra,mingham Heart Study exam or update on the top ofPage 1,
haveyoll seen a doctor or beerrhospitalized?
ONo .If yes, didyou haveanyofthe follo\V1ngproblems?

DYes
a.

r···

b.

Heart Problems~such as:
Yes
No
(Markyes or DO for each questioll)

0

tJ

Chest pain, angina or angina pectoris

0

0

Heart attack or myocardial infarction or MJ

0

0

Heart failure or congestive heart-failure oreHF

0

0

Heart catheterization or cardiac catheterization

0

0

Heartbypassopetation or coronary bypass surgery or CABG

0

0

Procedliretounblocknarrowcd blood vessels to your heart muscles
(PTCA,coronaryangioplasty, or coronary stent)

D

0

Other heartproblcm (pacemaker, valveproblem,aorta surgcry,rh)ithm
problem, atrial fibrillation, ventricular tachycardia).
(Specify) _-'-
~
~

Circlllatory Pr()blems, sllchas:
Yes

No

o

o

o

o

(Ma.·kyes or no for eac.h question)

Stroke, TIA (transient ischemic attack), sudden paralysis, vision loss,
inability to speak
Procedureto unblock narrowed blood vessels inyour neck
endarectomy; carotidangioplasty).

(cn()~id

o

o

o

o

o
o

o

Blood clot or etnbolism·in leg or lung.

o

Other circutatoryproble{Jl(Specify) ~

Poor b1ood.circulation or blocked or narrowed blood vcssels!othe legs or
feet, (claudication,. peripheral arterial disease,gangrene)

Amputation of patt ofa legor toes, because of poor circulation or
gangrene.

F'HS Updlite VersionS: 12118102

..__._~_

OMRN(J:092S~0216

--------_ - 
..
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FRAMINGRAMSTUDY 1\IEDICAL HISTORY UPDATE
c.

Other Nellrologicalfr()blems
Yes

No

(Mark yes or ooforeachquestion)

o
o

o

Memory problems

o

Otherneiuologicalproblernssllch as Parkinson' 5, multiple sclerosis,
seizures, head,injury
Specify problem _-'-__

o

o

Have you hadanMRlscanofyouf head other than tor the Framillgham

Realt Study?

Nameof1vffilFaciUty;
Date ofMlU:

d.

Other Problems
Yes

No

(Mark yes or no for each question)

o

o

Cancer

(Specify type)

Physician _ ..

_

,

.__.' _

Place where hiopsy performed

o

o

o

o

Fracture, broken bone (Specify including hip, back, arm. leg, pelvis,
collarbone, foot, toe and others)
Other

(Specifyproblem)_~

----..,.._ _,-.-_ _~

Please go on to the next page

FHS Update VersiOD 5: 12/18/02

OMBNQ: 0925-0216

._-------_.. - - 
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MEDICAL ,HISTORY UPDATE

FRA~IINGHAMSTUDY

Since the date ofyoyrIastFraminghamHeartStudX exam or updateonthetQpQfpagel, have
you been admitted toa HOSPITAL or gone to an EMERGENCY ROOM or seen a
:PHYSICIAN for other thana routine examination?

4.

o yes (if yes, please give details)

D no (go to question 5 on the next page)

pate I~J~' -1_1_1 - 1_[_1
Type*

_~_ _---'-

Reason** ,-..-

,

.,....-

_____

Address ----,.

Date 1_·_I.e-J

.---."'----c--~--

_____--,--

Hospital Narne

...

_

.

_

._ _.,__ Address _~ __

-I_.J_I -' 1_1_1

'Type* ,--

..

"'--

.

Reason **

._ _-,

---~.------.,--

Hospital Name

Address _..

---~-

--Doetor'sName

.

.

. ._ _ ...

_

.

_

Doctor's Name _.

. __ ._ _ .~

,

Address

- - - - ._-_.,----"'---,,----._--- - - - . ' - - - - 

Date L._I_I-I_I_[.-

I__ ..I~

Type*.c
Reason**

- - - - - " -...

_-- ._-----------._-_.. _ - - - - . - - - 
Doctor's Name _ _..--__

_____
- - - _ . -'- _ . _ - - - - - -

Address

_

---_._-~---------,.

HReason

/*""'-

1. Overnight adhussion
2, c)m'i:gency room visit
3, Day SurgeryfProcedl1re
4. M,D. Yisit

I•. Heart prohlems
Stroke or transient ischemic.attack (TJA),

~.

StidJl~n.paraJysis,

visiohloss, inability to

spt:<lk
1. Broken, CD1Shcd br fractured bOlies

4. Cancer or malib'Dallt t\.l\n()l'
5, Circulation problelh, or blood dots
6: Other reasons (Please specifY)
FHSlIpdate Verskm 5: 12/18/02

OMB No; (}'>Z5c.f}216
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FRAMINGHAM STUDY MEDICAL HISTORY UPDATE
Nnrsing HoDlelRe"a.bilitadon Admissions.
5.

Have yOllstayed overnightas apatientill a.nursing home, rehabilitation center or
transiti()nal care unit (TCO) since the date ofyour last Ftamingham Hea1t. Stl1dy exam or
update on the top of page I?

o yes
6.

Dna If no) go to Question 8;

Please list the name>andJocation olthenursing homeol" rehabilitation center and the date
you were.admitted.
Nursinghome/Rehab Center/reU name: _._.
Streetaddress: ....

..

....

City/State/ZipCode_ _.

._ _.

-------_._-- - - " - - ' 
.

..._ _._ _, .

.

..

1_. _I-I~ __I-I__I

Dateyol.l entered the·mlrsinghomelr~habilitation center

Day

Month

7.

_

Year

Were you anovemight patient in a nursing home,rehabilitation center or transitional care
unit (TCU)at any otbertime since youYlast exam?

Dyes
Dna
Nursing hOine/RehabCenter/TCUname:.-'
Street address:

..._ _." _.

. _

- - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - , - - _..---._-----._-

City/State/Zip Code ,

-,-.

..

Date you entered the nursing h()me/rehabilitation center
Monlh

'.

"._ _.

1_..1 - 1_. j - 1_.-'
Day

Year

Marital Status.
8.

What is your current marital status? Check one

o married

0

Dseparated

0 singJe~never married

FHSIJpdafeVCl'sion 5: U118/02

widowed

0

divorced

QMB Nn: 0925-02i6

r-
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7

FRAMINGHAM STUDY MEDICAL HISTORY UPDATE
Health Status. (Questions9andlOtolJe fill~d out.only by tbe participant.)
9.

In general, hm.vis your health now: .

o excellent
o poor

0 fair
0 good

D don't know
10.

Compare your health to. most peopIeY0l.Jf ()wnage. \Vol.lld you say your heaIthis:

o better
o abo~ltthe same

D worse than most people
D don't know

Primary Care Physician

rI.

Please list the name and address of your priJriarycarephysician.

Name
Address

YOU MIGHr BESENT A CONSENT FORM TOSIGNSOTHAT WTIMAYOBTAIN YOUR r.,..·IEDICAL RECORDS .

.~ ..

FIlS Updilte Version 5: 1211S/tl2

OMB No:On.5-021t)
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Appendix 21: Standardized Breath Holding Instructions
Breathing Instructions

Standardized Script for breathing instructions:

a) For Heart Scans:
"Take a deep breath in... <5 sec. pause>
"Blow it all the way out. .. <5 sec. pause>
"Take a deep breath in... <5 sec. pause>
"Blow it all the way out. .. <5 sec. pause>
"Take a deep breath in and hold your breath...
<15-40 scan acquisition>
"Breath and relax"

Though total imaging tinle is approximately 30 to 40 seconds, performing the repeated measure of the heart
(Heart 2) requires about 5 to 7 minutes to complete. The technologist first acquires one entire series of
image slices. The. technologist instructs the subject to relax on the table while he/she reconstructs and
assesses the adequacy of positioning, ECG gating and lack of respiratory motion. There is a 45 to 60
second recovery period for the participants in between the repeated scan series of the heart.

b) For Abdominal Scans:

"Breathe in, hold your breath ... "
<15-25 sec scan acquisition>
"Breathe."

Heart 2 CT Scan Series
The procedures for the heart 2 CT scan series are identical to heart 1. Prior to performing this series the
technologist reviews the images of Heart 1 CT scan series during the participant's 2-minute recovery
period. If these are acceptable as to participant positioning and scan coverage, the technologist immediately
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acquires another series of image slices while the subject remains immobile and in an identical position. If
adjustments to the prescription are needed, these are made on the Heart 2 scan series. A repeat ofHeart 1

CT series is not required and should not be performed.

If an unrecoverable error is made (i. e.

cannot be

fixed through a retrospective reconstruction) the study relies on one measurement ofcoronary calcium to
reduce participant radiation exposure.
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Appendix 22: Thank you Letter, No Abnormalities Noted
Date

Mr. John Smith

xxxxxxxx
Framingham, MA 01702

Dear Mr. Smith:

Thank you for taking part in the CT scan examination at MGH West in Waltham, Ma.
This study would not be possible if it were not for your willingness to participate. Your involvement has
taken us one step closer to finding answers regarding cardiovascular health.

Your coronary calcium score did not indicate any significant findings. This CT scan is designed for
research purposes only, and as such, it may not detect clinically important abnormalities. Therefore, this
scan should not be used instead of a clinical CT scan.

--.

If you have any questions regarding this study, please do not hesitate to contact• • • • • • • • •~

Sincerely,

Director, CT Study
Framingham Heart Study
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Appendix 23: Thank You Letter, High Calcium Score Noted

Date
Mr. John Smith
XXXXXXXX

Framingham, MA 01702

Dear Mr. Smith:

Thank you for taking part in the CT scan examination at MGH West in Waltham, Ma.

Weare sending the report of your CT scan to your physician. This CT scan is designed for research
purposes only and is not as complete as a scan used for medical diagnosis. Therefore, this scan should not
be used in place of a clinical CT scan. Because the Framingham Heart Study does not provide any clinical
diagnosis or treatment, we recommend that you follow-up with your physician regarding the results of this
report.

Again, thank-you for your participation. This study would not be possible if it were not for your
willingness to participate. Your involvement has taken us one step closer to finding answers regarding
cardiovascular health.

If you have any questions regarding this study, please do not hesitate to contact• • • • • • • • •,

&
Sincerely,

Director, CT Study
Framingham Heart Study
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Appendix 24: Thank You Letter, Incidental Finding Noted
Date

Mr. John Smith

XXXXXXXX
Framingham, MA 01702

Dear Mr. Smith:

Thank you for taking part in the CT scan examination at MGH West in Waltham, Ma.

A radiologist has reviewed your scan and has encountered a finding that may be important to you and your
physician. We are sending the report of your CT scan to your physician. This CT scan is designed for
research purposes only and is not as complete as a scan used for medical diagnosis. Therefore, this scan
should not be used in place of a clinical CT scan. Because the Framingham Heart Study does not provide
any clinical diagnosis or treatment, we recommend that you follow-up with your physician regarding the
results of this report.

Again, thank-you for your participation. This study would not be possible ifit were not for your
willingness to participate. Your involvement has taken us one step closer to finding answers regarding
cardiovascular health.

If you have any questions regarding this study, please do not hesitate to

contacttlllll_II• •_1III1'

Sincerely,

Director, CT Study
Framingham Heart Study
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Appendix 25: Letter to Physician
February 27,2003

John Doe, M.D.
73 Mt. Wayte Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
Dear Dr. Doe:
Jane Doe, a patient of yours, is a participant at the Framingham Heart Study and recently underwent a test to screen for coronary
calcium using a MultiDetector (spiral) Computed Tomography (CT) scanner at Massachusetts General Hospital West, Waltham,
MA. This test was performed as part of a research study. Limited scans of the chest and abdomen were obtained. This letter is
being sent to notify you of the coronary calcium score and of any clinically important incidental findings.
Your patient has an Agatston coronary calcium score of 51. Compared to available age and sex-adjusted distribution of coronary
calcium, this score is considered:
[]

[ Xl

High (greater than 90 th percentile)
Not High (less than 90 th percentile)

A high calcium score might be helpful in determining whether a patient is at an increased risk for coronary heart disease;
conversely, a low calcium score might be helpful in determining whether a patient is a low risk for coronary heart disease.
However, there is currently lack of consensus regarding the utility of the coronary calcium score, and it is not known whether the
calcium score adds to the information provided by other measurements such as cholesterol and blood pressure in predicting
future heart disease risk. More information regarding the most recent consensus guidelines for the use of this test can be found
at: http://www.acc.org/clinical!consensus/electron/dirlndex.htm.
In the event that potentially important incidental findings were subsequently identified during a partial review of the CT scan, a
report will be enclosed describing these findings.

Report Enclosed: [NO:]

[YES: X ] if yes, please review the enclosed report

The Framingham Heart Study is designed exclusively for epidemiologic research. However, we routinely send letters to a
participant's physician ifhe!she has a high calcium score or an important incidental fmding, or if the participant requests that the
results be sent. If you h5 any questions about this test, please direct inquiries to me via our CT Study Coordinator, • •
2
; II
. We greatly appreciate your support ofthe Framingham Heart Study.
Sincerely,

Director, CT Study
Framingham Heart Study
Cc:

11_ _. ,
Massachusetts General Hospital
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Appendix 26: Incidental Findings Report for study subjects undergoing coronary and aortic calcium
scoring for the Framingham Heart Study, GENCAC Study

Scan Date
7/31/2002

Fram

Id

1

xxx

Gencac Id

DOB
11/17/1940

YES
Pulmonary nodules of indeterminate or suspicious morphology

n

Cardiac or paracardiac masses, pericardial effusion

D

Aneurysms of the thoracic or abdominal aorta> 4cn1

D

Indeterminate or suspicious abdominal masses
(renal, liver, etc.)

NO

D

Large left renal cyst, 7.6 x 6.4 cm, that look uncomplicated

Indeterminate or suspicious bone lesions

D

' - - -

1

Please note that this CT scan was conducted for research purposes only in order to identify and quantify
calcium deposits in the coronary arteries and the abdominal aorta. Because of limited coverage of the chest
and the abdomen clinically important findings may not be identified on this scan.
Study Contact for Emergencies
Framingham Heart Study

-=--

t

.-.

_.J~

•

Radiologist

(Signature)
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I

IncidentalFindings:Report fur study subjectsun(lergQingcoronary and aortic calcium
~corillg ff)rthc Fra~ingbam.l1eart andGENCAC Study

-I

,---S_c__a_n_D_8_te,--··

study IDnumber

I

DOB

I

ThisCT scan was.conductedfor researchpurposesonlyinorder to identify and quantify calcium deposits
in the coronary arteries andtheabdominalaorta~ Because of the specifictechniqiJe,limited coverage of
parts of theJhorax and abdomen; .and blinding of the. interpreting radiologist tothe patient history and other
imaging studies, clinically importantincidental.findings may not be identified on this scan.

The following potentially significant incidental findings were identified:

Radib!ogist

- - - - - - - _.._-------_.
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Appendix 27: Coronary Calcium Score Percentiles

Age (years)
<40

40

45

50

55

60

44

49

54

59

64

65-69

70-74

>74

Men
25 th Percentile

0

0

0

1

4

13

32

64

166

50th Percentile

1

1

3

15

48

113

180

310

473

75 th Percentile

3

9

36

103

215

410

566

892

1071

90th Percentile

14

59

154

332

554

994

1299

1774

1982

25 th Percentile

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

3

9

50th Percentile

0

0

0

0

1

3

24

52

75

75 th Percentile

1

1

2

5

23

57

145

210

241

90 th Percentile

3

4

22

55

121

193

410

631

709

Women
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Appendix 28: MGH West Directions

Mass General West Imaging

40 Second Avenue
The PARC Center
Suite 120 (CT/MRI Services)
Waltham, MA 02451

Exit 278 off Route 95/128
Telephone: 800-697-8296

Directions

~

From Mass Pike West
(From Boston):
Take Exit 15 and follow instructions
below for Route 95/128 Northbound.
From Mass Pike East
(From Framingham / Natick):
Take Exit 14 and follow instructions
below for Route 95/128 Northbound.
From Route 93 North or South:
Take the Route 95/128 south exit and
take Exit 276 - Winter Street
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From the parking lot:
From Route 95/128 Northbound:
Take Exit 27B (Winter St. Waltham) passing the brick and white P.A.R.C. Building on the left of the

highway. Bear right off the exit, then right over the highway. Stay in the middle lane. Proceed
straight through the first lights. Bear left (from the middle lane) at the sign: Second Ave/Bear Hill
Road. The DoubleTree Hotel should now be on your right. Stay in the right lane and follow the signs
that state: Second Ave/Bear Hill Rd. Turn right and then left into the parking garage of the P.A.R.C.
BUilding.

From Route 95/128 Southbound:
Take Exit 27B (Winter St. Waltham) and bear right off the exit. Get into the middle lane. Proceed
straight through the first lights. Bear left at the sign: Second Ave/Bear Hill Road. The DoubleTree
Hotel should now be on your right. Stay in the right lane and follow the signs that state: Second Ave/
Bear Hill Rd. Turn right and then left into the parking lot of the P.A.R.C. Building.

Take the elevator to Floor 1. Make a left out of the elevator and go through the glass door (to Suite 120).
Make an immediate right (do not go outside!) and enter the Imaging Center. Please check in with the
receptionist.
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From the Handicap Drop-off:
Go in the glass door and immediately tum left (do not go through the second glass door). Enter the Imaging
Center. Please check in with the receptionist.
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Appendix 29: Generation 3 and Offspring Flowcharts
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Appendix 30: Frequently Asked Questions

Mydoctorandl were informed thzttIhave a"higbcalduld~c:or~'; . What do¢! thatmean

and$htuddl beeoncerne(i?
The CTscanisbei11gC()nductedtohelpusdetern1ineWheth~ahigbc~ciulllSC~n~could be ·a
~'riskfactor'~ for heart attacks and other heart diseases. If you have a higbcalciumscore. it is

cU?'entlrunclear whetheranyadditionalmeasuressh?uld beul1dert enbe¥()tld the usual

ak

treatment of high cholesteroL high b~oodpressure; and otherh~artdiseaseriskfactors. For
example;,.the American Heart ~sociatiQP and thePt.!l1eriC~CoUege9fpardiOlogyrnostrecerit
~jdelin.~did~otrecoI1lJ11end.cTscanning for calcium hi0therWiseh~ltbype~?ns.. We have
PI'Qvid~ th~ score llecause someprilllan' ~arephysiciansandl()r~~icipantswanttoknow this
imormation as· a basis fOffurtller testiI1g orrurther treatlllenttoprevent 11~ dis~e.
'Yhyw~ JDyscanreviewedrorJl~ditioDal"incidental" fmdiDgs?
Your CT SCan w~perfonnedto identifyandm~ure~lcium dep()~itsjntheb¢artarterj~

and

the .,rta.. However after the CTScan Studybeg~severalsciehtificpaperswere;published
describingad,diqonal findings WithpossibleIDedicaLimportancethat wereseen,onpatientCT
scansllleasuriIlgcalCium·41thellrteri~.Si!1ce
Jan~7Q03theMassachus~ttsGenel'alHospital
nldiologists affiliated withtheMGHWest hnagingCeriterbeganreviewingCT scans for the
presenceofadditi()naltpossibly itl1portarlttfinding~~
t

.If DiYSC8n does notbavean additionaJftnding, does thiS mean fam completelybealthy?
TheCT scanandFraminghamH~Study examinations areu9tmeant to replaceregular~heck
upswitbyourph~ician.· YOW' fe$ean::h CT$canwas not~esignedto4iagnosealtp?s~ibl¢
additional fmdings or health probleinS in the ch~tandabd()men.Therefore;whileitmaybe
reassul'iligwhenno a4<litional findings are detected, you should still consult your physician about
medicalcar~

u;owlike1y is it that my scan willbave an additional "incidellta.l"finding?
The large majority-of sCal)swillnot.have an additional finding. About 15-20% ofscans will have
an additional· finding.
Um,ys~n b.s~n. additiQnal"inci~ental" finding, shouldI beC()nterJ1ed~
.tvi0stoftheadditional findingswillnotreauire further testing or treatment as they are not
significant. Therefore~ formostofthefindingstbere iSM reason forconcem.. lIt some cases.
you and your doctormay ~lrea<iYbe aW3feof them. It is possible that s0111~~fthese additional
findings might be medically important and will require more definitive testing; For example, in a
few supjects webave found a very enlarged aorta or a Uspot on the lung.'~Because your
physician knows.your entire medicalhistory,helshe is.in the besfp()~ition to decide whether
further testing is necessary~

If I receive a reportoC Ji,nad4itional "incidental" finding, who should I ~ontaet?
_
Contact yourprimatycare physician,t towhom we havesentthereport;
If you ha.ve any
questions regardingthesmdY.pleasedoIlot hesitate to calli

f."~· ~ - "' ·.- . S\t~.l
, '::

. ,
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Appendix 31: Presentation to the FRS OSMB on reproducibility and progress

Slide 1

Fram ingham R eart Study Cardiac
CTStudy

Report to the Fram ingham Heart
Study 0 SM B
Decem ber 12,2003

Slide 2

OSMB 2002 Recommendation #2. "The Board discussed
concerns regarding radia tion exposure from the C T sea ns ... The
Board reminded program staff and investigators to consult them in
the future when protocol changes potentially involving participant
safety are being considered."

•
•
•
•

There have been no protocol changes involving changes in
the scanning protocol.
There have been no protocol violations.
Inadvertent exposure of a pregnant participant has led to a
num ber of additional pregnancy screening measures.
A proportion of the radiation exposure results from the
conduct of two coronary scans rather than one, a scanning
protocol designed to address the considerable scan-scan
variability that has been docum ented in anum ber of other
studies. The study investigators plan to conduct an interim
analysis to exam ine the extent of interscan variability using
calcium scoring data collected to date.

Slide 3

FRS Cardiac CT Study
• Recruitment and scanning
• Calcium scorIng
• Coronary calcium reproducibility
• Incidental finding reporting
• Pregnancy screening measures
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FRS Cardiac CT Study
•
•
•
•
•

Recruitm ent and scannIng
Calcium SCOrIng
Coronary calcium reproducibility
Incidental finding reporting
Pregnancy screening measures

Slide 5

Num ber of Participants, Offspring Cardiac CT
(Not Including CT's Done on Offspring by Family Heart Study)
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Slide 6
Num ber of Participants, Generation III Cardiac CT
(Not Including CT's Done on Generation III by Family Heart Study)
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Slide 7
Eligible Participants Who Have Not Had a
Card iac CT Exam as of 11/30/03
Study

C T Exam
Completed

CT Scan
Scheduled

Refused
C T (%)

G en 3

1239

17

80
(6.0%)

573

29

105
(14.9%)

Offspring

Notes:
CT Eligibility:
• Gen 3 eligibility is based on attending Exam I and current age (women age ~ 40. men age ~ 35) .
• Offspring eligibility is based on prioritization by recent exam attendance, age, genom e scan
inform ation, and sibling exam participation.
- Initially. 1248 Offspring participants were eligible for the CT exam.

C T REP 0 R T 10/2003 - P AGE 4

Slide 8
N urn ber of Days B etw een G en 3 Exam 1 and Card iac
CT Exam as of 11/30/2003
900
800
700
600
500
Numberof
Participants

400
300
200
100
0

I

III .•....... . .
10

50

90

130 170 210 250 290 330 370 410 450 490 530
Days
CT REPORT 1112003 - PAGE

6

Slide 9

FH S C ardiac CT Study
• Recruitment and scannIng
• Calcium scoring
• Coronary calcium reproducibility
• Incidental finding reporting
• Pregnancy screening measures
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...-------------------------------------"
Cardiac CT Scans Through
N ovem ber 30, 2003
CALCIUM SCORING
(C S)

462

ClNOT SCORED
..::I pas ITIV E C S
_NEGATIVE CS

Based upon n= 1350 sea ns scored for C S.
7.6% were positive and 92.4% were negative

Slide
11

Coronary Calcium Score, N==632 Subjects
Cohort

Age

Mean (SD)
CAC Score

N

Offspring

GIll

35-49

0.1 (

Median
CAC
Score

N

Mean (SD)
CAC Score

0.3 )

0.0

6

0.0 (

Median
CAC
Score

0.0 )

0.0

50 -5 9

30

105.7 ( 214.2 )

6.5

27

27.0 ( 69.1 )

0.0

60-69

34

862.5 (1527.7)

173.5

32

41.0 (112.5)

0.7

70+

17

819.4 ( 984.5)

305.3

24

138.3 (190.1)

62.0

35 -4 9

184

72.0 ( 368.5 )

0.0

156

4.64 (30.7)

0.0

50 -5 9

45

170.7( 378.1 )

7.8

57

21.4(73.5)

0.0

60-69

2

1339.9 (1756.7)

1339.9

7

37.3 (58.7)

0.0

1232.5 (-)

1232.5

1

70+

Slide
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Worn en

Men

156.5 (-)

156.5

Mean Differences in A gatston Score
B e tw e en CAe S can 1 and S can 2
Group
Overall
Men
W om en
Age 35-49 y
Age 50-59 y
Age 60-69 y
Age 70+ y

Scan 1 Mean
(S D ) S core
126.3 (519.0)
223.1 (708.9)
25.7 (90.7)
41.4 (282.1)
81.7 (237.1)
447.5 (1135.8)
435.8 (740.3)

Scan 2 Mean
Mean D iff
(S D ) S core
Scan 1-2
1 23 .7 ( 505.5)
2.6 (6 1 .0)
219.6 ( 690.9)
3.5 (8 1 .6)
1 .7 (25 .7)
24.1 (
80.6 )
38.2 ( 258.6 )
3.2 (51.6)
79.4 ( 233 .6)
2.3 (33.0)
447.8 (1125.6) -0.3 (99.4 )
431.1 ( 700.1) 4.7 (109.9)
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Concordance and Discordance A gatston
Score=O Between Scan 1 and Scan 2
Group
Overall
Men
W om en
Age 35-49 y
Age 50 -59 y
Age 60-69 y
Age 70+ y

Slide
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N(%)Yes:Yes
390/632 (62%)
163/332 (51%)
227/310 (73%)
274/351 (78%)
86/159 (54%)
25/75 (33%)
2/43 (5%)

N(%)Yes:No
47/632 (7%)
26/322 (8%)
21/310 (7%)

N (%) No: No
195/632 (31%)
133/322 (41 %)
62/310 (20%)
52/351 (15%)
58/159 (36%)
48/75 (64%)
37/43 (86%)

25/351 (7%)
15/159 (9%)
2/75 (3%)
4/43 (9%)

Concordance and Discordance Agatston
Score < 1 0 Between Scan 1 and Scan 2
N(%)Yes:Yes

N (%) Yes: No

Overall

442/632 (70%)

23/632 (4%)

167/632 (26%)

Men

195/322 (61%)

10/322 (3%)

1 1 7/322 (36%)

Group

N (%) No: No

Women

247/310 (80%)

1 3/3 10 (4 % )

50/310 (16%)

Age 35-49 y

302/351 (86%)

8/351 (2%)

4 1/35 1 (12 % )

Age 50-59 y

102/159 (64%)

9/159 (6%)

48/159 (30%)

Age 60-69 y

30/75 (40%)

3/75 (4%)

42/75 (56%)

4/43 (9%)

3/43 (7%)

36/43 (84%)

Age 70+
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Coefficient of Variation as a Function of
Mean A gatston Score (0-1000)
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(C A 1 minus C A 2)/M ean as a Function of
Mean Agatston Score (0-1000)

D······················..
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Plot of Reading 2 vs. Reading 1 byE m ily, Co ro nary 2
Reader
WEAtot READING

~:o~

I:

=

110.26666667

EM11rcc = UO.~918.3~13e...B~9csA AS1ao VALUE
WEAN READING 2:

100.41111t11
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-9.855555556

of.

PlotUarlable
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0.98

IC C
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FRS Cardiac CT Study
Recruitment and scannIng
Calcium scoring
Coronary calcium reproducibility
Incidental finding reporting
• Pregnancy screening measures
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Cardiac CT Scans Through
Nove m b e r 3 0, 2 0 0 3

25

INCIDENTAL FINDINGS
(IF)

ONOl READ
~POSITIVE IF
_NEGATIVE IF

Based upon n-1426 scans read for IF.
19.4% were positive and 80.6% were negative

Slide
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Incidental Findings: Definitions and
Notification R ules- F H SeT Study
Recom m endation by
radiologist

Type offinding;
exam pIes

Notification procedure
by FH S

1m mediate or em ergent
actio n

Malignant pulm.
nodule, Ao aneurysm
with hem orrh age

RefertoPCP
im m ed iately or within
I week + phone call to
PC P and participant

Follow -up recom mended

Probably benign
pulmonary nodule
6 month flu CT

Refer to PCP within I
m on th

Clinical follow -up at
discretion of PCP

Kidney stones, large
hiatal hernia,
horseshoe kidney

Communicate fin d in g
to PC P within 2
m 0 n th s

Sum m arv

0

f IF ' s 227 Scan s as of I 1 /3 1 /03

Location of Finding
Abdominal Aorta

Recomm ended A clion
1m mediate Action

FolIow~Up

Incidental Finding

0

1

3

Ad ren a1

0

2

0

Bon e

0

2

4

B feast

1

3

I

Esoph/Stom 8ch

I

0

0

21

Gastrointestinal

0

0

GallBladder

0

0

8

Heart

0

6

6

Liver

0

29

4

Lung

0

58

J1

Mediastinum

0

4

I

R en a I

0

51

32

Retroperitoneal

0

2

0

Thoracic Aorta

0

11

8

Other

0

7

II

Total

3

J75

I 10
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Summary of Findings Requiring
1m mediate Action

28

• Breast Mass: Know n breast C A, sip
m astectom y
- Phone Call with PCP: Lesion already known,
no further follow-up planned

• Esophageal Tumor: Not previously known
- Phone Call with PCP: Subject had been
undergoing work-up for "not feeling well",
further follow -up was underway

Slide
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FHS Cardiac CT Study
•
•
•
•
•

Slide
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Recruitment and scanning
Calcium scoring
Coronary calcium reproducibility
Incidental finding reporting
Pregnancy screening measures

Summary of Measures Taken In
Response to Pregnancy Test Incident
• Strict adherence to FH Sage cutpoints by
FHS-SCAN study
• Continuation of Pregnancy Testing-
Recertification of Coordinators
• 1m plem entation of Questionnaire Screening
for Recent Sexual Activity
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Participant Response to Questionnaire
Screening for Recent Sexual Activity

31

• No significant privacy concerns or other
significant complaints
• AsofNovember31,2003
- 61 questionnaires adm inistered
- 2 subjects were not allowed to undergo CT due
to responses on questionnaire
- 59 subjects proceeded with CT
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blank

Figure: (CAl minus CA2) as a
Function ofMean Agatston Score
(0-100)
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•
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Entire N ovem ber Report
SlideShow
Updated through Novem ber 30,2003
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*T<tal~fIcrScarti (hqieted~
Nwenhr~Dl3
PARfl-~l,3Xl2
Mdh

~

Gen3

Total

200Z

FrnrJirdmt

CmtimI

FrnrJirdmt

CmtimI

6

.Ttre

1

7

July

39

16

14

6

75

AgEt

36

21

47

14

118

~

48

?2

56

13

139

Qtch:r

52

24

110

17

2J3

NMnhr

X>

18

84

15

137

Ilu'nh:r

12

5

77

6

100

Total

1ff7

112

:M

12

779

Nies: Frarir§:Irn- ~~RJticipns

Gnfim:l - ~ ~arrlFarily H.'at ~ ParticiJEris

CfRffi]{111/21XB -PPiE 1.1
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*TotalNumberofCT Scans Com pJeted Through
N ovem ber 30,2003 (part II)
M o.tb 2D03

Ofhprlnc
Fram inlham

Com blneiJ

•

G,n 3

.

"

JllnulH)'

14

Februllry

II

•

Much

2'

'0

April

36

20

M.,

.

"

70

July

27

'0

10.

27

June

72

..

AUIIUJ!

33

6

76

38

14

6.

October

56

•

62

N ovcm ber

0

64

1001

G raod Total

'07

'"

14

"

14

'"

'6

82

September

Total

Tohl
Co .. hiDed

Fram Inch un

7

144

16

126

26

'6'

16

16'

•
"
•,

123

'"

"0

2.7

"

112

388

72

77.

573

'19

12H

21'

2243

116

·'ncludc5 both eligible and non-eligible scans based on Fram inghllm Hearl Study criteria. A Iso include parlial seans.
Noles: Fram ingham . Fum ins ham H Clft Study Participant'
• Fum ingllam Heart Study and Fam ily Hearl Study Participanu
Combined
CT REPORT 1111003 - PAGE 1.2
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Num ber of Participants, Generation III Cardiac CT
(Not Including CT's Done on Generation III by Family Heart Study)
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N urn ber of Participants, 0 ffspring C ardiac C T
(N

t Including CT's Done on

0

200

~
~

160

~

120

o

rrspring by Fam ily Heart Stu d y)
1500
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~

P roje cted
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Eligible Participants W ho Have Not H ad a
Card i ace T E x a mas 0 f I I /3 0/03
Stu dy

C T E x am
Scheduled

CT Eligible,
not yet scheduled

R e fu sed
CT

G en 3

17

190

80

o ffsp rin g

29

458

105

Noles:
1. Som e of these participants belon g to both the Fram in gham Heart Study and Fam ily Heart Study.
2. CT Eligibility:
- Gen 3 eligibility is based on allending Exam I and current age (women age ~ 40, m en age ~ 35).
- Offspring eligibility is based on prioritization by recent exam allendance, age, genom e scan
inform ation, and sibling exam participation.
- Initially, 1248 Offspring participants were eligible for the CT exam.

C T REP 0 R TIt /2 003 - P AGE 4
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Num ber of Days Between Gen 3 Exam 1 and 11/30/03
for Participants Who Have Not Had a CT and are Eligible
14
12
10
8
Numberof
Participants

6
4

2

I

o
10

I
60

110

II
160

I

II

I

III III 1.1 II

I
210

260

310

360

410

I I

I

I
460

I III I••
510

560

610

Days
C T REP 0 R TIl /2 003 - P AGE 5
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0

fDa y s B e tw e enG en 3 E x amI and Card i a c
CT Exam as of 11/30/2003

900
800
700
600
500
Numberof
Participants

400
300
200

I
III •••.•...•

100

o
10

50

90

130

. .

.

170 210 250 290 330 370 410 450

490 530

Days
C T REP 0 R T I J /20 0 3 - P AGE
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Cardiac CT Scans Through
N ovem ber 30, 2003
IN C ID E N TAL FIN D IN G S
(IF)

ClNOT READ
~POSITIVE IF

_NEGATIVE IF

Based upon n=1426 scans read for IF.
19.4% were positive and 80.6% were negative

CAL C IV M S COR IN G
(C S)

ClNor SCORED
~POSITIVE CS
_NEGATIVE CS

Based upon n=1350 scans scored for CSt
7.6% were positive and 92.4% were negative

Slide
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cr Scans Not Read for Incidental Findings
Month

2002

2003

July
August
September
October
November

0
0
0
0
0

December

0

January
February
March
April
May
June
July

0
0
0

August
September
October
November
Total

Not Read for IF

1
19
9
1

Of unread IFs:
820/0 scanned
after Sept 1 (ie in
Past 3 months)
180/0 scanned in
Past 4-8 months

~~ Backlog will be
118
115
386

Reduced to < 2
Months by Jan 1
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Fig u r e: C 0 e ffi c i en t 0 f V a ria t ion a s a
Function of Mean Agatston Score
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Figure: (CAl minus CA2)/Mean as
a Function of Mean A gatston Score
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Appendix 32: Protocol for Incidental Finding
Follow-up Procedures And Survey Questionnaire
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Protocolfor Incidental Finding Follow-up Procedures
The participant was called via telephone 6 months after the incidental finding letter was mailed to both
participant and their physician(s) informing them that an incidental
finding (IF) was found during a CT scan of the coronary arteries.
The person conducting the phone call survey followed a series of questions from the FRS CT Scan
Incidental Finding Follow-up Questionnaire. Each Questionnaire had the participants
hnd date of
call. Survey answers were recorded on the Questionnaire.
Upon completion, the Questionnaire results were data entered into the FRS database.
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Date of call - /- / -

Framingham Heart Study CT Scan Incidental Finding Follow-up Questionnaire
Date of CT Scan
Date of IF letter

«scan date»
«letter date»

«percent90»

1_1_1_1

Interviewer ID.

Introductory script:
On
you underwent a CT scan examination for the Framingham Heart Study at MGH West in
Waltham, MA. The Heart Study sent you and your physician a letter regarding a finding on the CT scan
identified by a radiologist as part ofthe normal review ofyour scan. Most such findings were not
dangerous however in some cases your doctor may have recommended additional testing. We are
conducting a brieffollow-up survey to determine the type ofmedical testing you may have undergone. We
would also like to ask you a few questions about the letter you and your doctor received regarding the CT
scan to better understand what difficulties you may have encountered as a result ofparticipating in this
study.
Is this a good time? ifno, when would be a good time to call back?
Time: _ _
am/pm
Date: _ _ __
«COl»
«C02»
«C03 »
«C04»
«COS»
«C06»
«C07»
«C08»
«C09»
«ClO»
«Cll»
«C12»
«C13 »
«C14»
«C 15»
«C16»
«C 17»
«C18»
«C 19»
«C20»
«C2l»
«C22»
«C23 »
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«C24»
«C25»
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1. Who is completing this form?
D Participant
D Spouse
D Other relative
D Other (write in relation to participant)

2. Do you remember receiving a letter after the scan?
DYes
DNo

D Unknown
If no or unknown, skip question 3.
3. When you received the letter regarding the CT scan findings, did you feel anxious or worried?
(read all responses)
D Not at all
D Mildly but it didn't bother me much
D Moderately, it wasn't pleasant
D Severely, it bothered me a lot

4. Did you and your doctor discuss the findings on the CT scan? (check all that apply)
DNo
D Yes, phone contact
D Yes, office visit

If yes, please specify the following:
Narne of physician
Address of physician
Phone number of physician

5. Do you know the type of finding and its location (eg, "spot" or "abnormality" on the lung, liver,
kidney)?
DNo
D Yes, specify the type of finding and its location briefly:

If yes, did you know previously that the finding existed?
DNo
DYes
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6. Were you referred to a specialist?
ONo

DYes
If yes, please specify for each specialist:

Type of specialist
Name of specialist
Address of specialist.,.,. .'~",
Phone number of specialist
Type of specialist
Name of specialist
Address of specialist
Phone number ofspeCllilIsr-Type of specialist
;Name of specialIst
Address of specialist
IPhone number of specialist

•

.

.

-

.

'

. ,.
........

. .. ,

··_·_·~·"hd"

7. Please estimate the total number of office visits to any physician (primary care physician and
specialists) to address the finding(s) on the CT Scan examination?
No physician visits

o
o One visit
o More than one visit
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8. Did you undergo any of the following tests for the finding on your CT scan? (read each
test)
If yes obtain name and address of facility where testing was performed and date of test
YES NO PROCEDURE
DATE FACILITY
0 Ultrasound

o

o

0

CTscan

o
o

0

MRIscan

0

o

0

o

0

Endoscopy
(look into G1 tract)
Bronchoscopy
(look into lungs)
Biopsy
Specify site

o

0

Angiogram (put
"dye"/contrast in blood
vessels) Specify site

o

0

Other
Write in name of test

9. What special treatments did you undergo as a result of the finding on your CT scan?
a)

I

gs

I ~o

I Surgery

if yes, Specify each specific surgery, surgery date, and hospital
SURGERY
DATE
HOSPITAL
1.
2.
3.
b)

Igs

I~O

I Medication

I·f yes rIS t a II me d·Icaf Ions
LIST OF MEDICATIONS

1.
2.

3.
4.
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10. If you discussed the CT scan findings further with your doctor and/or if your doctor
recommended further testing, did you feel anxious or worried? (read all responses)
D Not at all
D Mildly but it didn't bother me much
D Moderately, it wasn't pleasant
D Severely, it bothered me a lot
11. Did the discovery of the CT scan finding and the evaluation by your physician require
you to miss any of your full-time responsibilities (eg, work or care of your children)?
DNa
D Yes, less than one day ( 0-8 hours) total
DYes, 1-2 days
DYes, > 2 days
12. Did you incur any financial costs related to the CT scan finding?
DNa
DYes

13. If you had further testing for the finding on the CT scan examination, please tell us the
final medical diagnosis for the finding
write in - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14. Do you have any comments about the CT examination you would like to share with the
study investigators?
DNa
DYes
If yes write in

Thank you for completing this survey.
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Appendix 33: Exporting, Importing and Transferring CT Scans from the Terarecon
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EXPORTING CT SCANS FROM TERARECON TO EXTERNAL HARD DRIVE
(Western Digital)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plug in the Western Digital (WD) with either the USB port or Fire Wire to the
Terarecon computer
Power on the WD
Under My Computer, the WD will be seen under "Hard Disk Drives" called WD
Combo (G:)
First check that the WD has enough space to accept the files you will be
exporting
Double click on WD Combo
Under File, create a New Folder and name it
Copy (Ctrl C) the name on the Address line (ie:G:\xxxx)
Click on Export
Click on Add and a box will appear in the center of the screen
Paste (Ctrl V) the new folder on the line that is called Path
On line of Setting Name, give a name (use a letter, 2 letters or a name)
Click OK
This "folder" will now appear on the small box on the left of the screen
Highlight this "folder" and using the tabs below the box, click on Initialize Media
The "folder" line will now read Online (instead of No Media) under the Status
column. It is ready to accept scans
Highlight what scan(s) you want to export to the WD. To highlight more than 1
scan, hold down the Ctrl key while mouse clicking on designated scans
Right click one of the highlighted scans.
Left click on Export
A blue box will appear in the middle of the screen
On the Destination line should be the Setting name (of the folder where the
scans are going)
Source should be Local Database (faint writing)
Click on OK at the bottom of the blue box
To see the scan list as it is copied to the destination (WD), click on Export, after
the "hourglass" cursor disappears
A white box will appear with the list of scans being exported. Under Status, you
will see the number of files moving over
When the white box is empty, the files have all been copied to the WD
Go to My Computer, open WD Combo, and then the folder just made to check if
the scans were exported successfully.
Remember files that have been exported are COPIED to that destination. There
are now the same files on both the Terarecon and WD.
To remove WD:
o Close open files, including the Aquarius Workstation
o Turn offWD
o Press the Windows key to bring up the bottom toolbar
o Click on the green left pointing arrow
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Click on Safely remove WD
When it says Safe to remove Hardware, unplug the WD from the computer

Exporting Scans from Lacie to Terarecon:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Before you start, make sure your destination has enough room to accept the files
you are sending
Go to Target (top of screen) and using the down arrow select Lacie
Lacie scans will then appear on scan list underneath
Highlight what scan(s) you want to export to the Terarecon (=Local Database): to
highlight more than 1 scan, hold down the Ctrl key while mouse clicking on
designated scans
Right click on one of the highlighted (blue) scans
Left click on Export
A blue box will appear in the middle of the screen
On Destination, click on the down arrow and click on Local Database (which is
the Terarecon)
Click on OK at the bottom of the blue box
To see your scan list as it is copied to the destination, click on Export, after
"hourglass" cursor disappears (in the middle of the screen)
A white box will appear with your list. Under Status you will see the number of
files moving over
When the white box is enlpty, your files have all been copied to the Local
Database or Terarecon
Go back to Target (top of screen) and click on the down arrow and select Local
Database
Your files will be there but in either 10 or Study Date order, which ever you have
selected to use (by either clicking on Patient Name=ID or Study Date, Time=scan
date)
Files you have exported are COPIED to that destination. You now have the
same files on the Lacie and Terarecon.
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Exporting Scans from Terarecon to Lacie:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Before you start, make sure your destination has enough room to accept the files
you are sending
Go to Target (top of screen) and using the down arrow select Local Database
Local Database (or Terarecon) scans will then appear on scan list underneath
Highlight what scan(s) you want to export to the Lacie: to highlight more than 1
scan, hold down the Ctrl key while mouse clicking on designated scans
Right click on one of the highlighted (blue) scans
Left click on Export
A blue box will appear in the middle of the screen
On Destination, click on the down arrow and click on Lacie
Click on OK at the bottom of the blue box
To see your scan list as it is copied to the destination, click on Export, after
"hourglass" cursor disappears (in the middle of the screen)
A white box will appear with your list. Under Status you will see the number of
files moving over
When the white box is empty, your files have all been copied to the Lacie
Go back to Target (top of screen) and click on the down arrow and select Lacie
Your files will be there but in either ID or Study Date order, which ever you have
selected to use (by either clicking on Patient Name=ID or Study Date, Time=scan
date)
Files you have exported are COPIED to that destination. You now have the
same files on the Terarecon and Lacie.

Burn DVD From Terarecon
•
•
•
•

Put DVD in F: drive (white drive)
Start
Programs
Roxio Easy CD Creator
o Project Selector
o Make a Data CD
o Direct CD
• Should show: 4488 MB
• Select CD: (F:)
o Format CD
o Label: as date or name
o Start Format
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Once Formatted:
• Close small box (F:)
• CD Ready: click OK
• Close Direct CD box
• On Aquarius Workstation, click on Export
• Small box on left, highlight DVD-R (F:)
• Click on Initialize Media (tabs under small box)
• Highlight scans being sent to DVD {appox. 35 scans/DVDl
• Right click on a highlighted scan
• Left click on Export
• Blue box should appear in center of screen
o Source: Local database (very faint writing)
o Destination: DVD-R
o Click: OK
Under Status in the white box in the lower half of the screen, shows the
scans being exported to the DVD. When the white box is empty, the
exporting is done.
After scans are burned to DVD:
• Go back to Direct CD
• Click: Eject
• Click on Close to Read on Any Computer
• Click OK
• Click Yes on next little box that pops up
• Wait for DVD drive to open itself to be totally done

To Look at Scans on DVD
•
•
•
•
•
•

Put DVD into white F: drive
Wait for the scan IDs to appear on the right side of screen
Click on My Computer
Right click on DVD/F: drive
Click on Explore
If list of files in F: drive do not appear, click on View-7Details
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• Write down the Study ID numbers of the scans: ~
• Close screen
• Go back to Aquarius Workstation. It already may be running.
Click on the * on the bottom toolbar (accessed by pressing
the Windows key)
• Click on Import (directly under Patient List IDs)
• Click on + of F: drive (study ID of scans will appear)
• Highlight scan (can only highlight one/time)
• Click on (to check) Scan Sub Directories (directly above
letter A: drive)
• Click on Import (directly above Scan Sub Directories, not the
previous Import tab)
• Import to Local Database of Terarecon is done when the
right side of screen says DB update done.
To eject DVD:
• Press Windows key to show bottom toolbar
• Click on white highlighted *
• Click on Exit, bottom left box on screen
• Manually open CD drive and remove DVD
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